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Abstract 
Indonesian Institute of Science implements national scientific repository since 2016 to store the raw data files of 
research in order to preserve the research sustainability. The platform is called RIN (RIN here means National 
Scientific Repository database). The aims and objectives of this research are to define the digital literacy and behaviour 
of the Indonesian researchers and research supporting staffs who are taking a postgraduate degree in UK Universities. 
Based on the research data management lifecycles, the research’s scope of discussion is only limited to data 
management policy and planning. Data were collected through eight semi-structured interviews with researchers and 
research supporting staffs from various backgrounds. The interviews were transcribed and be the primary resources 
for identifying the objectives of the study. The result of this research is delivered in a narrative presentation about the 
participants’ view on their data management skills in conducting their dissertation or projects. Because the participants 
are from different backgrounds, the results of identifying their behaviour towards data management are relatively 
diverse. It is also based on their personality, knowledge, and policy that is delivered by the universities. The result of 
this study is that we could see that participants, who are working as researchers and being a student, mostly aware of 
the importance of managing data well, so do research supporting staffs who have administrative tasks. They got the 
understanding of RDM from induction or university training, especially in the context of data management policy and 
planning. Indonesia could also adopt the concept of RDM training, especially data management planning to RDM 
users. From the studies, it can be seen that socialisation and internalisation are vital to be delivered to the participants 
as the implementation of RDM and its regulation is mainly relied on the practicality of research activities that are 
conducted by them in the first phase, such as research proposal. The participants also suggested early career 
researchers put more attention on the regulation of data citation for acknowledgement, accessibility and data 
integration to help in executing the data management planning during research projects.  
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Indonesian Institute of Science (IIS) produced a regulation about National Scientific Repository Program 
in Indonesia since 2016 that required any scientific publishers to store their raw and final research data and 
document on the RIN database (RIN here means National Scientific Repository database) (Lembaga Ilmu 
Pengetahuan Indonesia, 2016). The initial implementation and socialisation are done since 2018, along with 
the development of the database and system. Meanwhile, some Indonesian researchers and research 
supporting staffs are currently taking a postgraduate degree in the UK Universities and are in progress doing 
their dissertation project. They are from diverse backgrounds and disciplines, such as law, maritime, 
information system and technology, botany, chemistry and engineering. While making the dissertation 
proposal, they will start the first stage of research data management process, that is data management 
planning. This would be based on their universities’ regulation and policy about research data management 
implementation. 
From this background, it can be seen how the behaviour and literacy of Indonesian researchers in managing 
their data from a diverse subject. On the other hand, we could see the collaboration between librarians and 
students on the research data management project and how the policy could govern the activities. In short, 
the research problems are focused on how Indonesian researchers’ behaviour and literacy before and during 
taking a postgraduate degree in the UK universities, as can be known that the requirement of data 
management plans in the early phase of research proposals are in progress, but there has not yet been a 
stable implementation and regulation in Indonesia. 
 
Aims and Objectives 
By conducting this research, we could adopt and identify research culture on a data management plan by 
Indonesian researchers to support the National Scientific Repository Program. This dissertation aims to 
define the digital data literacy and behaviour of the Indonesian researchers and research supporting staffs 
who currently are studying in the UK Universities. The objectives of the study are to identify the behaviour 
of Indonesian scholars/researcher in managing their research data and the impact of their knowledge and 
literacy in delivering research proposal including data management planning based on the research data 
management policy in their university. The study was conducted based on the research questions below: 
1. How Indonesian scholars/researchers behave on managing research data and deliver research 
proposal with or without RDM standards/policy? 
2. Do they have data management planning on their proposal? 
3. What is their suggestion for Early Career Researchers in Indonesia who have not put RDM 
policy in their research activities/proposal? 
 
Scope, Definition and Framework 
Research data management has a full of lifecycles from the data management planning to data curation, but 
this study limits the discussion on data management planning and policy only. This research also limits the 
area of disciplines related to the participants' background so that the research result could not be used or 
seen in the general context. Some definitions and research framework are explained below: 
1. Research data are defined as recorded factual material commonly retained by and accepted in the 
scientific community as necessary to validate research findings; although most of such data is 
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created in digital format, all research data are included irrespective of the format in which it is 
created (EPSRC in Cox and Verbaan, 2018) 
2. Research Data Management (RDM) – Data Management Plan (DMP) helps design, put into 
practice, and follow up on how research data are collected, organised, used and looked after to 
achieve the highest quality and long-term sustainability (Corti et al., 2014) 
3. RIN database (RIN here means National Scientific Repository database) is a management system 
for primary and work data management scientific based on open source, Dataverse managed by the 
Center for Scientific Data and Documentation (PDDI) which is a work unit under the Indonesian 
Institute of Sciences (LIPI). The RIN system was developed to facilitate researchers in storing and 
managing research data. The National Scientific Repository was developed based on the 
researcher's need to store, preserve, and share research data (Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia, 
2016; Pusat Data dan Dokumentasi Ilmiah, 2019). 
4. Indonesian Law No. 11/2019 about the National Systems of Science and Technology. It explains a 
pattern of relationships that establishes relationships that are planned, directed and measurable, and 
sustainable between the elements of institutions and resources to build a network of science and 
technology in supporting its operation as a scientific foundation in formulation and determination 
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Similar / Previous Studies 
Research data is an asset to an institution, and that is why it needs to be recognisable and documented. The 
study in effective research data management by Verbaan and Cox (2014) discovered that the theory 
usefulness on occupational sub-culture, jurisdictional struggle and third space gives an understanding point 
of view from librarians, IT staffs and research administrators towards services development for research 
data management. Other studies that discuss policy awareness was conducted by Cox and Williamson 
(2015). They found that 33% of respondents were aware of the policy and 38% of respondents said that 
they were also aware of their funder’s requirements. These figures were mostly answered by academics in 
medical science and social science. 
Data management training is also vital for liaison librarians in order to provide research data support service 
in the library (Wittenberg, Sackmann and Jaffe, 2018). Based on the survey to the UK Universities that is 
carried out at the end of 2012, research data management services are categorised as a strategic priority 
program in the library (Pryor, 2012). The priority lies in policy activity by giving provision of research data 
management advisory and training services to the early career researchers and PhD students (Cox and 
Pinfield, 2014). There is also a curriculum that is designed by the University of Sheffield – Information 
School collaborated with the University of Leeds and York and funded by UK JISC. It is called RDMRose, 
which emphasis on research data management services by librarians (Cox, Verbaan and Sen, 2014).  
Meanwhile, the leadership and advocacy in research data management services are still limited, as the 
activities need to collaborate with other professionals. It seems that the library could only focus more on 
the advisory services rather than technical services, such as data management planning support and data-
related training (Searle et al., 2015; Cox et al., 2017). In addition, based on the investigation that was done 
by Si et al. (2015), they found that there are six aspects of advisory services that could be provided, such 
as research data introduction, data management guideline, data curation and storage service, data 
management training, data management reference and resource recommendation. Librarians are positioned 
as partners in research data service development, which has been studied by Searle et al. (2015), and that 
the role of librarian could add more value throughout the research lifecycle.  
 
Research Context / Literature Review 
The literature review for this study is on data management planning and policy topic. It is in the area of 
research activities, which relates to data storage and dissemination. Indonesian Institute of Science has a 
platform named National Scientific Repository and using the Dataverse as data management planning 
system. The Dataverse is an open-source for data management planning and is used in Harvard University 
and around the world. The platform is now in the early stage of implementation in Indonesia so that we still 
need comparison studies on how Indonesian researchers could have maximum use on this service. 
Dataverse could be categorised as a repository of data, which gives the public access to data and researchers 
could deposit the content in the name of their institutions. Harvard makes the local installation of Dataverse 
to be open and can be deposited by any researcher group around the world.  
Because the subject of studies are researchers, who work in the Indonesian research institution so that the 
definition of the institutional repository and open access for research outputs is needed, the context of 
research data management is also delivered in general concept with a particular approach to data 
management policy and planning. Initial understanding also required for data literacy and information 
behaviour, in terms of how the study is analysed and later would be delivered in the results and discussions 




Institutional Repository and Open Access 
Open access and repositories are one of the examples on movement to the research dissemination, especially 
on research publication in article and raw data format. The movements are delivered into various concepts, 
such as open access initiatives (green, gold and platinum, open journal systems, OAI-PMH); open data 
initiatives; and institutional repositories (arXiv, DSpace, EPrints, OpenDOAR) (Bawden and Robinson, 
2012). Especially for open data, it focuses more on the curated datasets, with proper metadata and quality 
control. For instance, bio-informatics (genetic and biochemical data), chem(o)informatics (chemical 
substance and reactions) and digital humanities. Therefore, it is essential to have a repository which has 
standardised metadata description, data storage, text mark-up to enable data sharing and combination for 
its data. It is usually labelled as data-intensive or information-intensive. 
Repositories could be used as long-term storage of and access to research data. It fits within a broader set 
of service for research data management skills. Based on Callicott, Scherer and Wesolek (2016) in McNeill 
(2016), data repositories, as can be narrowed-down, have several characteristics below: 
1. Association with an institution 
2. Specialisation in a particular type of data 
3. Business model 
4. Levels of professional curation and unmediated deposit models 
Based on Crow (2002) in Jones (2007), institutional repositories could be defined as a digital collection 
capturing and preserving the intellectual output of a single or multi-university community. The awareness 
to support the culture of the institutional repository could be reached by implementing and focus on three 
areas, such as building formal and informal teams, designing the repository workflows and making the 
Scholarly Communication Office and its service known to campus. The implementation should have a 
strong base of support among staff in the institution, especially within the libraries and IT. (Callicott, 
Scherer and Wesolek, 2016 in Langley and Li, 2016). 
 
Research Data Management  
Data management is defined as the management of a structured set of facts and figures rather than bodies 
of text (Bawden and Robinson, 2012). It is about taking care of the data better so that there will be no small 
frustrations when actively working with those data (Corti et al., 2014). Cox and Verbaan (2018) give 
another definition that RDM is about creating, finding, organising, storing, sharing and preserving data 
within any research process. Based on Corti et al. (2014), data management includes data management 
planning, documenting data, organising data, improving analysis procedures, securing sensitive data, 
having adequate storage and backups during a project, taking care data after a project, sharing data 
effectively and finding for reuse in a new project. 
Managing research data is being an essential issue in the current scientific world. There was a recent study 
by Vines et al. (2014) in managing biology data. He found that data disappears at a rate of 17% per year 
after the publishing results. It is one of the impacts on how researchers unintentionally destroying data or 
having trouble on data retrieval. Data loss experience has also happened to 31% of all PC users as a result 




Data deluge arises as a crisis in confidence in research integrity; while the general measure of open data 
has also directed to increasing apprehensions on data management and data sharing. Funders and sponsors 
on research projects presently give requirements to put data management planning into their proposal. On 
the other hand, journals also ask the researchers to publish their raw data on open access platforms. As a 
response to these phenomena, institutional research has established policies, training and services and 
repositories to support the improvement of research data management program. In 2011, there were 
Common Principles on Data Policy from Research Councils UK and the National Science Foundation in 
the US. They were gaining momentum to support the data management plan requirement for research 
activities. By doing this, funders can not only stem the loss of essential data but also provide accountability 
to those ultimately paying for the research (Corti et al., 2014). 
The organisation of research comes from various disciplines and sub-fields. Research data management 
practices might be applied differently on those meta-discipline, such as pure science, life science, applied 
science, social science, and arts and humanities. Research institutions need to invest more on: time, 
infrastructure and people, for sustainability on managing these diverse types of research data. Research data 
could be recognised based on its format and its types (Cox and Verbaan, 2018), as explained in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Formats and types of data 
Formats of Data Types of Data 
Documents (text, PDF, Microsoft Word) Results of experiments 
Spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel) Measurements collected in the field 
Websites Software program and their outputs 
Notebook/diaries Interview audio recordings and transcripts 
Databases (Access, MySQL, Oracle) Focus group transcripts 
Questionnaires, transcripts, codebooks Questionnaire responses 
Audiotapes, videotapes Government surveys 
Film, photographs Images 
Artefacts, slides, specimens, samples Moving images 
Collection of digital objects acquired and generated 
during the process of research 
Historical documents 
Raw data files generated by software, sensors of 
instrument files 
Physical objects 
Models, algorithms, scripts Social media data: tweets 
Contents of an application (input, output, log files for 
analysis software, simulation software, schemas) 
Logs of web server traffic or another activity 
 
 
Therefore, research data could be defined as anything you perform analysis on (Briney, 2015). Moreover, 
if seeing in more detail, based on Pryor (2012), research data is the output from any systematic investigation 
involving a process of observation, experiment or the testing of a hypothesis, which when assembled in 
context and interpreted expertly will produce new knowledge. The term in defining raw data is known as 
Zeroth, which is raw information before it enters the communication chain; for instance, the output from 
laboratory instruments (Bawden and Robinson, 2012). 
Data can be seen and defined by its type. For social science data, it could be divided into two types, that is 
quantitative and qualitative data. However, for scientific data, it could be categorised into four types, they 
are observational, experimental, simulation and compiled data (Corti et al., 2014). Observational data is 
collected from events that are monitored, usually in a specific time and place, for instance, species counts 
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and weather measurements. Experimental data is, for example, a spectrum of chemical reaction products, 
which is highly controlled environments and will give similar data result by similar conditions. Simulation 
data is the results of computer models of scientific systems, for example the global warming simulations. 
The last type is compiled data, which applies when amass data from other sources are used for secondary 
data, such as performing meta-analysis or building a database containing a variety of data on a topic. 
 
Data Management Policy 
Data management policies could cover a range of topics and from several places. It will affect how we store 
and share the data. The sources might be from national legislation, national policies, funder policies, 
regional and local policies, institutional policies, and field-specific norms or journal policies. The categories 
that they might cover would be around the area of data privacy, data retention, data ownership, data 
copyright, data management and data sharing (Corti et al., 2014). There is a need to put in place the data 
management policies into the processes to support researchers in their needs. It would be seen as part of a 
broader policy framework, which builds support for the institutional repository framework and helps to 
shape researchers’ needs on publications’ central deposit in order to make research outputs more visible 
and data sharing to be recognisable (Pryor, Jones and Whyte, 2014). Based on Cox and Verbaan (2018), 
the policy of research data management usually have these following elements: 
1. A title 
2. A formal statement of scope and purpose 
3. A definition of research data, be that in abstract terms or a listing of types of data 
4. A broad articulation of the institution’s stance on research data management 
5. Links to other related policies 
6. A statement about why research data management is important 
7. Roles and responsibilities 
8. Many policies also emphasise the need to write the costs of research data management into research 
proposals. 
 
Data Management Planning 
It is essential to know that writing data management plan and managing research data are two different 
things, which for planning a research data, it explains more about what the researchers will do to the data 
during and after a project. Meanwhile, data management encompasses the actions that researchers take in 
order to take care of the research data (Corti et al., 2014). Funders requirement to put data management 
planning (DMP) on project proposal may feel like a burdening task of the preliminary writing of research 
proposal. However, because they understand its value and the fragility of data, it leads to a research data 
service innovation by information professionals. In supporting the researcher, they need to create an 
influential research data management culture in the organisation. By planning the data management, it will 
ensure that data remains accessible and comprehensible in the future so that the data creator, as well as 
other researchers with whom the data are shared, can find them and understand them. Besides data 
preservation and sharing, it also helps storage and backing-up and meets legal and ethical requirements 
from funders and publishers (Cox and Verbaan, 2018). Based on the Digital Curation Centre (2013), data 
management planning needs to cover some topics below: 
1. Administrative data 
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2. Data collection 
3. Documentation and metadata 
4. Ethics and legal compliance 
5. Storage and back-up 
6. Selection and preservation 
7. Data sharing 
8. Responsibilities and resources. 
In order to create a data management plan for a research project, three tools can be used; they are DMPTool 
from the University of California Curation Center in the United States, DMPOnline from Digital Curation 
Centre in the United Kingdom, and DMP Assistant from Canada. Those tools provide templates based on 
funding groups that require data management plans for a grant application. They have checklists and 
templates in the form of digital files, such as word or pdf, or an online tool. 
The workshop and training session about data management planning also needs to be provided by 
institutions which support the research projects. Mandating data management plans could be put into ethical 
approval or as part of the research report progress in order to make data management planning writing as a 
culture in the body of research activities. Not only for fulfilling the funders’ and institutional requirements, 
but the researchers also could gain benefit from the process of data management planning, such as it saves 
time and effort in the medium-to-long terms, enables anticipation and avoidance on data loss, and checks 
the necessary support to the data management project. There are also benefit of DMPs to institutions, for 
instance, they provide an opportunity to gather details on expected data volumes to assist in capacity 
planning; help to identify datasets to be recorded in institutional catalogues; and allow early engagement of 
data management experts to validate the appropriateness of proposed approaches (Pryor, Jones and Whyte, 
2014). 
 
Data Literacy and Digital Literacy vs Information Literacy – Awareness 
Digital literacy is defined as the set of attitudes, understanding, and abilities or skills to use information 
effectively, in all formats, in a mostly digital information environment. The term was initially promoted by  
Gilster in 1997, from the book of the same name. Hence, the idea of digital literacy is categorised as a 
broader one, while there are more terms in the same concepts, such as information literacy, computer 
literacy, and media literacy (Robinson et al., 2005). It seems that there is no consistency in how various 
literacies of information were defined over more than 20 years. 
However, the concept of digital literacy, based on Gilster (1997), is explained as an ability to understand 
and to use information from a variety of digital sources. It should be understood as part of a spectrum of 
related knowledge and skills. Importantly, the concept is built on functional IT skills so that training and 
instruction or guideline is necessary information to enable people to develop appropriate and useful digital 
literacies (Nicholls, 2018 in Reedy and Parker, 2018). Information literacy training is a standard service on 
supporting research from library perspective. Libraries have started emerging services in other areas, such 
as open access, information literacy, bibliometric or research analytics services, scholarly presses or hosting 
services, and collection development and reference enquiries (Cox and Verbaan, 2018). 
One example of data literacy instruction was conducted by IUPUI-Indiana University Purdue University 
Indianapolis (Starr, 2016). The goal of this program was to build awareness of research data management 
issues, introduce the method in facilitating data integrity and address common data management issues, 
introduce institutional resources supporting effective data management, build strategic skills that enable 
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researchers to solve new data management problems and build proficiency in applying data management 
methods. Other training to be considered is RDMRose. It is a JISC funded project to produce taught and 
continuing professional development (CPD) learning materials in Research Data Management (RDM) 
tailored for Information professionals (RDMRose, 2012). By building a partnership with academic staff or 
disciplinary data experts, data management training could be best to be delivered. Other than that, good 
practice also needs to be embedded in their daily activities with early career researcher (Pryor, Jones and 
Whyte, 2014).  They also reproduce the list of training resources from DCC’s research data management 
services, and it could be seen in Table 2 below. 
Table 2. List of RDM training 
Name Description Target audience Link (URL) 
UKDA training 
materials 
Slides and exercise for a course 





An online RDM training course 
with quizzes, videos and software 
tutorials 
Researchers http://datalib.edina.ac.uk/mantra 
CAiRO An online RDM module for creative 
arts researchers 
Researchers www.projectcairo.org/module/unit1-0.html 
DataTrain Slides and training materials for 





A 27-page handbook with case 
studies and associated presentation 
Researchers http://eprints.soton.ac.uk/338816 
Leeds RoaDMaP Presentations, handbook and 
feedback from courses aimed at 
engineering researchers, social 








Online modules, slides and exercise 





DCC roadshows Case studies, presentations and 





RDMRose Eight sessions with presentations, 
case studies and activity sheets 
Librarians http://rdmrose.group.shef.ac.uk/?page_id=10 
Data Intelligence 4 
Librarians 
Online content used to run face-to-
face courses with homework 





Training Kit for 
Librarians 
Audio-synced presentations and 
exercises demonstrating how 
MANTRA module can be reused for 
academic liaison librarians 





Information behaviour has many ways of a definition based on the context of the research. Information-
related behaviour could be defined as an individual that may have an ‘information style’ on how to deal 
with information, and it depends on individual personality and cognitive traits. However, there are 
differences between individual behaviour of information seekers and users that could not wholly be 
explained by conventional categories (discipline, task, educational level, age, and gender), but by 
personality traits, cognitive styles and learning styles (Bawden and Robinson, 2011; Spink and Heinstrom, 
2011). Bates (2010) summarises the terms as to how human beings interact with information, in particular, 
how people seek and utilise information. He also adds that there is a subdiscipline [of library and 
information science] that engages in a wide range of type of research conducted in order to understand the 
human relationship to information. Moreover, Wilson (2000) gives a broader definition, that information 
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behaviour is the totality of human behaviour with sources and channels information, including both active 
and passive information seeking and information use. It is also could be related to the information need, but 
the concept is categorised as an abstract, ‘only’ an expression of a psychological state of mind (Bawden 
and Robinson, 2012).  
Various models are produced in defining information behaviour in everyday life. Models here are generally 
conceptual models, which shows the form of flow charts or diagrams in order to illustrate the factors 
involved in information behaviour and how they relate to one another (Wilson, 2000). There are four 
categories of models, such as descriptive models, process models, cognitive models and complex models. 
The difference between those models is complexities, while descriptive and process models focus on list of 
factor and activities involved with simple display and little explanatory power (Wilson, 1981); cognitive 
and complex models provide expanded model (Wilson and Walsh, 1996) and multidirectional perspectives 
on the elements (Johnson, Andrews and Allard, 2001; Bawden and Robinson, 2012). 
The conventional method of studying information behaviour is by interviewing or user studies. It will be 
easier if there is a categorisation of the group studied, such as based on their occupation/discipline, role, or 
demographic status (Case, 2006, 2012). For instance, scientist, engineers, student, researchers, library users, 
or people of particular countries. However, those backgrounds might be an essential basis in correlating 
information behaviour studies, but as Maurice Line stated that it is not the whole story; individual 
personality is also essential, which is affected by personality-based studies (Bawden and Robinson, 2012). 
The Big6 model also can be used for information problem-solving skills, from choosing a topic to self and 
peer-assessment. It can be applied to all grade levels of people and integrated into technical skills. It 
provides a variety of alternative strategies and has information literacy instruction, which reflects critical 
thinking (American Society for Information Science and Technology, 2005). The process includes 
necessary elements in order to solve problems and task completion. The model could be seen in Table 3. 
 
Table 3. The Big6 model of information problem solving 
1. Task definition: 
a. Define the problem 
b. Identify the information needed 
2. Information seeking strategies: 
a. Determine all possible sources 
b. Select the best sources 
3. Location and access: 
a. Locate sources 
b. Find information within sources 
4. Use of information: 
a. Engage (e.g., read, hear, view) 
b. Extract relevant information 
5. Synthesis: 
a. Organise the information from multiple sources 
b. Present information 
6. Evaluation: 
a. Judge the result (effectiveness) 






The methodology used is qualitative with the survey method. Observation, literature review and depth-
interview are the research technique in gathering the primary data of the research. Based on Pickard (2007), 
the essential components of a qualitative research design are a literature review, theoretical framework, and 
using a human instrument. The human instrument is chosen in order to study behaviour in the context of 
research data management activities. They deliver explicit and tacit knowledge about the topic so that the 
researchers could understand and portray the complexities of their relationship (Pickard, 2007). 
In order to establish the trustworthiness in qualitative research, we should follow the essential application 
on credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Pickard, 2007). The credibility of this 
study could be found on the persistent observation and prolonged engagement with the research 
participants. Transferability will be seen in the research findings that could provide ‘rich pictures’ on the 
individual level. Dependability is related to the evidence that relevant to the study, while confirmability is 
to make sure that the results are accepted as the subjective knowledge of the researcher (raw data, 
disciplinary assumptions, theoretical proclivities and research interests) (Charmaz, 1995). 
This study use interview as data collection techniques to gain an in-depth understanding of individual 
perception about research data management plans and policies. There are seven stages of the interview 
process, such as thematising, designing, interviewing, transcribing, verifying and reporting (Kvale, 1996). 
In the interviewing stage, the study uses semi-structured interviews, which combines several predefined 
questions following with subsequent questions that depend on the responses given (Bawden and Robinson, 
2012). The recording of the interview is in audio format, as it is more convenient in gathering the data in a 
whole while writing notes might be a problem to miss relevant data. After that, transcribing the interview 
record need to be done as soon as possible for analysis and interpretation. 
This is also applied in online interviewing, while the difference is only the medium. The study uses 
synchronous interviewing approach, which is a real-time interviewing involves the use of internet relay 
chat (IRC) software to facilitate real-time conversations between two (or more) people (Pickard, 2007). The 
type of the chat is audio or video call, by using the service from Whatsapp audio/video call application or 
Skype audio/video call application. Because the online interview is conducted in the second interview 
session so that the participants’ contact was asked in the first session before. 
In determining the sample of participants, this study uses both of combination between purposive and 
convenience sample with some criteria, such as nationality, education level, place of residence, occupation; 
and fellow students (Denscombe, 2010). The total of participants is eight postgraduate students, which is 




Research participants got informed consent, that means they understand what they agree to, accept what is 
being asked and are comfortable with the purpose of the research (Pickard, 2007). The procedure in giving 
informed consent must meet three criteria, such as participants must be competent to give consent, sufficient 
information must be provided to allow for a reasoned decision, and consent must be voluntary and 
uncoerced (Schinke and Gilchrist, 1993). The study provides participation information sheet that contains 
a brief and general description of the research and its purposes. It also gives information to the participants 
about the GDPR and personal information security in maintaining anonymity and confidentiality in 
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contributing to the research interview. Anonymity implies that the research participant remains anonymous 
during and after the research activity; this can never be the case if the researcher is to meet the person during 
the research process. While confidentiality means that the identity of the participant will not be revealed 
when using any data provided by the participant. In short, anonymity means nobody knows who participant 
is; confidentiality means nobody will be told the identity of the participant (Pickard, 2007). The strategy in 
providing confidentiality in this study is to refer participants by a pseudonym and ensure that no real names 
or identifying information are given when reporting the research result.  
The data collection that is conducted in this study considered ethics regulation based on City, University of 
London’s template. The ethics permission also has been reviewed by Supervisor, Prof. David Bawden. 
Furthermore, these interviews are kept anonymous, and confidentiality is respected during the data 




The methodology that is used in this study is qualitative with a literature review and survey based on two-
stage depth-interview for data collection. The observation and literature review are the first steps in 
collecting data. Pickard (2007) suggested that before writing a literature review, we need to see the primary 
purpose of research. The goal of this study is to know the behaviour and awareness of Indonesian 
postgraduate student in UK universities towards data management plan and its policy. Therefore, the topic 
selection was picked, such as institutional repository, open access, research data management (planning 
and policy), data literacy and information behaviour. After that, the literature was searched by browsing 
some materials from the City Library. Some printed books were borrowed, and e-books and e-articles were 
downloaded. Related seminars and training were also followed for additional materials of discussion. Those 
materials are compiled, especially the digital one and put on the named-folder with the same concept for 
easy retrieval and read. Mendeley is also used for reference manager application. In developing an 
argument, a framework of thinking is made to be in line with the context of the discussion. Critical analysis 
was also made, and the synthesis of research was done to combine the various concept found for the 
materials in the literature review section. 
The next step is conducting the first stage of depth-interview to eight Indonesian students who work in 
research institutions in Indonesia as a researcher or research supporting staff in different areas and are taking 
postgraduate by research and coursework in the UK Universities. The structure of the interview is a semi-
structured interview and transcribed manually by the researcher. 
The first interview session is focused on their daily activity and habit in managing research data before 
taking a postgraduate degree abroad. The result is used as the first approach and understanding of their 
literacy about data management. After the first data collection of the interview, informants are in their 
dissertation stage, too. They make the dissertation proposal and collecting data. So that they also are 
introduced to their university’s research data management policy. The informants reviewed more on that 
specific area and give comments for the next interview’s material. Research questions for the two interviews 
are based on RDMRose learning material for the researcher (RDMRose, 2012). They were also given two 
tasks about personal practical information and types and formats of data identification (Cox and Verbaan, 
2018). Those tasks are compiled in order to know their background profiles and styles in managing data. 
The second session of depth-interview focuses on their understanding of data management plan policy in 
their university. It also focuses on their current awareness of digital/data literacy. The result is used as the 
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final understanding for a recommendation on implementing a data management plan in Indonesia. They 
also filled a task about responsibility assessment (Cox and Verbaan, 2018), which is used as the discussion 
material about their view and opinion regarding leadership on research data management activities. In the 
end, the recommendation is used to support making a good habit on data management behaviour from the 
first stage of a research proposal, using data management plans. The interview is conducted to Indonesian 
students from: 
1. Newcastle University – Environmental Engineering 
2. Newcastle University – Chemical Science  
3. University of Edinburgh – Biodiversity and Taxonomy of Plants 
4. Edinburgh Napier University – Advanced Security and Digital Forensics 
5. University of Leeds – Information System and Information Management 
6. University of Liverpool – Maritime Engineering 
7. University of Swansea – International Maritime Law, Shipping and Trade – Hillary Rodham 
Clinton School of Law 
8. University of Southampton – Advanced Mechanical Engineering Science 
The sampling determination of interviewees is based on the purposive criteria, such as: 
1. Indonesian people 
2. Taking a master or postgraduate degree in UK University – in a dissertation project 
3. Researcher (4 people) or Research Supporting Staff (4 people) from various Research Institutions 
4. The University has the RDM Policy documents 




Types, Format and Size of Data 
1. What types and formats of data would you have? 
2. How much data would you have? 
Data Storage and Back-up 
3. How would you store and back up your data? 
4. Data retrieval? Is it in the same context? Is it adequately documented? 
5. How can you locate data for re-use in your research? 
6. Where is the best place to store your data for long-term preservation? 
Data Sharing and Security 
7. Whom would you say own the data? 
8. Would you say you share the data with others, or not? If you want to share data with a project 
partner at another institution, where should you store research data to share it securely? 
9. Data security? 
10. Data reuse? Motivation to do RDM? (attitudes) 
11. How would you cite someone else’s data in your journal article? 
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Subject Discipline of Data 
12. Is there a subject repository in your area? Do people share the data on that platform? 
 
Part Two 
Data Policy (Awareness) 
1. Is there a policy relating to research data? If so, what does it say, and how does it fit into the broader 
structures of research governance? Can you work out where leadership for RDM sits? 
2. Is there a website for RDM? Who runs it? 
3. What training is being offered? Have you got any training regarding research data management? 
From the office or university? 
4. Is there a data repository? What type of material is stored there? 
5. Challenges: data quality, lack of data sharing, licensing restrictions, lack of standards, difficult in 
locating existing data sources, and data security. 
Data Management Planning 
6. How do you complete a data management planning for a research proposal for a particular funder? 
7. Do you aware of the research funders policy? Do they require data management planning in your 
proposal? 
Subject Discipline of Data 
8. Do you aware that there is a local policy or university’s policy, repository or research data services 




Figure 2. Research Timeline 




Results and Discussions 
 
Objective 1 – Literacy and Behaviour 
How Indonesian scholars/researchers behave on managing research data and deliver research 
proposal with or without RDM standards/policy? 
In order to know how the participants’ behaviour in managing their research data and deliver their research 
proposal, the methods of data collection are done by identifying: 
1. Profile of participants 
2. Participants’ information practice – self-assessment 
3. Types and formats of data that participants have 
4. Participants’ literacy on data storage and back-up, data sharing and security, and data policy 
5. Responsibility assessment – participants’ view about research data management’s task 
 
1. Profile of Participants 
The participants are from various background of education and occupation. The profile of each participant 
is explained below. 
Respondent 1 (R1-Env) 
Respondent 1 (abbreviated as R1-Env) works in standardisation institution. He is in the cooperation team, 
and mostly doing administrative services, especially in socialisation and assists in implementing standards. 
While working in Indonesia, R1-Env could be categorised as research supporting staff as he deals with 
standardisation documents for supporting the research activities. He deals with administrative documents, 
such as Memory of Understanding (MoU) documents. Now, he is pursuing a postgraduate degree by 
coursework at Newcastle University, in Environmental Engineering. For his dissertation project, R1-Env is 
working on gathering data from a river (which was a waste disposal site). It has a lot of iron content and is 
contaminated. So, the research project will involve some data/sample gathering to the site, from upstream 
to downstream area. Those samples will be brought to the laboratories for assessment. 
 
Respondent 2 (R2-Chem) 
Respondent 2 (abbreviated as R2-Chem) is a postgraduate student by coursework in Chemistry Science, in 
the Newcastle University. She previously works in laboratories accreditation in standardisation institution 
in Indonesia. R2-Chem has chemistry science as her educational background, and her works could be 
categorised as research supporting staff. Even though she is not working as an assessor for the accreditation 
program, but she supports it in the administrative section. Her research is related to physical chemistry, 
with spectroscopy devices for measuring molecules, in order to know its impact into the atmosphere. She 
will measure the NaCL, HCL and other molecules and see the movement of molecules. From the result, 
she can predict what will happen in the cloud. By using the Raman spectroscopy tool, she could see the 
spectrum. The output is in the form of numbers for analysis and graphics. R2-Chem also uses a camera, and 
the movement of the molecule will be captured and becomes a picture. In her dissertation, the data will be 




Respondent 3 (R3-Pla) 
Respondent 3 (abbreviated as R3-Pla) is a postgraduate student by coursework in Biodiversity and 
Taxonomy of Plants, in the University of Edinburgh. He works as botanical researchers in Indonesian 
Institute of Science and has been researching plants, especially in the dicot’s topic. He spent his research 
time in the site, that is RBGE (Royal Botanic Garden of Edinburgh). In Indonesia, he works closely in 
Botanic Garden Bogor, West Java, Indonesia. 
RBGE has living and dead/dried collection. The living collections are spread around the garden, while the 
dead or dried collection is stored inside the Science Building. It is called Herbarium. R3-Pla showed the 
area of Herbarium in RBGE and stated that by doing herbarium forensics [researching the dried plants as 
document], it could be used as primary sources and be the main data for a research project or continuing 
research from the previous one. The herbarium area has two floors, which the below one is categorised as 
low-level plants, such as fungus, algae, gymnosperm and omnivore (monocots). Moreover, the mezzanine 
or second floor is for dicots. 
R3-Pla’s research is focused more on dicots, and he showed the example of dried plants, that he would 
describe. It was borrowed from Kew Botanical Garden in London. The classification of each document is 
using colours and numbers, but the arrangement is by alphabetical order. The herbarium also has a special 
section for British native collection of plants. They provide a microscope for students and researchers to 
see the collections in more detail. The area of the herbarium is managed well, by seeing the room 
temperature management, good lighting and a standard storage box for dried plants. One of the examples 
of dried plants since around 1980 is still seen fresh in colour. R3-Pla informs that the way researcher drying 
plants is by pressing those plants in the special paper and put it inside the oven. However, some senior 
researchers use a conventional way by burning it in the upper area of the fire. Some of them also add alcohol 
to make the plants not easily rotten. 
R3-Pla is doing his research by looking to the structure, hair and any elements that the plant has. It is 
descriptive research while he makes sure to put or add the description into the exclusive database about 
herbarium collection. The database has a unique identifier number on each collection and also explaining 
where it stored and came. Only researchers who have permission can access the database and the dried 
plants. R3-Pla could recall the collection by seeing its reference number. Besides describing the plants, he 
needs to do laboratory assessment, such as DNA extraction, PCR and MGS. All data will be kept at 
Edinburgh University database. For the final assessment, such as next-generation sequencing will be done 
at the Edinburgh Campus. The output of the analysis will be a picture of DNA. 
 
Respondent 4 (R4-Dig) 
Respondent 4 (abbreviated as R4-Dig) is a postgraduate student by coursework in Advanced Security and 
Digital Forensics, in the Edinburgh-Napier University. He works at standardisation institution in Indonesia. 
He could be categorised as research supporting staff, as he was mostly doing administrative tasks for an 
accreditation program in his office. His research is mostly about cybersecurity and how to analyses the 





Respondent 5 (R5-Inf) 
Respondent 5 (abbreviated as R5-Inf) works in public bureaus in an Indonesian research institution. He is 
taking postgraduate degree by coursework in Information Systems and Information Management, in the 
University of Leeds. His research is in evaluating the use of social media in a community. He could be 
categorised as research supporting staff as he works in a research institution but the administrative area. 
 
Respondent 6 (R6-Mar) 
Respondent 6 (abbreviated as R6-Mar) is a postgraduate student by research in Maritime Engineering, in 
the University of Liverpool. He works as engineers in the research institution in Indonesia. He had partnered 
with various researchers in maritime engineers in doing some research projects. 
 
Respondent 7 (R7-Law) 
Respondent 7 (abbreviated as R7-Law) is a postgraduate student by coursework in International Maritime 
Law, Shipping and Trade – Hillary Rodham Clinton School of Law, in the University of Swansea. She 
works as a political researcher in a research institution in Indonesia. 
 
Respondent 8 (R8-Mec) 
Respondent 8 (abbreviated as R8-Mec) is a postgraduate student by coursework in Advanced Mechanical 
Engineering Science, in the University of Southampton. He mostly works with some equipment and tools 
in supporting marine and maritime activities. However, his research for the dissertation will focus more on 
system analysis. He generates data to make a sensor, for instance, measuring water in the pipe. He will 
make the model, generate the limitation of experiments and compare the result. Also, he works as engineers 
in the research institution in Indonesia. 
 
2. Self-Assessment 
From the task that was given to every participant in the first interview, we could see the amount of data that 
they produce based on their activities in a research project or administrative tasks. The compilation of the 
self-assessment on managing and storing data can be seen in the tables below. These tables are adapted 
from the Cox and Verbaan (2018) about a questionnaire on personal information practices. 
 
Amount of data production 
Table 4. Amount of data production 
  R1-Env R2-Chem R3-Pla R4-Dig R5-Inf R6-Mar R7-Law R8-Mec 
Create and collect document 100-999 1000-4999 100-999 100-999 < 100 < 100 1000-4999 100-999 




Based on Table 4 above, some respondents create and collect hundreds of documents in producing their 
data for research and administrative purposes. R2-Chem and R7-Law produce more than that, around 1000-
4999 documents as it is mostly raw data result of analysis from the data collection stages, such as 
laboratories files or manuscripts. Contrarily, R5-Inf and R6-Mar produce few documents because most of 
their files are in one large size of files. So, we can see that the production of each data based on educational 
background or profession is different and depends on their profiles. 
The percentage of the digital collection in producing data is also varied, while for R2-Chem, R4-Dig and 
R7-Law, each of them produce 75% of data in digital format and R5-Inf produces the least one, that is 25% 
of the files. The reason for R5-Inf produces the least data is because of his work was in the administrative 
section, so he produces more data in paper format. 
 
Storing data 
Table 5. Storing data 
  R1-Env R2-Chem R3-Pla R4-Dig R5-Inf R6-Mar R7-Law R8-Mec 
Word of documents > 75% > 75% < 25% > 75% 50-75% 50-75% 50-75% 50-75% 
Stored on a desktop PC at home < 25% < 25% < 25% < 25% 50-75% 50-75% N/A > 75% 
Stored on a laptop < 25% < 25% 50-75% > 75% < 25% < 25% > 75% < 25% 
Stored on a tablet < 25% < 25% < 25% < 25% < 25% < 25% N/A < 25% 
Stored on a phone < 25% < 25% < 25% < 25% < 25% < 25% 25-50% < 25% 
Stored on your institution drive > 75% > 75% > 75% > 75% < 25% 50-75% < 25% > 75% 
Stored in the Cloud (Dropbox, etc.) 50-75% 50-75% < 25% > 75% 25-50% < 25% 25-50% 25-50% 
Stored on a memory disk < 25% < 25% < 25% < 25% < 25% < 25% < 25% 50-75% 
Stored on an external hard-drive < 25% 50-75% 50-75% < 25% < 25% 50-75% 50-75% < 25% 
 
As we can see from Table 5 above, all the respondents do have their style in storing data. The documents 
that they produce are mostly in the word format and stored in the institutional drive. However, they mainly 
back-up the data to other storage tools, such as cloud, laptop and external hard-drive. Less than 25% of data 
are stored on a memory disk, tablet or phone for more comfortable data transfer to other computers. Half 
of the respondent have rarely stored data on a desktop PC at home, but they prefer to store it at the office. 
R7-Law responds N/A to PC and tablet as data storage as she does not store any data to that storage. 
According to the Boston Computing Network (2013), the concern of losing precious digital data was 
happened because of the events below: 
1. 6% of personal computer will suffer an episode of data loss, which in the year 1998, around 4.6 
million data loss episodes happened in the USA business 
2. 140.000 hard drives crash every week in the USA 
3. 31% of personal computer users have lost all of their files due to out of control events 
4. 60% of companies will shut down within six months due to data loss disaster 
5. 30% of all business which got a major fire go out of business within a year and 70% fails within 
five years 
6. 34% of companies fail to test the back-ups tape, and 77% have failures on the backup tape. 
In order to prevent the data loss, the best practice in storing data need to be implemented by storing the data 
in an open standard formats, copy or migrate data regularly, use two different forms of storage, check the 
data integrity of stored files, organise and label stored data clearly, ensure the area of storage is free from 





Table 6. Files back-up 
  R1-Env R2-Chem R3-Pla R4-Dig R5-Inf R6-Mar R7-Law R8-Mec 
Back-up files Rarely Monthly Rarely Monthly Rarely Monthly Monthly Monthly 
 
Based on Table 6 above, most of the respondent backed-up their files in a monthly time, while others rarely 
do it because they do not have any urgency to back the data up. However, backing-up files is an essential 
element of data management in order to protect against accidental or malicious data loss due to human 
error, hardware failure, software or media faults, virus infection or malicious hacking and power failure 
(Corti et al., 2014). 
 
Opinion 
Table 7. Opinion 
  R1-Env R2-Chem R3-Pla R4-Dig R5-Inf R6-Mar R7-Law R8-Mec 
I often have difficulty re-finding a 
document that I created Disagree Disagree Neutral Disagree Disagree Agree Disagree Disagree 
I often have difficulty re-finding 
something I found before Disagree Disagree Neutral Disagree Disagree Agree Disagree Disagree 
I have lost a version of a document I 
was working on for my studies 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Disagree Disagree Disagree Disagree Disagree 
Finding documents across my different 
devices is a big problem Neutral Neutral Neutral Disagree Neutral Agree Disagree Neutral 
The fact that part of my collection is 
print and part electronic causes 
problems 
Neutral Neutral Neutral Disagree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree 
Sharing documents effectively with 
others cause problems Disagree Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree 
I regularly delete old versions of files 
and useless information Neutral Neutral Disagree Agree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
I follow regular convention when 
creating file names 
Neutral Neutral Neutral Agree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
 
The eight opinions shown in Table 7 above are describing their view and perspectives in managing their 
data. It covers data retrieval, data versioning, data format, data sharing and the file naming. The first 
statement is about re-finding or recalling their created data or the data they have found before. Most of the 
respondent does not have any difficulties in recalling the data, but R6-Mar has difficulties. So, he tries to 
rename the files every time he produces data. It also occurs when re-finding the files that they found before. 
Consistent file names and organised folder structures would help them for data retrieval.  
Another problem is data versioning, which needs to be controlled. A version of the file is where a file has 
been changed and is closely related to another file in terms of its content (Corti et al., 2014). However, in 
order to control the changes, researchers need to keep in track of the files by using versioning facilities in 
MS Word and its software (Subversion), using the file-sharing software, controlling rights to editing the 






Table 8. Data security 
  R1-Env R2-Chem R3-Pla R4-Dig R5-Inf R6-Mar R7-Law R8-Mec 
Passwords 
I have one secure 
password, and 
for low-risk 
system use the 
other passwords 




I have one secure 
password, and 
for low-risk 
system use the 
other passwords 
I have one secure 
password, and 
for low-risk 
system use the 
other passwords 
I have one secure 
password, and 
for low-risk 
system use the 
other passwords 
I use one 
password for 
everything 
I have one secure 
password, and 
for low-risk 
system use the 
other passwords 
low-risk have one 
secure password, 
and for low-risk 
system use the 
other passwords 
 
Data security need to be ensured as it will prevent unauthorised access or unwanted changes to the data, 
such as disclosure or destruction of data. Considering the security of data that they produce, they usually 
put a password with the various approach. Based on Table 8, most of them use one secure password and 
will be used for the low-risk system. One respondent (R2-Chem) does have one different password on every 
system and website she has, while another respondent (R6-Mar) has one password for everything.  
 
3. Types and Formats of Data  
From Table 9 below, the documents and spreadsheet are always owned by participants from a diverse 
background. But not all formats of data are managed by them. For instance, the website, only a few of the 
participants do produce articles on the website. Some of them produce notebook/diaries that are delivered 
into sticky notes on the desktop for a reminder or just a log-book of research activities. R2-Chem, R3-Pla 
and R6-Mar only do databases such as Access, while they do store their data into the database. For R6-Pla, 
he puts the herbarium data, such as e-DNA to the herbarium database. Other formats of data, for instance, 
questionnaires, transcripts and codebooks are produced by R2-Chem, R4-Dig, R5-Inf and R7-Law because 
some of their studies are related to participants or respondents in the data collection stage. Meanwhile, the 
sample of audiotapes and videotapes are usually produced as minutes of meetings records. Also, in other 
formats, such as films and photographs. 
R2-Chem and R3-Pla produce data related specimens and samples because they work at laboratories, while 
R4-Dig and R7-Law do produce the slides for research presentations or executive summary. The collection 
of digital objects is owned by almost all participants, as they produce various formats of data in the digitised 
format. R6-Mar, R7-Law and R8-Mec produce raw data and models in algorithms/script in its format. 
Infographic is one of the data formats that are in the category of data visualisation. The last one is log files, 
which produced by some researchers who required to make logs about their research activities. 
Results of experiments by participants are mostly related to their research disciplines. The output is in 
extension file format and only can be read by its software. It could be in other types, such as measurements, 
software program, transcripts, questionnaires, surveys, images, moving images, historical documents, 
physical objects, tweets, and other website activities. For more details regarding the list of types and formats 
of data could be found in Table 9 below.  
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Table 9. Type and Format of Data 










Documents (text, PDF, 
Microsoft Word) v v v v v v v v 
2 
Spreadsheet (Microsoft 
Excel) v v v v v v v v 
3 Websites v v x x x x kemlu.go.id x 
4 Notebook/diaries 
sticky notes on 
desktop v 
logbook/note
book x v v 
based on the pattern 
of file naming x 
5 
Databases (Access, MySQL, 





x x v x x 
6 
Questionnaires, transcripts, 
codebooks x v x 
questionnai





7 Audiotapes, videotapes 
meeting 
records 
x x x x v audiorecord, videorecord x 
8 Film, photographs x x x x x x photos equipment/tools photos 
9 
Artefacts, slides, specimens, 













Collection of digital objects 
acquired and generated 




















Raw data files generated by 
software, sensors of 
instrument files 
x x x x x .dat, .nc, .txt infographic log 
12 Models, algorithms, scripts x x x x x .f, fortran, phyton scripts x 
13 
Contents of an application 
(input, output, log files for 
analysis software, simulation 
software, schemas) 
x x x x x .log x log 
14 Others…  x x x x x x x guide-book 














v x .nc, netcdf, .m 
.docs, .jpeg, .xls, .pdf, 
.mp4 
.docx, .csv, .xlsx 
2 
Measurements collected in 
the field x x 
morphology 
characters x x 
.dat, 
.txt 
.txt .csv, .xlsx 
3 
Software program and their 
outputs x x x x x 
.f, fortran, 
phyton 





Interview audio recordings 
and transcripts x x x x x x .wav, .mp4 x 
5 Focus group transcripts v v x x x 
.docx, 
.pdf 
.doc, .pdf x 
6 Questionnaire responses x v x v v x .xlx, .doc, .pdf x 
7 Government surveys x x x x v x .xlx, .doc, .pdf .docx 
8 Images x x v x v .png .jpeg, .jpg, .png .jpeg 
9 Moving images x x x x v .mp4 .vlc .mp4 
10 Historical documents x v x x v x .pdf x 
11 Physical objects x x x x x .dat documents, reports, written statement 
produk/sample 
batubara 
12 Social media data: tweets x x x x x x x x 
13 
Logs of web server traffic or 
another activity x x x x x x x x 









4. Participants’ Literacy about Research Data Management 
Data Storage and Back-up 
R1-Env 
While working in Indonesia, R1-Env used to deal with administrative documents, but he never experiences 
any missing data or difficulties in finding the data. He frequently stores and back-up the data into office 
servers. The servers are primarily provided to support the department’s tasks. It is a computer server that 
could only be accessed by employees. It is also connected to Google Drive so that employees could access 
it remotely. Meanwhile, in his university, students get free 500 GB of file storage, and R1-Env thought that 
it might be the facilities that the university provided to support RDM activities. R1-Env’s supervisor also 
gave direct suggestion to always back up data in many places, such as one drive (personal and campus) and 
file storage from campus. The RDM policy in Newcastle University urged staffs and students to always 
routinely back up data. 
 
R2-Chem 
R2-Chem is in KAN (National Accreditation Committee) Division, and it has its server. She is required to 
store and back-up data to the server frequently. However, unfortunately, the server only can be used inside 
the office, as it is only in the intranet section. For her device, she uses her external hard-disk for [monthly] 
back-up. 
Moreover, R2-Chem’s client has many types of laboratories, and as an accreditation division, they have 
their log-history. The log has its folder for each client that has content about the accreditation result in each 
year. In order to maintain the data, R2-Chem’s put the folder based on the year for easy recall of reviewing 
and assessing the materials. R2-Chem put a consistent naming for her file and folder in order to recall the 
data easily. Her data mostly in excel and access format, so that it could look like a database and easy to 
retrieve. Unfortunately, those files are stored in the office server, so that the access only can be achieved if 
the person is in the office [local server]. 
 
R3-Pla 
R3-Pla never experience any data loss, but he has a problem with recalling data, as they are too much on 
his storage. He usually forgot to rename it and where to save the file. He tends to save the file on the local 
and particular folder. Although for him, it will take longer time to manage that, in the end, it is useful for 
easy retrieval. Some experiences that he had before is that he forgot to rename an important file and he goes 
through any .pdf file and opens and read it one-by-one. In the end, he will print the important file for easy 
reading and give notes or highlight on the important part of statements. 
 
R4-Dig 





R5-Inf stores his data neatly by naming each file. He works in the administrative office and usually back-
up his files on Google Drive for easy access and share, and it also has big enough storage. In campus, he 
uses OneDrive with a personal account and university account. The university also facilitates virtual 
learning environment system (VLE system) for accessing the learning materials. He stated that his data is 
not too much so that there will be minimum difficulties in retrieval and duplication. R5-Inf felt that his 
management skill on data is upgraded when he is a student. When he was in office, there were so many 
projects with various types of documents to handle. He also rarely backs-up his office data and save those 
on his office computer. 
 
R6-Mar 
The University of Liverpool has its file storage. The capacity is up to one terabyte. It is mainly provided 
for the school of engineering’s student in the research program. R6-Mar also use GitHub and GitLive for 
sharing platform. R6-Mar thought that it is essential to integrate and link the research data to an open 
platform. For experimental data that he produces, it could be up to 20 GB on each file. The data is, for 
example, sea depth data or root data. In his laboratories, many tools are used by many people frequently. 
So, every time R6-Mar and each person use those tools, they will back-up the result immediately. After 
finish measuring, they will download the data and store it to the server. R6-Mar uses a consistent file naming 
because while downloading or extracting the data after measurement, usually it has the same name, so he 
needs to rename the file with additional information, such as the name of the project and its date. It is 
considered as a habit for him, as since working in Indonesia, he does that. There is a standard file naming 
from national accreditation committee in Indonesia. They need to follow the procedure, and it became a 
good habit for him. R6-Mar has a scheduled back-up every Wednesday in his laboratories. The laboratories 
team and his supervisors instruct it. They also get an external hard-drive for personal storage. 
Moreover, he does other back-ups to the cloud server, too. R6-Mar has experienced on losing data because 
of fire. The server in his office was burned, and they did not have any back-up. So, they lost a project 
because of it and need to re-do the data collection again. In order to prevent the same accident, each staff 
specifically got two external hard drive, and the back-up was twice due to fear of such similar incidents. 
 
R7-Law 
R7-Law uses cloud storage in both the office and the university. It is easily connected and synced. She can 
access it from home and campus, even on the road, because she commutes frequently and has high mobility. 
This type of access is essential and functional. She recommended that these facilities need to be optimally 
considered by the research institution in Indonesia. 
 
R8-Mec 
R8-Mec uses a consistent file naming for his digital data, but it will be different for physical-form data. He 
usually bundles those to a box file. His data mostly consists of assessment and evaluation reports on tools 





Data Sharing and Security 
R1-Env 
In the office, R1-Env has a particular network, and other employees have access to it. The [Google] link 
can be shared to others, but unfortunately, it is not locked so that it lacks in security access. However, R1-
Env stated that as long as the link is only given to the people who are obliged to have access, so there will 
not be a problem. Even though it is leaked, not many information that they can see as it is only 
administrative documents. In campus, R1-Env is given a cloud drive [OneDrive] and file storage [remote 
hard drive]. Every students and staff at Newcastle University could access and use the facilities if they log 
in to the university account. Specifically, for file storage, it is like an additional drive in every PC that the 
students get to log on, and also it can be accessed remotely. R1-Env is a postgraduate student by 
coursework, and when he read the RDM policy, it addresses lecturer, staff and research associates or 
postgraduates by research explicitly. So, for R1-Env, he thought that the policy does not give too much 
impact for him to manage research data better as it is not required for his research. However, some points 
on the policy do relate, such as filing for ethical permissions. 
 
R2-Chem 
R2-Chem uses office server to store and back-up her data. A password protects some of the sensitive data. 
So, only certain people could change and access those data. While the accreditation process is held, data 
that is generated at council meetings can only be accessed by people in the team. The team is consisted of 
people from various fields and industries. Before they join the accreditation team, they need to sign the 
NDA (non-disclosure agreement) in order to protect the client’s data. R2-Chem stated that it is important 
to be very confidential because the team will go inside the core of the client’s laboratories. 
 
R3-Pla 
R3-Pla could use the campus facilities remotely as he has two accounts, as an RBGE researcher and the 
University of Edinburgh’s student. He has a group or team for research collaboration and accessing the 
database. There is a particular database, and only restricted people can access and add content to it. Only 
the researchers with the same topic of interest could collaborate and have the same level of access, except 
their supervisors and other collaborators. It is an application that needs to be installed on the desktop. 
Meanwhile, based on R3-Pla, in Indonesia, there is no individual facilities or networks for collaboration in 
the digital platform. 
Moreover, R3-Pla does cite data by using the code number manually. For example, when referencing a 
plant from RBGE number 1212, he will cite E1212 on his paper. It is known internationally. Other 
herbarium names, for instance, K for Kews, London and BO for Bogor, Indonesia. The number is unique 
for herbarium researchers and can be checked via its database. The downward of this citing is that there 
might be a time that researcher mistypes the number. So, R3-Pla suggested that every time he wants to cite 
something, he will re-check it to the primary resources. It could be the books, articles or databases. Every 
herbarium researcher also has a unique identification number, with the original name. In his opinion about 
research data management policy, R3-Pla thought that the RDM policy that he reviewed before is quite 





In campus, R4-Dig is rarely doing data sharing, as his programs are mostly in the form of individual 
assignments. So, he does not have any collaboration or group project. For data sharing, he uses Moodle to 
submit his assignments and to get coursework materials. In the office, R4-Dig is working in the 
administrative section, specifically in the accreditation committee. There is a standardised procedure in 
handling document, especially in certification activities in assessing the client in order to get an 
accreditation. Documents produced on those activities will be kept confidential among the team. The final 
output is an accreditation certificate, and the duration is four years. There is a database, and the clients 
increase significantly every year. The document is stored on KANMIS (KAN management information 
system). It is a web-based portal. Clients, secretariat, assessors have accounts to access the portal. However, 
the level of access to each account is limited. Also, for data security, each technical committee is guaranteed 
to sign a confidentiality agreement. 
 
R5-Inf 
R5-Inf stated that the data ownership depends on the type of work. There are personal and teams who owned 
data. To authorise access, they usually use the bit.ly link without any access restrictions. The important 
thing is that they have a link that can be accessed immediately. For campus, most of the data is produced 
by the project group. The output is the report and is shared via OneDrive and campus account. So, they 
share in one OneDrive folder with other members of the group. R5-Inf has never been citing data, but 
mostly is citing articles with DOI number. He plans to use a questionnaire for his current research so that 
he might cite some data of questionnaire from the previous research reports. 
 
R6-Mar 
In his office in Indonesia, R6-Mar usually has his project with a team and will put every documents and 
file produced to a separate folder. Every member of the team could access the folder, and the arrangement 
is chronologically based on the date of the report. It is a different approach when he is in university. R6-
Mar uses university account to access any facilities that are provided by the university. There are also staffs 
from IT desks to control the monitors' traffic individually. While he is in a research project team, he needs 
to ask permission to access a file owned by other members via his supervisors, with the owner’s permission, 
too. So, the time to request and access data is longer. The supervisor is also given a position as a root level, 
who has access to any data in the project. Furthermore, as an engineer in Indonesia, who frequently 
collaborates with researchers in a project, R6-Mar usually cooperate with them to make a paper or an article. 
Also, data sharing is already done while the project is in progress.  
 
R7-Law 
The Research Coordinator will own the data and have access to all the data provided and collected by the 
member of the research team. For sharing, every member also has access but can change any data inside 
when the collection is in progress. The platforms that they usually use are Email (Gmail) and Google Drive. 
During the study, those who went to the field were required to send emails to all the team members, which 
contained audios and transcripts of the research results. So, while waiting for the completion of the 
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transcript, the team who wants to start writing can listen to the audio results first, without having to read 
the transcript. Because it is only used to disburse funds [accountability report]. However, practically, the 
analysis can be done on the go. If the other team wants to access, they can. Though, usually, with the 
permission of the coordinator and then talk to the data collection team, because it is based on the researchers 
who collected the data in the field. R7-Law and her team have some sensitive data, and it is confidential to 
others. So, the team members who hold the document copy will be required to take care of it in order to not 
spread outside of the team. Usually, they get a printed copy with watermarks on it. In the field, they also 
implement a Chatham House Rules. Moreover, R7-Law usually cites data from BPS [Central Bureau of 
Statistics] about geography and demography data for her research. 
 
R8-Mec 
R8-Mec works as a team with a work-based system. Each work has its details of assignments. Data sharing 
will be done among the team by email, Dropbox and institutional cloud. This cloud is rarely used because 
of the lack of storage needed and its socialization. R8-Mec does collaborate with clients, such as 
contractors/developers and governments. In the project, the data is stored on a personal computer and 




In his office, R1-Env considers access restriction to office data is essential as it is related to the 
standardisations. They put watermarks in the standardisation documents, for people who buy the access and 
to prevent commercialisation to other parties as the original document only can be achieved via 
standardisation institution in Indonesia. R1-Env gave an example of adaptation to gold cable international 
standards in Indonesia. The ISO (International Standard Organization) for metal cable will be used as 
references. In Indonesia, it will be discussed and translated to be SNI (Standar Nasional Indonesia or 
Indonesian National Standard). The responsibility for giving access to the public, especially students, are 
delivered by SNI Corner team. It provides integrated information services that can be served and read on 
the spot only. 
Meanwhile, R1-Env has reviewed the university’s RDM policy and stated that the explanation is clear, 
although not mentioning the role of archives/records managers in specific. Mostly, the policy explains the 
job description of researchers, librarians, IT staffs and research officers in managing research data in the 
university. Also, R1-Env stated that RDM training does not seem to be directly or officially socialised, but 
he tends to get more information from his supervisors directly in managing research data for the dissertation. 
Regarding the subject repository, mostly all research submission is stored on Blackboard in order to be one-
stop access platform by supervisors, library and school. In the topic of data management planning, while 
proposing research, R1-Env need to do a literature review first in order to be reviewed by supervisors. There 
is no particular format, but since it is a laboratories report, R1-Env only need to make a regular note for 
report’s material. In accessing documents for references materials, R1-Env could not access the dissertation 
and thesis remotely from the library database, but he needs to see it from the library catalogue, given by the 
module leader. To request the access, R1-Env needs to ask via email and some of the reports are close-





R2-Chem will do a research project by submitting the mini-proposal after opted a topic that is offered by 
her supervisors. The data management element is indirectly explained in her proposal, but as she works in 
the laboratories and producing data and samples, she does require to store and back-up data well. There 
was training about research data management specifically held for Chemistry postgraduate students. It was 
not only explained about data management, but also other facilities offered. The training also focused on 
managing data process, from the beginning to complete the research. Meanwhile, the data management 
planning or proposal type in her program is called project inception, and there is a particular framework 
based on school’s template. The final output of the report is an article for the journal. However, R2-Chem 
is not required to publish it in a specific journal. Moreover, the maximum of the article is only 14 pages. 
 
R3-Pla 
R3-Pla does not usually share his data to open platform, but he prefers to share with someone he can trust 
because the research idea is sensitive. While producing an output of the research, presenting the result with 
raw data are essential. R3-Pla thought that a more detail explanation or training for data management would 
only be delivered to those who are postgraduate by research, not coursework. Moreover, R3-Pla stated that 
data management planning should be put as a required section on the research proposal. He saw the research 
data management policy at the University of Edinburgh as a reliable document, explaining the functions 
and roadmap of the project. The socialisation of the policy is frequently held, unlike in Indonesia, the 
researchers seem too busy doing everything on their own, while the other tasks, for instance, managing 
research data, could be shared with the experts in the field, such as collaboration with librarians, IT staffs 
and research officers. R3-Pla suggested making one-stop access to any facilities to one account, in order to 
integrate all services and access to data more effectively. In the university, R3-Pla uses the library a lot, but 
he prefers to explore the shelves by himself, instead using the library database. He could find collection 
that is related and unique to itself. He will look at the database when he needs a particular topic of the 




R4-Dig is aware of the data policy in his office in Indonesia. Because he works in standardisation institution, 
every aspect of activities is based on ISO (International Standard Organization). R4-Dig stated that there is 
an ISO for information security management. In that standard, there is an explanation on maintaining the 
security of their data. It could be like GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) in the EU (European 
Union). R4-Dig thought that the RDM policy that he reviewed before would be enough just for references. 
The reason is that his work is not mainly about research, but information security and he spent more 
interaction with project management officers only. However, R4-Dig stated that there should be a special 
team in formulating this RDM policy, such as specified on the policy which explaining more about each 
function. R4-Dig will consider referring this policy if he does the research design for his final report. He 
will submit his final report (dissertation) to the campus library and repository. When he does that, he needs 
to choose a three-option of access permission. First, publicly accessible (report and grade), second is 
publicly accessible (only reports, without grade), and third is inaccessible to the public (unavailable to 





R5-Inf stated that compared to Indonesia, he becomes aware of data management in the university as a 
postgraduate student as he could explore more about the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) for 
personal information use, copyright information access and its permission. R5-Inf stated that there was no 
direct training, seminar or information regarding data management policy in his office and university. It is 
just his self-awareness on doing proper data storage in his daily activities. Regarding open data, the senior 
researchers in Indonesia seem not fully agree to share their data to an open platform, in the reason of 
security. Because of this paradigm, R5-Inf thought that the policy of data management in each institution 
need to highlight information security. R5-Inf is aware that managing data is vital as he reviewed the RDM 
policy at the University of Leeds. However, he stated that in order to make personal information confidential 
is to code (anonymous) participant names before putting it on repository. R5-Inf agrees with the RDM 
policy because it is indeed needed and will automatically be applied and document the research. The policy 
is beneficial to avoid plagiarism too because we have strong evidence for our raw data. It can also be useful 
for Indonesia; for example, as a researcher, there is an obligation to store it on a particular open platform. 
In his opinion, after reviewing the RDM policy, it covers data management in general and could be adopted 




R6-Mar got an induction program on his first three months as a postgraduate student by research. The 
training is divided into three parts, they are presentation skills, writing skills, and skills on how to engage 
with the industry. All of them are also related to research data management skills. 
R6-Mar said that it is crucial to acknowledge researchers who upload their raw data to an open platform. 
At the side of citing their raw data, they also need to consider citing the paper or article in order to give 
more impacts, such as metrics/measurements (H-Index, Impact Factor). Moreover, by assuming that as a 
researcher, the data is precious because there are effort, funds and time spent to obtain and collect the data. 
He is aware of the data management policy in his office and the university. Although in his opinion, the 
university only gave a diverse or general material, which one of them was about research data management. 
It was also discussing the procedure in using and accessing the storage platform. R6-Mar stated that the 
RDM policy is delivered clearly with an additional link to the more detailed explanation documents. For 
instance, the explanation of experimental data, which is not defined too much in the main RDM policy, but 
R6-Mar can follow it more on the link provided. He saw that this movement of research data management 
could be used for the development of further research. It also helps researchers in recalling data quickly 
and about other data which involves several parties, it will be easier to share those raw data to others. 
R6-Mar saw that this policy covers a general scope of the university’s research data management activities. 
As he is a postgraduate student by research, he spent most of the time researching and collecting data with 
his supervisors. On the policy, the supervisors could be the funder of the research project, so that the 
research activities should follow the university’s policy about managing their research data. He got the Data 
Handling module as his first training in research data management. It is an obligatory module for 
postgraduate students by research as they need to understand the research policy and procedure in the 
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university. In the module, there was an explanation about how to use university’s facilities for data storage 
and data sharing. 
The university’s repository stores more research reports rather than its raw data. For instance, research 
paper, log-book and reports. However, this storage could only be accessed by the owner and their 
supervisors. So, it is close-access. Speaking of storing raw data, the university gives individual facilities of 
storage up to 1 TB, and it is included in the library. 
 
R7-Law 
In Indonesia, R7-Law got training, which did not explain data management in detail, but more about 
research methods collection or data collection. She got further information from her senior researcher 
regarding data storage platform. R7-Law manages her research data in her initiatives. She learns a lot from 
her seniors, too. It is because there is no compulsory training material that discusses research data 
management specifically to researchers. In her campus, R7-Law got an induction program about facilities 
in the University of Swansea. However, the program is not directly explained research data management, 
only the platform. R7-Law thought that the RDM policy does not support or in line with her research project, 
because it seems unrelated. As the policy only explains about the research that is funded explicitly by the 
university to staffs, lecturers and research associates. 
R7-Law became more aware that in order to manage the research data, we need the expertise of its own. 
So, R7-Law prefers to give the task to someone who has expertise in that area — not purely charged all 
those tasks only to a researcher. Because researchers are already having enough responsibility in the 
research content itself, related to cooperation and collaboration, she stated that it is indeed necessary 
because the data is produced, held and owned by researchers. However, the role of researchers here is 
limited only to the selection of data that can be opened and worthy of the public or give authority to those 
who can manage it. While the management itself, in R7-Law’s opinion, is well held by people who have 
expertise in there or in that part of the field and not held by the researcher. 
 
R8-Mec 
In the office, there is a frequent reporting system based on employee performance, targets and the log-book 
activities (working sheets and technical notes). On the other hand, in the university, R8-Mec is not aware 
of the policy, but by using the facilities that are offered by the university, he managed to use and store data 
well. The campus provides one drive, and file storage with global protect VPN, so it is securely protected. 
R8-Mec prefers file storage from campus rather than one drive because it can be accessed remotely, faster 
and it syncs with any computer in the university as he logs in. The capacity of the file storage is significant, 
around 400GB and his files that are generated from analysis is usually 4-5 GB each. 
R8-Mec saw that the university provided related training about research data management, but it is 
explained in the research writing module. R8-Mec stated that as the policy has been made, any researchers 
in the university need to follow it as it is the system. By following the system, we could minimise errors 
and determining which data that is categorized as essential or not to be deposited to the repository. He also 
stated that we need to follow the provisions provided by the research office, for example, there are classes 
of scoping studies. From there, the writing of the dissertation and its structure are determined. Scoping 
studies are a form of understanding of how students identify what will be done on their projects. So those 
students are not confused about how to start and continue the project. The assessment is formative and will 
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not be included in the final grade. The form of assignment is similar to proposal writing. Feedback of the 
proposal is given by the supervisor when there are content and structure feedback. 
 
5. Responsibility Assessment 
The third task explains more responsibility description of managing research data from the primary step 
(policy) to management handling. Each participant gave their opinion on who will fit the best on doing the 
tasks on each level and with whom they could be considered to collaborate with. The result of responsibility 
assessment is compiled below. 
Notes: The letter L means the person who is considered, in general, having the leadership to the task. 
Collaboration can be done with other professionals. 
 
Researchers’ Task 
1. Writing an institutional policy (with Library and Research Office (L)) 
2. Monitoring of funder policies (with Research Office (L)) 
3. Management of active research data (L) (with Archives/Record and IT) 
4. Information security (with IT (L)) 
5. Advice on management of sensitive research (with Library and Research Office (L)) 
6. Advice on copyright and licensing of data (with and Research Office (L)) 
7. Documenting processes (L) (with Research Office) 
8. Creating metadata for research data (L) (with Archives/Record, IT and Research Office) 
9. Selecting data for deposit (L) (with Archives/Record) 
10. Monitoring re-use/citation of data in repository (L) (with Research Office (L)) 
11. Promotion of data sharing and knowledge of national data repository services (with Library, 
Archives/Record, and Research Office (L)) 
12. Overall leadership on Research Data Management (RDM) (with Library and Research Office (L)) 
Library – specific team’s task 
1. Writing an institutional policy (with Researchers and Research Office (L)) 
2. Research Data Service (RDS) requirements gathering through a survey (with Research Office (L)) 
3. Research Data Service (RDS) requirements gathering through curation profile (with Research 
Office (L)) 
4. Practical data management advice (with Research Office (L)) 
5. Advocacy including raising awareness of funders' policies (with Research Office (L)) 
6. Guidance and support for staff and researchers (with Research Office (L)) 
7. Training for staff and researchers (with Research Office (L)) 
8. Advice on management of sensitive research (with Researchers and Research Office (L)) 
9. Running the research data repository (L) (with Archives/Record and Research Office (L)) 
10. Data Preservation (L) ((with Research Office) 
11. Promotion of knowledge of sources of re-usable data (with Archives/Record and Research Office 
(L)) 
12. Promotion of data sharing and knowledge of national data repository services (with Researchers, 
Archives/Record and Research Office (L)) 
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13. Overall leadership on Research Data Management (RDM) (with Researchers and Research Office 
(L)) 
Archives/Record staffs’ task 
1. Management of active research data (with Researchers (L) and IT) 
2. Running the research data repository (with Library (L) and IT) 
3. Running a metadata catalogue (L) (with IT) 
4. Creating metadata for research data (with Researchers (L), IT and Research Office) 
5. Selecting data for deposit (with Researchers (L)) 
6. Promotion of knowledge of sources of re-usable data (with Library and Research Office (L)) 
7. Promotion of data sharing and knowledge of national data repository services (with Researchers, 
Library and Research Office (L)) 
IT staffs’ task 
1. Guidance and support for data management (with Research Office (L)) 
2. Management of active research data (with Researchers (L), and Archives/Record) 
3. Information security (L) (with Researchers) 
4. Maintenance of a guidance website (L) (with Research Office) 
5. Running the research data repository (with Library (L) and Archives/Record) 
6. Running a metadata catalogue (with Researchers (L) and Research Office) 
7. Creating metadata for research data (with Researchers (L), Archives/Record and Research Office) 
8. Ensuring that locally deposited data is visible in national services (with Research Office (L)) 
9. Integration of locally deposited research data into the local discovery infrastructure (with Research 
Office (L)) 
10. Data Preservation (with Library (L)) 
Research Officers’ task 
1. Writing an institutional policy (L) (with Researchers and Library) 
2. Research Data Service (RDS) requirements gathering through a survey (L) (with Library) 
3. Research Data Service (RDS) requirements gathering through curation profile (L) (with Library) 
4. Monitoring of funder policies (L) (with Researchers) 
5. Guidance and support for data management (L) (with IT) 
6. Practical data management advice (L) (with Library) 
7. Advocacy including raising awareness of funders' policies (L) (with Library) 
8. Maintenance of a guidance website (with IT (L)) 
9. Guidance and support for staff and researchers (L) (with Library) 
10. Training for staff and researchers (L) (with Library) 
11. Advice on management of sensitive research (L) (with Researchers and Library) 
12. Advice on copyright and licensing of data (L) (with Researchers) 
13. Documenting processes (with Researchers (L)) 
14. Creating metadata for research data (with Researchers (L), Archives/Record and IT) 
15. Ensuring that locally deposited data is visible in national services (L) (with IT) 
16. Integration of locally deposited research data into the local discovery infrastructure (L) (with IT) 
17. Monitoring re-use/citation of data in repository (L) (with Researchers (L)) 
18. Promotion of knowledge of sources of re-usable data (L) (with Library and Archives/Record) 
19. Promotion of data sharing and knowledge of national data repository services (L) (with 
Researchers, Library and Archives/Record) 
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20. Overall leadership on Research Data Management (RDM) (L) (with Researchers and Library) 
 
Others’ task (support staff) 
the relevant department, university, school/department, supervisor, principal investigators (PIs), project 
management officers (PMO), deans, school support administrator, academic skill adviser, public relation, 
Board of Director. 
Table 10. Responsibility Assessment 














Research Data Service (RDS) 
requirements gathering through a 
survey 
 V   L school/department 
3 
Research Data Service (RDS) 
requirements gathering through 
curation profile 
 V   L school/department 
4 Monitoring of funder policies V    L supervisor 
5 
Guidance and support for data 
management 
   V L 
supervisor, principal 
investigators (PIs) 
6 Management of active research data L  V V  principal investigators (PIs) 
7 Information security V   L  
project management officers 
(PMO) 
8 Practical data management advice  V   L supervisor, deans 
9 
Advocacy including raising awareness 
of funders' policies 
 V   L principal investigators (PIs) 
10 Maintenance of a guidance website    L V 
principal investigators (PIs), 
deans 
11 
Guidance and support for staff and 
researchers 
 V   L school support administrator 
12 Training for staff and researchers  V   L   
13 
Advice on management of sensitive 
research 
V V   L   
14 
Advice on copyright and licensing of 
data 
V    L academic skill adviser 
15 Running the research data repository  L V V    
16 Running a metadata catalogue   L V  
principal investigators (PIs), 
school/department 
17 Documenting processes L    V principal investigators (PIs) 
18 Creating metadata for research data L  V V V support staff 
19 Selecting data for deposit L  V     
20 
Ensuring that locally deposited data is 
visible in national services 
   V L   
21 
Integration of locally deposited 
research data into the local discovery 
infrastructure 
   V L   
22 
Monitoring re-use/citation of data in 
repository 
L    L support staff 
23 Data Preservation  L  V    
24 
Promotion of knowledge of sources of 
re-usable data 
 V V  L Public Relation 
25 
Promotion of data sharing and 
knowledge of national data repository 
services 
V V V  L Public Relation 
26 
Overall leadership on Research Data 
Management (RDM) 
V V   L 





Based on Table 10 above, we could see that almost all the task is done by research office and collaborate 
with researchers, who own the data and other supporting staff, such as librarian, archives/record manager 
and IT staff. The additional role could be considered to support the management process, such as relevant 
school/department, university, supervisor, principal investigators (PIs), project management officers 
(PMO), deans, school support administrator, academic skill adviser, public relation, and Board of Director. 
The process of consultation for research data management policy will need to involve some key 
stakeholders, such as research leaders, research administrators, IT, the library, the archival team and the 
legal team (Cox and Verbaan, 2018). The crucial initial step in conducting research data management in an 
institution is by having the policy. The stakeholders need to be gathered, such as researchers and supporting 
staff to write the institutional policy and deliver their terms and conditions to implement RDM. Relevant 
school/department of the institution should have joined to see the RDM as the same context. 
Both of research data service requirements gathering through a survey and curation profile is done by 
research office, in collaboration with librarians to identify how the RDM will be delivered to the users. It 
is similar to the monitoring of funder policies and giving guidance and support data management in general. 
Research office needs to cooperate with researchers and IT staffs. Also, the training to staffs and researchers 
need to be held by the Research Office and library team to make sure that they understand the research data 
management policy in their institution. 
Researchers who have the ownership of data need to personally manage their existing data, with the help 
from archive/record staff and IT staff, who also manage its security and website. Research office has an 
advising task on sensitive data and its copyright/licensing to researchers. Meanwhile, regarding the 
repository of data and its metadata management, librarian, archive/record staff and IT staff are collaborating 
each other to make sure that each process of research is documented, by the help of researchers and research 
office. 
Researchers who create the data also need to decide which metadata they will use, in order to deposit it into 
the repository and monitor its citation for reuse in future research activities. For that, the research office has 
a particular task to ensure that the deposited data is nationally visible for easy-discovery and promotion. 
Data preservation is also considered by the librarian, who will curate the data and maintain its sustainability. 
In conclusion, based on participants’ response on responsibility assessment in Table 10, overall leadership 
in research data management is owned by the research office in collaborating with researchers and 
librarians. 
 
Objective 2 - Implementation 
Do they have data management planning on their proposal? 
Brief Description about Research Data Management Policy in the UK Universities – compared to 
Participants’ Dissertation Guidelines 
This part discusses in more details on analysis from dissertation guidelines [each participant gave document 
for additional review/analysis] as an early stage of a research project, that is the research proposal template 
and how it ended as dissemination products. The material is based on each participants’ dissertation 
guidelines, focusing on the data management and dissemination section only. The dissertation guidelines 
will be reviewed and compared to its university’s RDM policy to see if they have relations and support the 




Newcastle University: Research Data Management Policy Principles and Code of Good Practice 
The document outlines the overall policy of the University about research data management, and the details 
can be found on the website: http://research.ncl.ac.uk/rdm/. The research projects are encouraged to create 
a data management plan at the earliest practical stage of a project. The plan should outline a project’s 
approach to data, including costs and be reviewed regularly to ensure that practice remains in-line with 
expected standards. It should cover the details of data sharing, such as type, frequency, format and transfer 
arrangements that should be noted within the data management plan and agreed at the project outset; and 
data storage and security, which each project should create and maintain a data management plans that 
details all critical information on the project (University of Newcastle, 2018). 
The document mentions the responsible person or bodies in managing research data, they are Research 
Active Staff, Research Active Postgraduates, Research Data Service, Research Strategy and Development 
(including Legal & Joint Research Office), Library, IT Service, Head of Academic Units, University 
Research Committee, PIs, and Project Team Members. Overall responsibility is owned by the University 
Research Committee (URC) to implement and support the research projects. While Principal Investigators 
(PIs) perform their responsibility, other academic staff, academic units and the central service will support 
them. In Newcastle University, the data that is produced in the research projects need to be stored in digital 
format using approved storage systems. For more detailed information and guidance about digital data 
storage, there is an IT Service from the Newcastle University website. 
Relation to participants’ dissertation guidelines (R1-Env and R2-Chem) 
R1-Env has guidelines for writing his dissertation, that is delivered in the Environmental Engineering 
dissertation handbook 2018-2019. In the document, it gives a general rule for a successful dissertation, 
which one of them is to keep the student’s work to be backed-up in multiple locations, such as school 
network drive, hard disk and USB stick. Meanwhile, R2-Chem also has guidelines to write her research 
project report, with the 80% of the assessment is based on final dissertation submission, and the other two 
10% is based on the oral presentation and project inception report. It is delivered in module NES8002: 
Research Dissertation Project. The guidelines do not provide a set of instructions about the word limit, text 
style, templates, reference or figure limit for how the final report will be written as the journal format will 
specify these that the students are following or will be put a submission into. It also does not explain in 
more detail about research data management section, which needs to be put in the proposal or the final 
research project report. 
 
University of Edinburgh – Research Data Management 
The policy is delivered on the university’s website, and it has its roadmap. The research data is put as a 
priority in the research data lifecycle as part of their commitment to research excellence. Principal 
Investigators (PIs) have the responsibility to manage the research data management plan during the research 
project. The proposals should include research data management plans or protocols (data capture, 
management, integrity, confidentiality, retention, sharing and publication). Training, support, advice, and 
guidelines and template are provided by the University of Edinburgh. Other facilities are also provided such 
as storage, backup, registration, deposit and retention of research data assets in support of current and future 




Figure 3. Research data service 
 
Relation to participants’ dissertation guidelines (R3-Pla) 
R3-Pla has instruction on how to write his research project report. In the document, the students need to set 
up a data management plan. It provides a contact for further explanation in the herbarium office. Besides, 
there is a link that explains data management in details that are provided by the University of Edinburgh. 
 
Edinburgh Napier University – Research Data Management Policy 
The policy defines research data as the very core of evidencing research quality and integrity so that the 
research data management policies are essential to ensure research meets the highest standards to comply 
with legislative, regulatory, funding body, partner (stakeholder) and internal requirements. It also inlines 
with the Research Councils UK’s commitment to open data. In the document, they explain each research 
contributors’ responsibility on data management plans projects. Throughout the lifecycle of research data, 
researchers and research supporting staff involved in the data management to ensure the policies are 
followed. For instance, researchers must comply with funder data management requirements and are 
responsible for making themselves familiar with and adhering to legislation, contractual obligations and 
funder policies governing their research data; and confirm they undertake training and cognisance of the 
guidance as offered by the University. Besides, they need to ensure published research outputs reporting 
publicly funded research include a short statement describing how and on what terms any supporting 
research data may be accessed (Edinburgh Napier University, 2015). 
Relation to participants’ dissertation guidelines (R4-Dig) 
No mention of data management in the dissertation guidelines. 
 
University of Leeds – Research Data Management Policy 
The document set out a University of Leeds’s research data policy that need to be complied by researchers. 
It reflects the value of data, data sharing policy, open sharing and publication, and the recognition of duty 
to funders. The benefit of implementing research data management policy is in order to support the re-use 
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of data, give benefit to future generations, improve data integrity, security and access management, give 
opportunities for further research collaboration, improve research reproducibility and validation, develop 
research skills, to be able to cite data as a publication, improve institutional research reputation and improve 
relationship with research funders (University of Leeds, 2017).  
Relation to participants’ dissertation guidelines (R5-Inf) 
No mention of data management in the dissertation guidelines. 
 
University of Liverpool – Research Data Management Policy 
This document sets out the principles in managing research data that should be followed by staff and 
students in the University of Liverpool, from creation, collection and the curation of research data. The 
policy applies to all members who conduct funded research or not. The university recommends completing 
a data management plan (DMP) before the beginning of research projects. It should be based on the funder’s 
or other interested parties’ policies in managing their research data. The University of Liverpool Library 
also provides guidance and training in research data management (University of Liverpool, 2019). More 
detailed information could be found on the link: http://www.liverpool.ac.uk/rdm. 
Relation to participants’ dissertation guidelines (R6-Mar) 
R6-Mar has postgraduate research code of practice that is explaining the policy on submission of a research 
degree thesis for examination. Guidance on depositing a successfully examined thesis to the University of 
Liverpool Library Repository is covered by a separate document provided by the University of Liverpool 
Library.  
 
Swansea University Policy for Research Data Management (RDM) 
Swansea University supports effective data management practice as it is required in the research lifecycle. 
The document outlines the fundamental principles of research data management at Swansea University and 
should be read in combination with the Research Governance Framework. It applies to all members of the 
University and the principal investigators (PIs), which is supported by the university through training and 
providing advice and guidance. Swansea University Libraries will cover more detail on other aspects, such 
as data cataloguing, curation and access. In order to implement data management for research projects, 
many funders request a data management plan. It will be a living document that present initial plans of data 
creation and curation practice during the research project activities (Swansea University, 2015). 
Relation to participants’ dissertation guidelines (R7-Law) 
No mention of data management in the dissertation guidelines. 
 
University of Southampton – Research Data Management Policy 
The policy covers the model of research data management practices for all researchers at the University of 
Southampton in order to ensure that the research data that they produce is stored, retained, accessible and 
disposed of securely under all legal, statutory, ethical, contractual and funding. The Principal Investigators 
(PIs) need to ensure that the data management plan or the research proposal address ownership and 
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intellectual property, storage, retention, disposal, destruction and access (University of Southampton, 
2018). 
Relation to participants’ dissertation guidelines (R8-Mec) 
Based on the document, data management is mentioned with additional information regarding related 
research data, such as storage and back-up. The submission is on an electronic copy to be submitted on the 
link: www.assignments.soton.ac.uk. 
 
Objective 3 – Comparison and Suggestion 
What is their suggestion for Early Career Researchers in Indonesia who have not put RDM policy in 
their research activities/proposal? 
Based on the interviews that were conducted twice regarding the policy of research data management 
planning in the UK universities, some participants did give some highlight statements about their view on 
its implementation to be implemented and considered in the Indonesian’s policy, especially in the RIN 
(Repositori Ilmiah Nasional or National Scientific Repository in Indonesia). Those suggestions are related 
to the points below. 
1. Citation 
The good thing is that we need to educate other data users or early career researchers about the 
experimental data that is attached to the publication; they are recommended to cite the paper as 
well. For example, on the RIN (Repositori Ilmiah Nasional or National Scientific Repository in 
Indonesia) platform, there should be additional information, when data users want to use this data, 
there should be a link in the corner to cite the paper. Usually, it could be displayed as an instruction 
for citation or references format on the right side of the page.  
2. Acknowledgement 
Other things will be related to the technical guidelines for credit administration and operational 
guidelines as acknowledgement. The problem is that they may not be interested if data citation is 
not considered in the functional credit assessment and evaluation (the concern might always be 
there). So, the point is that there is a need to give a special reward or acknowledgement when 
researchers are uploading their data to the open platform. 
3. Easy Access 
They will indeed be interested in accessing the RIN (Repositori Ilmiah Nasional or National 
Scientific Repository in Indonesia) platform because the root is more specific. In BIG (Badan 
Informasi Geospasial or Geospatial Information Agency), they require a manual request for 
information so that the data users need to wait a long time to get the data. It is because they do not 
provide an online form and need to request data just via mail. If RIN (Repositori Ilmiah Nasional 
or National Scientific Repository in Indonesia) can be accessed online, the registration and request 
of data will be easier and accessible.  
4. Data Syncing and Integration 
The participants also suggested that the platform needs to provide data syncing in order to make 
sharing easier and does not add more work. The institution needs to focus more on making the 
sharing easier, not to make an additional one. Because social science is dynamic, it changes 
depending on context and perspective. They need a platform that can be accessed remotely and 






From the results and discussion above, it can be seen that the participants are regularly back-up the data for 
research and administrative purposes. Because the participants are from various background and different 
universities in the United Kingdom so that the following policy is also seen from the various approach. 
Although they have a different style in managing data, they have similar data storage platform, for instance, 
institutional file storage or third-party storage (OneDrive). Another alternative is external hard-drive. The 
consistency of file naming also has a positive impact on proper data management and data retrieval. The 
format of files is also varied, but most of them are in the document and excel format. Especially for printed-
form data, they bundle those into box files, but they also have its digitised format. Besides, a few 
participants did experience the loss of data and problems in recalling files. In order to anticipate this 
problem, some participants put a routine schedule for back-up, for instance, laboratories regulation. 
They also conduct data sharing and security. They use a particular network to share their data into public, 
and most of them usually use third-party shared link that openly accessible for those who has the link. 
Unfortunately, they did not make it a close-access or strict the access by email identification, so the security 
is quite fragile. Besides, universities give them a remote-access facility to the students’ file storage in order 
to maximise the use of their data sharing in their studies. Other types of data sharing are done by participants 
who work in the administrative area. For a project, they usually provide an NDA (non-disclosure 
agreement) in order to protect clients’ data. Meanwhile, permission in accessing someone’s files in a 
collaboration project is also an important thing to consider in data management – sharing and security. The 
ownership of data needs to be clear and delivered in the data management plan. 
In order to implement data management in an institution, there should be an institutional data policy that 
will specify the regulation of technical details. One thing to consider is data dissemination because the 
researchers and research supporting staff are working in the name of related-institution. The dissemination 
of data would impact its institutional repository and academic outputs. Another consideration is standards 
in supporting data management, for instance, file-naming, file structure and data protection (GDPR in EU). 
Meanwhile, many stakeholders need to be asked to collaborate such as with research office, library and IT 
staff. Furthermore, researchers also have their part because they are the primary producer of data. The 
training for the internalisation to the users (researchers, academics and students) should be held to make a 
smooth implementation and understanding of the importance of the research data sustainability.  
Based on those discussions above about their view on data storage and back-up, data sharing and security 
and its policy, we could see their literacy and behaviour in managing research data. In order to identify it 
in more details, we need to see it from their backgrounds first such as the profile of participants, their 
information practice, the types and format of data they have, and their literacy and view about data 
management. Besides, we also saw a comparison between research data management policy in some United 
Kingdom universities; and dissertation guidelines that were given to the participants before they are 
submitting their research proposal. It is a crucial early stage of a research project with a description of the 
templates and regulations that need to be followed.  
As the last discussion, the participants gave some points of suggestion regarding their experience in 
managing data before and during taking postgraduate in the UK universities, which could be summarized 
into four points of needs for improvement in Indonesia, they are regarding citation to the raw data, 
acknowledgement on publishing of raw data, the easiness of access to the raw data and the importance of 
raw data syncing and integration. 
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Finally, this research was made to support the RDM program in Indonesia. While all the participants are 
Indonesian postgraduate students, and they did get experience and knowledge sharing about RDM 
implementation in their university so that the intention to use this opportunity to explore about their literacy 
(awareness) and behaviour on managing data could be appreciated. Although this research only covering 
research data management in the planning and policy aspect, there could be more space for additional 







When I was planning to apply a master’s degree in library science, City University of London, I have 
decided to cover research data management as my dissertation topic. I also delivered my intention into my 
personal statement to the university application form. And here I am, finishing my dissertation after one-
year program MSc Library Science at City, University of London, with the same topic, RDM. 
Because my work as a research librarian in the Indonesian research institution gave me much work-related 
to RDM, that is why I want to have expertise in that area. I was travelling to Edinburgh to meet the staff 
from the Digital Curation Centre, but unfortunately, it was cancelled because the time is not suitable. I also 
joined the training about data management, such as data wrangling, data visualisation and predictive data 
analysis from AQMEN Edinburgh, in order to know-how researchers, produce and use their data to analyse 
the research and get the final result. I met many doctoral students from various backgrounds and tried to 
have a dialogue with them because I was curious about what they produce, in what form, to be stored in 
where, and how to analyse it.  
It is also related to Indonesian’s vision to have an excellent national system in managing scientific and 
technological innovation products. One of those kinds is raw data. Indonesian Institute of Science, the place 
where I am working right now, is the main government-institution that is the repository centre for the raw 
research data. We have many researchers in the various background of research, and it is so vital to gather 
opinions from researchers’ point of view about this regulation. 
As I am taking a master’s degree in the United Kingdom, I try to relate this problem in the UK’s regulation 
context. Research data management implementation in the UK, especially universities, have been done 
since 2011. Digital Curation Centre UK held many training on digital curation to the university library staff 
and research office in the UK’s universities. Andrew Cox and Eddy Verbaan from the University of 
Sheffield also holds another same training, cooperate with CILIP UK. The goal of this training is to make 
sure that researchers, academics and students have data management skills for the sustainability of research 
data. 
When I made the proposal in April-Mei 2019, I try to cover as more materials/literature review as I can so 
that I only need to do data collection directly after proposing the research. And in the end, the proposal did 
help me to structure my research because I tried to be discipline by following the timetable that I proposed. 
I started my research by contacting my Indonesian friends who are researchers or research supporting staff 
and are taking a postgraduate degree in the UK Universities in the same year, 2018/2019. They are from 
various educational background and could be the representative towards research data management topic 
that I will discuss on my dissertation. As I had put my mind to focus on RDM, I tried to read articles and 
books in that area and join any training, seminars, workshops and organisations which cover RDM. One of 
practical thing that I did was join the research data management course at CILIP and Digital Library Labs 
Community at British Library that focused more on cultural heritage data. 
I also decided to use a qualitative method for my dissertation because it will be easier to collect data and 
do an in-depth interview with the research participants about their behaviour in managing research data. 
The arrangement of interview questions is based on ‘Exploring Research Data Management’ book by 
Andrew Cox and Eddy Verbaan as it helps me to put the discussion into context. I found that collecting 
data based on the interview is quite tough because you need to guide the conversation on the right track, 
not to mention that conversation could lead to other topics that are not related. But, the semi-structured 
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questions helped me to interview the participants based on the right topic and make the conversation more 
efficient.  
I did a literature review on the area of research data management, such as institutional repository, research 
data management (data management policy and planning), data, digital and information literacy, and 
information behaviour. I also tried to cover topics that are related to how describing researchers’ behaviour 
in producing research data and managing it by proposing a data management planning first. In this case, 
because my participants are students so that the proposal that we reviewed could be considered for a 
dissertation or research project. 
We arranged a meeting for an interview in their city then I also gave them some tasks, too. As it was done, 
I did the transcription for the first stage of the interview and did a similar one for the second stage. I tried 
to make the transcription section to be effective by doing the analysis review at the same time so that it 
could help me to make a framework writing for my result and discussion section. I spent almost one month 
(July 2019) to transcribe the eight interviews and another one month and a half (August 2019) to analyse 
it. From that experience, I was trying to do effective time management in following the scheduled deadline 
based on my timetable. I also read some articles and books for additional content in the literature review to 
help the analysis stage and explore more materials about similar or previous studies. 
What I learnt from the process above is that I do need good time management and framework to think 
critically. I hope this dissertation would add more knowledge in the area of research data management topic 
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Draft Proposal & Ethics X X                                               
Submit Proposal X X X X                                           
Literature Review       X X X                                       
Interview Questions           X X                                     
Methodology Approach           X X                                     
Benchmarking             X X X                                 
Interview Phase 1             X X X                                 
Analyse                 X X X                             
Interview Phase 2                     X                             
Analyse                       X                           
Result and 
Recommendation 
                        X X X                     
Article Journal                               X X X X             
Finalise Dissertation                                       X X X       






Appendix 2: Ethics Form Application 
 
Ethics Review Form: LIS Masters projects 
 
Part A: Ethics Checklist 
If your answer to any of the following questions (1 – 3) is YES, you must apply to an 
appropriate external ethics committee for approval: 
Delete as 
appropriate 
1. Does your project require approval from the National Research Ethics Service (NRES)?  




2. Will you recruit any participants who fall under the auspices of the Mental Capacity 
Act?  (Such research needs to be approved by an external ethics committee such as 
NRES or the Social Care Research Ethics Committee 
http://www.scie.org.uk/research/ethics-committee/) 
No 
3. Will you recruit any participants who are currently under the auspices of the Criminal 
Justice System, for example, but not limited to, people on remand, prisoners and those 
on probation? (Such research needs to be authorised by the ethics approval system of 




If your answer to any of the following questions (4 – 11) is YES, you must apply to the 





Does your project involve participants who are unable to give informed consent, for 
example, but not limited to, people who may have a degree of learning disability or 
mental health problem, that means they are unable to make an informed decision on 
their own behalf?  
No 
5. Is there a risk that your project might lead to disclosures from participants concerning 
their involvement in illegal activities? 
No 
6. Is there a risk that obscene and or illegal material may need to be accessed for your 
project (including online content and other material)? 
No 
7. Does your project involve participants disclosing information about sensitive subjects? No 
8.  Does your project involve you travelling to another country outside of the UK, where 






9.  Does your project involve invasive or intrusive procedures?  For example, these may 
include, but are not limited to, electrical stimulation, heat, cold or bruising. 
No 
10. Does your project involve animals? No 





If your answer to any of the following questions (12 – 18) is YES, you should consult your 
supervisor, as you may need to apply to an ethics committee for approval. 
Delete as 
appropriate 
12. Does your project involve participants who are under the age of 18? No 
13. Does your project involve adults who are vulnerable because of their social, 
psychological or medical circumstances (vulnerable adults)?  This includes adults with 
cognitive and / or learning disabilities, adults with physical disabilities and older people. 
No 
14. Does your project involve participants who are recruited because they are staff or 
students of City University London?  For example, students studying on a particular 
course or module. (If yes, approval is also required from the Project Tutor.) 
No 
15. Does your project involve intentional deception of participants? No 
16. Does your project involve identifiable participants taking part without their informed 
consent?  
No 
17. Does your project pose a risk to participants or other individuals greater than that in 
normal working life? 
No 





If your answer to the following question (19) is YES and your answer to all questions 1 – 
18 is NO, you must complete part B of this form.  
 
19. Does your project involve human participants? For example, as interviewees, 














Part B: Ethics Proportionate Review Form 
 
The following questions (20 – 24) must be answered fully. Delete as 
appropriate 
20. Will you ensure that participants taking part in your project are fully informed about the 
purpose of the research? 
Yes 
21. Will you ensure that participants taking part in your project are fully informed about the 
procedures affecting them or affecting any information collected about them, including 
information about how the data will be used, to whom it will be disclosed, and how long 
it will be kept? 
Yes 
22. When people agree to participate in your project, will it be made clear to them that they 
may withdraw (i.e. not participate) at any time without any penalty? 
Yes 
23. Will consent be obtained from the participants in your project, if necessary?  
Consent from participants will only be necessary if you plan to gather personal data.  
“Personal data” means data relating to an identifiable living person, e.g. data you collect 
using questionnaires, observations, interviews, computer logs.  The person might be 
identifiable if you record their name, username, student id, DNA, fingerprint, etc. 
If YES, attach the participant information sheet(s) and consent request form(s) that you 
will use.  You must retain these for subsequent inspection.  Failure to provide the filled 
consent request forms will automatically result in withdrawal of any earlier ethical 
approval of your project. 
Yes 
24. Have you made arrangements to ensure that material and/or private information 
obtained from or about the participating individuals will remain confidential?  
Provide details: 




If the answer to the following question (25) is YES, you must provide details Delete as 
appropriate 
25. Will the research involving participants be conducted in the participant’s home or other 
non-University location? 
If YES, provide details of how your safety will be ensured:  











Attachments (these must be provided if applicable): 
Delete as appropriate 
Participant information sheet(s) Yes  
Consent form(s) Yes  
Questionnaire(s)** Not applicable 
Topic guide(s) for interviews and focus groups** Yes  




Appendix 3: Participation Information Sheet 
 
Title of study  
Research Data Management Plan Policy: Indonesian Researchers’ Literacy and Behaviour as Postgraduate 
Students in the UK Universities 
 




Prof. David Bawden 
 
We would like to invite you to take part in a research study. Before you decide whether you would like to 
take part it is important that you understand why the research is being done and what it would involve for 
you. Please take time to read the following information carefully and discuss it with others if you wish. Ask 
me if there is anything that is not clear or if you would like more information. You will be given a copy of 
this information sheet to keep. 
 
What is the purpose of the study? 
Indonesian Institute of Science (IIS) produced a regulation about National Scientific Repository Program 
in Indonesia since 2016, that required any scientific publishers to store their raw and final research data and 
document on the RIN database (RIN here means National Scientific Repository database) (IIS Regulation 
No. 12/2016). The initial implementation and socialisation are done since 2018, along with the development 
of the database and system. Meanwhile, some Indonesian researchers and research supporting staffs are 
currently taking a postgraduate degree in the UK Universities and are in progress doing their dissertation 
project. They are from diverse backgrounds and disciplines, such as law, maritime, information system and 
technology, botany, and engineering. While making the dissertation proposal, they will be conducting the 
first phase of research data management, that is data management planning. This would be based on their 
universities’ regulation and policy about research data management implementation. 
 
From this background, it can be seen how the behaviour and literacy of Indonesian researchers in managing 
their data from a diverse subject. On the other hand, we could see the collaboration between librarian and 
student on the research data management project and how the policy could govern the activities. In short, 
the research problems are based on how Indonesian researchers’ behaviour and literacy before and during 
taking a postgraduate degree in the UK universities, as can be known that the requirement of data 
management plans in the early phase of research proposals are in progress, but there has not yet been a 
stable implementation in Indonesia. 
 
Hence, we could adopt and identify research culture on a data management plan for Indonesian’s researcher 
to support the National Scientific Repository Program. This study aims to define the digital data literacy 
and behaviour of the Indonesian researchers and research supporting staffs who currently are studying in 
the UK Universities. The study is undertaken as part of an educational program for MSc Library Science, 
City University of London 2018/2019. 
 
Why have I been invited to take part? 
You are invited in this study because you fulfil the criteria that is explained below. The sampling 
determination of interviewees is based on the purposive criteria, such as: 
1. Indonesian people 
2. Taking a master or postgraduate degree in UK University – in a dissertation project 




4. The University has the RDM Policy documents 
5. Various background: Social Science (1), Engineering (6), Life and Earth Science (1 people) 
 
The interview will be conducted to Indonesian students from: 
1. Newcastle University – Environmental Engineering (around 8-11 June) 
2. Newcastle University – Chemical Science (around 8-11 June) 
3. University of Edinburgh – Biodiversity and Taxonomy of Plants (around 8-11 June) 
4. Edinburgh Napier University – Advanced Security and Digital Forensics (around 8-11 June) 
5. University of Leeds – Information Systems and Information Management (around 12 June) 
6. University of Liverpool – Maritime Engineering (around 13 June) 
7. University of Swansea – International Maritime Law, Shipping and Trade – Hillary Rodham 
Clinton School of Law (around 15 June) 
8. University of Southampton – Advanced Mechanical Engineering Science (around 16 June) 
 
Do I have to take part? 
Participation in the project is voluntary, and you can choose not to participate in part or all of the project. 
You can withdraw at any stage of the project without being penalised or disadvantaged in any way. It is up 
to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you do decide to take part, you will be asked to sign a consent 
form. Once the data has been anonymised, published participants will no longer be able to withdraw their 
data. 
 
What will happen if I take part? 
There will be two part of the interview, that is explained below: 
 
Activities Part 1 - (Face to Face) Part 2 - (Skype/Audio Call) 
Time of Interview 2-3 hours 1-2 hours 
Data Collection Semi-structured interviews of 
data management plan 
behaviours and literacy 
Semi-structured interviews of 
data management policy at their 
university 
Research Method Observation and Interview Task and Interview 
Research Place Participants’ university Online 
End of Study October 1st, 2019 
 
What do I have to do if I take part? 
The researcher will come to your city and university to have an early observation and conduct an interview 
about your behaviour and literacy on data management. You do not need to prepare any materials, but at 
least knowing and is in the dissertation project stage to have your own data management activities in the 
university. On the second session of interview, you will get a copy of research data management policy in 
your university, and later via online platform will be asked to review the policy and do some tasks regarding 
data management planning. 
 
What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?  
It can be considered that there will be no disadvantages or risk of taking part in the interview when it will 
be conducted in participants’ universities and online.  
 
What are the possible benefits of taking part? 
Possible benefits for you are you could have an initial understanding on how data management is conducted 
and could support the recommendation result for a policy brief in Indonesia. For indirect benefits, you could 
support potential benefits to future users, researchers and academics, and to the wider community and 





Expenses and Payments  
You will get a printed £3 Online Amazon Gift Card after the interview is finished. This is a reward for your 
contribution to the interview. There is no expenses or reimbursement because the researcher comes to your 
city and university for first interview session, and the next session is via online platform. 
 
How is the project being funded? 
The project is funded by Indonesia Endowment Fund for Education. 
 
Conflicts of interests  
There will be no conflict of interest between researchers/organisations/funders. 
 
What should I do if I want to take part? 
You can participate in the research by contributing as interviewees about your experience in managing 
research data. A task might be required, such as reading the university’s research data management policy 
in the second interview session.  
 
Data privacy statement 
City, University of London is the sponsor and the data controller of this study based in the United Kingdom. 
This means that we are responsible for looking after your information and using it properly. The legal basis 
under which your data will be processed is City’s public task.  
 
Your right to access, change or move your information are limited, as we need to manage your information 
in a specific way in order for the research to be reliable and accurate. To safeguard your rights, we will use 




City will use your name and contact details to contact you about the research study as necessary. If you 
wish to receive the results of the study, your contact details will also be kept for this purpose. The city will 
keep identifiable information about you from this study for ten years after the study has finished. You can 
find out more about how City handles data by visiting https://www.city.ac.uk/about/governance/legal. If 
you are concerned about how we have processed your data, you can contact the Information 
Commissioner’s Office (IOC) https://ico.org.uk/. 
 
Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential? 
The information and the data result of the study will be anonymous. Only researcher and supervisor(s) who 
will have access to the personal data (before anonymising the data if applicable). The 
confidentiality/anonymity will be ensured by no personally identifiable information will be recorded, and 
quotes will be anonymised/paraphrased. There might be a request for future use of data, such as contacting 
participants about a new study to take part in. 
 
The data in audio/video recording/photographs format will be stored in the private folder. The records result 
also will be stored in OneDrive, locked filing cabinet, and researcher’s laptop with the length of time records 
will be kept usually ten years at City. The final analysis data also will be published on Figshare and 
Humanities Commons, in line with Open Scholarship principles. 
 
What will happen to the results?  
It will be used for future publications as well as the current dissertation project, while the research and the 
anonymity will be maintained. You will receive a soft-copy of the publication/summary of the results via 





What will happen when the research study stops?  
If there are interventions in the study, information about your data will be stored and be used for the next 
project.  
 
Who has reviewed the study? 
This study has been approved by Supervisor, Prof. David Bawden. 
 
What if there is a problem? 
If you have any problems, concerns or questions about this study, you should ask to speak to a member of 
the research team. If you remain unhappy and wish to complain formally, you can do this through City’s 
complaints procedure. To complain about the study, you need to phone 020 7040 3040. You can then ask 
to speak to the Secretary to Senate Research Ethics Committee and inform them that the name of the project 
is “Research Data Management Plan Policy: Indonesian Researchers’ Literacy and Behaviour as 
Postgraduate Students in the UK Universities.” 
  
You can also write to the Secretary at:  
Anna Ramberg 
Research Integrity Manager  
City, University of London, Northampton Square 




City holds insurance policies which apply to this study. If you feel you have been harmed or injured by 
taking part in this study, you may be eligible to claim compensation. This does not affect your legal rights 
to seek compensation. If you are harmed due to someone’s negligence, then you may have grounds for legal 
action.  
 
Further information and contact details 
Madiareni Sulaiman     or  David Bawden 
Email: madiareni.sulaiman@city.ac.uk    Email: d.bawden@city.ac.uk 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this information sheet.  
 






Appendix 4: Participant Consent Form 
 
 




Prof. David Bawden 
 
 
Title of study  
Research Data Management Plan Policy: Indonesian Researchers’ Literacy and Behaviour as 
Postgraduate Students in the UK Universities 
 
Please checklist below 
1 I confirm that I have read and understood the participant information dated 2 
June 2019 – version 3 for the above study. I have had the opportunity to consider 
the information and ask questions which have been answered satisfactorily. 
 
2.  I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw 
without giving a reason without being penalised or disadvantaged.  
 
3. I understand that I will be able to withdraw my data up to the time of publication.  
4. I agree with the interview being audio OR video recorded.   
5. I agree to City recording and processing this information about me. I understand 
that this information will be used only for the purpose(s) explained in the 
participant information, and my consent is conditional on City complying with 
its duties and obligations under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 
 
6. I would like to be informed of the results of this study once it has been completed 
and understand that my contact details will be retained for this purpose.  
 

















Appendix 5: Proposal 
 
RESEARCH DATA MANAGEMENT PLAN POLICY: 
INDONESIAN RESEARCHERS’ LITERACY AND BEHAVIOUR AS POSTGRADUATE STUDENTS IN UK UNIVERSITIES 
 
Introduction 
Indonesian Institute of Science produced a regulation about National Scientific Repository Program in 
Indonesia since 2016, that required any scientific publishers to store their raw and final research data 
and document on the RIN database (RIN here means National Scientific Repository database) (IIS 
Regulation No. 12/2016). The initial implementation and socialisation are done since 2018, along with 
the development of the database and system. Meanwhile, some Indonesian researchers and research 
supporting staffs are currently taking a postgraduate degree in the UK Universities and are in progress 
doing their dissertation project. They are from diverse backgrounds and disciplines, such as law, 
maritime, information system and technology, botany, engineering and management. While making the 
dissertation proposal, they will be conducting the first phase of research data management, that is data 
management planning. This would be based on their universities’ regulation and policy about research 
data management implementation. 
From this background, it can be seen how the behaviour and literacy of Indonesian researchers in 
managing their data from a diverse subject. On the other hand, we could see the collaboration between 
librarian and student on the research data management project and how the policy could govern the 
activities. In short, the research problems are based on how Indonesian researchers’ behaviour and 
literacy before and during taking a postgraduate degree in the UK universities, as can be known that the 
requirement of data management plans in the early phase of research proposals are in progress, but 
there has not yet been a stable implementation in Indonesia. 
 
Aims and Objectives 
Hence, we could adopt and identify research culture on a data management plan for Indonesian’s 
researcher to support the National Scientific Repository Program. This dissertation aims to define the 
digital data literacy and behaviour of the Indonesian researchers and research supporting staffs who 
currently are studying in the UK Universities. The objectives of the study are to identify the behaviour of 
Indonesian scholars/researcher in managing their research data and the impact of their knowledge and 
literacy in delivering research proposal including data management planning based on the research data 
management policy in their university. The study is conducted based on the research questions below: 
1. How Indonesian scholars/researchers behave on managing research data and deliver research 
proposal with or without RDM standards/policy? 
2. Do they have data management planning on their proposal? 
3. What is their suggestion for Early Career Researchers in Indonesia who have not put RDM policy 





Scope, Definition and Framework 
Research data management has a full of lifecycles from the data management planning to data curation, 
so that this study will limit the discussion on data management planning and policy only. Some 
definitions and research framework are explained below: 
1. Research data are defined as recorded factual material commonly retained by and accepted in 
the scientific community as necessary to validate research findings; although the majority of 
such data is created in digital format, all research data are included irrespective of the format in 
which it is created (EPSRC in Cox, 2018) 
2. Research Data Management (RDM) – Data Management Plan (DMP) helps design, put into 
practice, and follow up on how research data are collected, organised, used and looked after to 
achieve the highest quality and long-term sustainability (Corti, 2014) 
3. RDMRose is a JISC funded project to produce taught and continuing professional development 










•read - books, articles, webs; hear -




•RDM Rose - Training & Workshop
•RDM Literacy Program














Research Context / Literature Review 
Indonesian Institute of Science has a platform named National Scientific Repository with using Dataverse 
as DMP system. The Dataverse is an open source for DMP and is used in Harvard University and around 
the world. The platform is now on the early stage of implementation in Indonesia so that we still need 
comparison studies on how a researcher could have maximum use on this service. The literature review 




Bawden, D. & Robinson, L. 2012, “Introduction to information science”, London, Facet Publishing. 
Briney, K. 2015, “Data management for researchers: organize, maintain and share your data for research 
success” Exeter, Pelagic Publishing. 
Callicott, B.B., Scherer, D. & Wesolek, A. 2016, “Making institutional repositories work”, West Lafayette, 
Indiana, Purdue University Press. 
Corti, L., Van den Eynden, V., Bishop, L. & Woollard, M. 2014, “Managing and sharing research data: a 
guide to good practice”, Sage Publication. 
Cox, A. & Verbaan, E. 2018, “Exploring research data management”, London, Facet Publishing. 
Graham, P. 2012, “Managing research data”, London, Facet Publishing.  
Graham, P., Jones, S. & Whyte, A. 2014, “Delivering research data management services: fundamentals 
of good practice”, London, Facet Publishing. 
Herzog, D. 2016, “Data literacy: a user’s guide”, Sage Publication. 
Indonesia. 2016, Head of Indonesian Institute of Science Regulation No. 12/2016, “National Scientific 
Repository in Indonesia”. 
Oliver, G. & Harvey, R. 2016, “Digital curation”, London, Facet Publishing. 
Pickard, A.J. 2007, “Research methods in information”, London, Facet Publishing. 
Ray, J.M. 2014, “Research data management: practical strategies for professionals”, West Lafayette, 
Indiana, Purdue University Press. 
Rice, R. & Southall, J. 2016, “The data librarian’s handbook”, London, Facet Publishing. 
Starr, H. 2016, “Dynamic research support for academic libraries”, London, Facet Publishing. 
 
Methodology 
The methodology that will be used in this paper is qualitative with a literature review and survey based 
on two-stage depth-interview for data collection. The observation and literature review will be done as 




Indonesian students who work in research institutions in Indonesia as a researcher or research 
supporting staff in different areas and are taking postgraduate by research and coursework in the UK 
Universities. The structure of the interview will be a semi-structured interview and will be transcribe by 
transcription software, NVivo that is provided by City. 
The first interview will be focused on their daily activity and habit of managing research data before 
taking a postgraduate degree abroad. The result will be used as the first approach and understanding of 
their literacy about data management. After the first data collection of the interview, informants will be 
in their dissertation stage, too. They will make the dissertation proposal and collecting data. So that they 
also will be introduced to their university’s research data management policy. I will ask the informants 
to review more on that area and give comments for the next interview’s material. Research questions 
for the two interviews will be based on RDMRose learning material for the researcher (Cox, 2018). 
The second stage depth-interview will focus on their understanding of data management plan policy in 
their university. It also will focus on their current awareness of digital/data literacy. The result will be 
used as the final understanding for a recommendation on implementing a data management plan in 
Indonesia. In the end, the recommendation will be used to support making a good habit on data 
management behaviour from the first stage of a research proposal, using data management plans. The 
interview will be conducted to Indonesian students from: 
1. University of Edinburgh – Biodiversity and Taxonomy of Plants (around 8-11 June) 
2. Edinburgh Napier University – Advanced Security and Digital Forensics (around 8-11 June) 
3. University of Newcastle – Environmental Engineering (around 8-11 June) 
4. University of Leeds – Information System and Information Management (around 13 June) 
5. University of Liverpool – Maritime Engineering (around 14 June) 
6. University of Swansea – International Maritime Law, Shipping and Trade – Hillary Rodham 
Clinton school of Law (around 15-16 June) 
7. University of Southampton – Advanced Mechanical Engineering Science (around 17 June) 
The sampling determination of interviewees is based on the purposive criteria, such as: 
1. Indonesian people 
2. Taking a master or postgraduate degree in UK University – in a dissertation project 
3. Researcher (4 people) or Research Supporting Staff (3 people) from various Research Institutions 
4. The University has the RDM Policy documents 
5. Social Science (1), Engineering (5), Life and Earth Science (1 people) 
 
Dissemination 
I will use social media platforms to share and update the progress of the research, such as Twitter and 
ResearchGate. I will also join any conferences that will talk about RDM and Research Libraries. For final 
dissemination, I plan to publish the final of the dissertation in article journal format. For preservation 
and sustainability, I will put the final report on Humanities Commons and make the web article version 







Picture 2. Research Timeline (more details, see Appendix 1) 
 
In April, I proposed a topic of “Research Data Management Plans: data literacy and curation” and choose 
a supervisor, David Bawden. In early May, I will finish the draft proposal for the dissertation. Moreover, 
at the end of May, the literature review will be done by validating the list of interview questions for the 
participants first. Along with that, I will finalise the literature understanding and methodology approach. 
I am planning to have one or two benchmarking trips to some RDM institutions, such as Digital Curation 
Centre in Glasgow and UK Data Service in Colchester. In the middle of June, I will do the first stage 
depth-interview at participants’ home or city, while at the same time try to manage to see the lab of 
their research environment, especially the life, earth and engineering sciences. In July, I will do the 
Skype interview for their understanding of RDM policy in their university and their implementation since 
they are also in the dissertation project. In August, I will finalise the result and give some 
recommendations, while in September, I plan to make the article journal or conference format of the 




The resources of the literature review will mostly be from City Library sources and other databases, such 
as LISTA and Web of Science. The research will be sponsored by the Indonesian Government scholarship 
so that any processing cost will be supported by them. The expenditure will be spent on travel expenses 
to other cities, such as Leeds, Liverpool, Swansea, Southampton, Newcastle, Glasgow, Edinburgh, and 




and analyses of research, I will use transcript analyses systems (which fulfil ethics requirement), and 
online/cloud (Skype). I also will provide incentives for the participants with Amazon Voucher. 
 
Ethics 
The ethics permission will be reviewed by Supervisor, David Bawden. Moreover, the research will use 
Human Participants as interviewees. The form will be reviewed further from Ethics City Website-
proposed via online form application and Appendix 2. It also has the attachment of participation 
information sheet and participant consent form in Appendix 3 and 4 respectively. 
 
Confidentiality 
I think there will be no issues on confidentiality. Every participant will be notified for research ethics and 








Appendix 6: Transcript of Interview 
 
Transcript – Interview 1 
No Transcript in Indonesia Transcript in English 
1 Responden 1 (R1) 
 
R1 mengerjakan Task 1 dan Task 2 
 
Komparasi antara produksi data pekerjaan di kantor dengan kampus. Apakah beda sekali? 
 
Jauh banget beda dari kerjaan kantor administratif, dibandingkan dengan sistem perkuliahan. 
 
Riset ke lapangan? 
 
Ke lapangan paling lihat produk, atau sosialisasi. Memberikan bantuan untuk menerapkan standar. 
 
Saat menyusun standar baru, kan ada diskusi tuh? 
 
Itu ada, tapi beda divisi. 
 
Jadi kamu bagian sosialisasi? 
 
Nggak, aku bagian kerjasama. Ambil Environmental Engineering. 
 
Tapi kan ada link dengan kuliah S1 dulu kan? 
 
Ada, tapi kita tetap dituntut multi-tasking, bisa mengurus administratif juga. 
 
Pernah pengalaman hilang data atau gak tau simpan dimana? 
 
Alhamdulillah ya, kalau selama kerja disitu sih gak pernah hilang data. Jadi, kita ada server BSN dan 
semua data bisa disimpan disitu. Terus atas inisiatif di pusat kami, kita bikin server sendiri untuk satu 
eselon 2. Jadi selain di BSN, ada juga punya kita. 
 
Kayak cloud atau gimana? 
 
Itu computer, bisa diakses seluruh karyawan di satu pusat dan satu direktorat. Lalu di connect dengan 
Google Drive. Jadi ketika kita meeting di luar negeri, data itu bisa kita akses dari Google Drive. 
 
Oh, dari Google Drive. Jadi bukan FTP computer gitu? 
Gak, kita cari yang gampang aja. Dan itu yang ditempatku ya. Kalo tempat/departemen lain, mungkin 
beda. 
 
Kalo di kampus, ngumpulin data riset di lapangan, gimana tuh alur nya? 
 
Jadi di sungai Team, kelompok. Secara historis, sungai itu tempat pembuangan limbah tambang. Jadi 
banyak kandungan besi, dan air sungainya terkontaminasi. Nah karena disini concern sekali tentang 
lingkungan, kita mencari tahu cara untuk menormalkan nya kembali. Jadi aku rencananya akan meneliti 
dari hulu ke hilir, ambil beberapa sampel. Lalu nanti sampel akhirnya dibawa ke lab. Untuk melihat 
bagaimana kandungan besi, mikrobiologi, chemical constituance nya. Lalu dilihat dan dibuat map, oh 
daerah ini sekian dan lain sebagainya. Sekitar 10 titik. Kita akan pakai botol 1-liter yang nanti akan 
dimasukkan ke dalam air sungai, sekitar setengah meter. Nanti akan diambil 25-30 cm dari permukaan. 
 
Respondent 1 (R1) 
 
R1 is filling out Task 1 and Task 2 
 
Comparison of the production of work data in offices and campuses. Is it so different? 
 
Very different as I was in the administrative office, compared to the lecture system. 
 
To the research field? 
 
Mostly I see products or do socialisation and provide assistance to implement standards [in office]. 
 
When composing a new standard, is there any discussion? 
 
Yes, there is, but it's in the different division. 
 
So, you're part of the socialisation division? 
 
No, I'm part of the collaboration team, but taking a master in environmental engineering. 
 
But it is almost the same as what you do in college, right? 
 
Yes, but we are still required to be multi-tasking, can take care of administration too. 
 
Have you ever experienced missing data or don't know where you store it? 
 
Alhamdulillah, during work there, it never happens. So, we have an office server and all data can be 
stored there. Then, we make our own server for one department. So, in addition to BSN, there is also 
our server. 
 
Like a cloud or what? 
 
It is a computer server, which can be accessed by all employees in one centre and one directorate. Then 
connect with Google Drive. So, when we meet abroad, we can access the data from Google Drive. 
 
Oh, from Google Drive. So, it's not an FTP computer? 
No, we are looking for easy access. And that is what my division use. If another place/department, it 
might be different.  
 
How you collect research data in the field? 
 
So, it will be at the Team River. Historically, the river was a mine waste disposal site. It has a lot of 
iron content, and the river water is contaminated. Well, because here, we are very concerned about the 
environment, we need to find out how to normalise it again. So, I plan to research from upstream to 
downstream, to take some samples. Then later the sample is finally brought to the lab. To see how iron 
is present, its microbiology, its chemical constitution. Then viewed and made a map, oh this area and so 
on. About 10 points of the area of research. We will use a 1-litre bottle which will be put into the river 
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Gak dibuat mengendap gitu? 
 
Gak, karena muatan yang mau diteliti ada di air semua. Bahkan sebelum di teliti itu, botolnya nanti 
akan dikocok-kocok dulu. 
 
Terus terkait peralatan lab, di kampus dan di kantor memang disediakan kah? 
 
Di kampus ada pasti lab nya dengan fasilitas lengkap, tapi di kantor tidak ada.  
 
Bagaimana dengan data recall dan sharing? Ownership, terbuka dan bisa diakses siapa saja? 
 
Karena itu di jaringan, semua pegawai di direktorat bisa akses. Jika punya link nya, bisa akses. Link 
Google. Kita gak pake kunci, jadi siapapun bisa akses. 
 
Pernah ada kebocoran? Orang lain yang tidak punya kewenangan bisa akses? 
 
Selama linknya tidak tersebar di orang yang tidak berkewajiban, sih tidak pernah ada kebocoran. Paling 
kalau disebar juga, orang itu gak ngerti. 
 
Bukan sensitive data ya? Ada nilai gitu? 
 
Nilai sih gak, tapi lingkup kerjasama nya iya. Misalnya MoU dengan BSN negara lain atau lintas 
ASEAN dan hubungan bilateral lain. Yang sensitive itu ASEAN-China. 
 
Yah, begitu, jadi concern kan. Kalau ada yang niat banget pengen ngubek-ngubek data kalo data 
nya remote. 
 
Tapi kalo link online gitu, sharing-nya lebih mudah. Jika atasan minta data, bisa langsung kasih linknya 
remotely dari jarak jauh. 
 
Fasilitas kampus gimana? 
 
Iya kita dikasih cloud drive, one drive. Plus jaringan sini. Setiap mahasiswa dapat akses dan storage 
drive. Misal drive H di computer apapun. Bisa dengan remote access juga (website). Bahkan software 
bisa juga dipakai atau running. Software berbayar yang privilege kampus khusus. Dan dengan akun 
untuk identifikasinya. Kita pakai pihak ketiga untuk service storage. IT kampus sepertinya hanya untuk 
maintenance atau control aja. Kurangnya bukan jadi hak milik atau asset pribadi. Hanya jadi biaya jasa 
saja. Disini focus sustainability nya. 
 
Aware gak dengan kebijakan data di kantor ataupun kampus? 
 
Iya kalo kita disini ada Batasan akses, jadi kalo orang luar mau, harus beli standar (SNI dan ISO). 
Khusus kita yang yang skala internasional, akan diberi watermark. Tapi kita dikasih gratis untuk akses. 
Misal untuk kabel, akan diberikan watermark: untuk komite teknis sekian dalam rangka pembahasan 
SNI xx. Untuk diindonesiakan atau menjadi acuan. Misal untuk kabel emas, nah ISO kabel logam lain 
akan jadi acuan. Tapi itu dilakukan pusat lain. Corenya perumusan standar. Akses untuk mahasiswa 
belum ada kerjasama, kita memang ada sedia layanan SNI corner, cuman masih tetap dikenakan biaya 
akses. Mereka hanya bisa akses katalog nomor SNI sekian. Fulltext tetap beli. Tapi layanan informasi 
terpadu bisa dilayani dan baca ditempat. Kenapa dikenakan biaya, kadang copyright nya suka 
dikomersialkan, disalahgunakan, diperjualbelikan. Kalau disini dikampus, akses atas nama akun 
universitas. Jadi copyright jelas. Indonesia beda. 
Not to be made as sediment first? 
 
No, because the content that you want to examine is in that water. Even before being tested, the bottle 
will be shaken first. 
 
Related to the lab equipment, on campus and in the office, do they facilitate your research? 
 
On-campus there is definitely a lab with complete facilities, but there is no lab in office.  
 
What about data recall and sharing? Ownership, is it open and accessible to anyone? 
 
Because it is on the network, all employees in the directorate can access. If you have the link, you can 
access it. Google link. We don't lock the link so that anyone can access. 
 
Has there been a leak? Other people, who do not have authority can access? 
 
As long as the link is not spread in people who are not obliged, there has never been a leak. If it is 
spread too, that person doesn't understand the content. 
 
 
Not sensitive data huh? Is there any value mentioned? 
 
No, but maybe the scope of the collaboration. For example, the MoU with other countries or across 
ASEAN and other bilateral relations. The sensitive ones are ASEAN-China. 
 
Well, I see, so it's a concern. If there is someone who wants to go through the data if the data is 
remotely accessible. 
 
However, if the link is online, sharing is easier. If your boss requests data, you can immediately give 
the link remotely. 
 
What about campus facilities? 
 
Yes, we are given a cloud drive, one drive. Also, network storage here. Every student can access and 
have storage drives. For example, drive H on any computer. Can be used with remote access too 
(website). Even software can also be used or running — paid software with special campus privileges. 
Moreover, with an account for identification. We use third parties for service storage. Campus IT only 
seems to be for maintenance or control. The lack of this that it is not a property or personal asset. Only 
service fees. They focus more on sustainability. 
 
Are you aware of data policies at work or campus? 
 
Yes, if we are here, there are access restrictions, so if outsiders want to, they have to buy standards 
(SNI and ISO). It will be given a watermark. But staffs are given free access. For example, for cables, a 
watermark will be given: for all technical committees to discuss SNI xx for translation or reference. For 
instance, for a gold cable, the ISO metal cable will be a reference. But that was done by another centre. 
Our core is standard regulation formulation. Access for students has not yet been collaborated, we have 
SNI corner services, but still subject to access fees. They can only access the SNI number catalogue. 
However, integrated information services can be served and read on the spot. Why is it charged, 
sometimes the copyright here likes to be commercialised, misused, traded. If here at the campus, access 
is in the name of a university account. So copyright is clear. Indonesia is different. 
2 Responden 2 (R2) 
 
R2 mengerjakan Task 1 dan Task 2 
 
Kamu kerja di bagian apa? 
Respondent 2 (R2) 
 
R1 is filling out Task 1 and Task 2 
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Aku di akreditasi lab. 
 
Kalo mba mendukung atau relate dengan educational background? 
 
Iya sih, kalo sebagai assessor mendukung/ada relasi. Tapi yang akreditasi lab gak kepake. 
 
Mba, department nya apa? 
 
Aku Chemical science untuk environment nya. 
 
Back up data? 
 
KAN punya server sendiri, tapi gak bisa diakses dari luar, untuk back up data sih aku ada harddisk 
sendiri. 
 
Tergantung deksripsi kerjaannya apa ya? Kalo mba pasti produksi data-data penting gitu? 
 
Kliennya lab itu kan banyak, dan kita punya history nya gitu. Ada siklus nya tiap tahun untuk akreditasi 
dan masing-masing di folder sendiri per klien. Jadi kita harus me maintain data itu. Karena akreditasi, 
dan siklus jadi kita harus lihat tahun kebelakangnya. 
 
Udah lama dong datanya? 
 
Iya, udah lama. Dari tahun 2000. Karena aku di komite akreditasi nasional (KAN), jadi memberikan 
akreditasi dengan siklus 4 tahun sekali. 
 
Iya, kalo di akreditasi jelas kan bahannya apa dan objek nya apa.  
 
Iya, hehe karena kalo data aku banget. Web juga aku yang handle. Jadi orang luar nanya data, ke aku 
juga dulu. 
 
Bentuk datanya bagaimana? Beragam? 
 
Beragam sih, semuanya bisa foto, dokumen. Jadi karena kita outputnya mengeluarkan sertifikat, jadi 
ada laporan hasil penilaian sesuai poin-poin akreditasi. 
 
Penempatan di cloud nya gimana? 
 
Kalo kita simpan di server yang ada di kantor, lalu kita back-up sendiri. Mungkin pake harddisk sendiri. 
Jadi per kapan gitu back-up sendiri. Inisiatif sendiri. 
 
Recall nya gimana? Misal klien A, tahun sekian? 
 
Per lab lalu tahun, agak susah kalo kita mau lihat secara general untuk bahan statistic laporan gitu. 
 
Database sendirinya ada? apa hanya penyimpanan bentuk ini saja? 
 
Database ada, tapi umum gitu, per list labnya, scopenya apa, terus kapan siklusnya, pakai excel dan 
access. 
 
Bisa diakses jarak jauh? 
 
Lokal, jadi harus dikantor. 
 
Terus terkait peralatan lab, di kampus dan di kantor memang disediakan kah? 
 
I'm in lab accreditation. 
 
Is it support or relate to the educational background? 
 
Yes, if working as assessor, it supports/has a relationship. But if working in the lab accreditation, it isn't 
related. 
 
Which campus department are you? 
 
I am in Chemical science for the environment. 
 
Back up data? 
 
KAN (National Accreditation Committee) has its own server, only it can't be accessed from outside. 
For backing up data, I have my own external hard disk. 
 
Depends on the description of what the job is, do you definitely produce important data? 
 
The client has a lot of laboratories, and we have their log-history. There is a cycle each year for 
accreditation, and each is in its own folder per client. So, we have to maintain that data. Because of the 
period of certification, we have to look at the year before [for review and assessment]. 
 
So, you have quite much data? 
 
Yes, it's been a long time. Since 2000. Because I was on the national accreditation committee (KAN), 
so we gave accreditation with a cycle of 4 years. 
 
Yes, if the accreditation is clear what the material is and what the object is.  
 
Yeah, hehe because I'm really into data. I also handle the web. So, people who ask for data will contact 
me first. 
 
What kind of data? Is it various? 
 
It's diverse, it can be photos, documents. Because the output is a certificate, there is a report on the 
results of the assessment following the points of accreditation. 
 
What is the placement in the cloud? 
 
We save it on a server that is in the office, then we back it up by ourselves. We use our own external 
hard drive. So, when we back-up, it is based on our own initiative. 
 
How about the recall? For example, client A, in these years? 
 
Based on the year folder, it is rather tricky if we want to look in general for the report of statistical 
material. 
 
The database itself exists? Is this just a storage form? 
 
There is a database, but generally, the list of labs, the scope, when does the cycle, and the format is in 
excel and access. 
 
Can it be accessed remotely? 
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Hanya industry yang memiliki lab dan kita yang akreditasi. Kecuali metrology yang mungkin di divisi 
pengukuran. Kalo di kampus sekarang lebih eksperimen aja. Jadi gak banyak produksi data. Tidak 
sekompleks yang di kantor dengan banyak klien. Di kampus karena focus pada satu penelitian, jadi 
segitu aja data nya. Bedanya itu sih. 
 
Fokusnya disertasi mau kemana? 
 
Aku lebih kimia fisik gitu, dengan alat spektrocospy, mengukur molekul. Impact ke atmosfirnya. Jadi 
kalau kita tahu behavior molekul itu, kita bisa lihat impact nya ke atmosfir. Ada lah hubungannya 
dengan lingkungan. 
 
Nah, ambil bahan penelitiannya dari? 
 
Kalo aku simple sih, Cuman mengukur NaCL, HCL, aku masukin ke laser gitu dan lihat pergerakan 
molekul. Sehingga bisa memprediksi apa yang akan terjadi di awan. Outputnya datanya nanti dengan 
alat ramanspetroscopy untuk melihat spektrum. Bentuknya angka untuk analisis dan grafik. Di disertasi 
datanya akan jadi lampiran. Aku juga pakai kamera, dan pergerakan molekulnya ditangkap dan menjadi 
picture. Untuk database sendiri, kita focus ke Royal Society of Chemistry. 
 
Kalo mba gimana ownership dan sharingnya? 
 
Kalau aku dengan server juga dan bisa diakses oleh satu pusat. Tapi di satu pusat juga ada yang back-
up sendiri sih di computer khusus. Beberapa data ada juga yang di password, jadi hanya orang tertentu 
yang bisa ubah data dan mengaksesnya. Bentuknya excel, kalau mau tambah data. Data yang dihasilkan 
dalam rapat council juga hanya bisa diakses oleh orang-orang dalam tim itu saja (berasal dari orang-
orang berbagai bidang dan industry). Kita ada juga perjanjian untuk tidak membocorkan data klien 
yang ditandatangani personel dan asesor dari berbagai bidang. Karena kita masuk ke dalam core nya lab 
klien. Jadi dijaga sekali kerahasiaannya. Itu termasuk kontrak awal sebelum dimulainya assessment 
akreditasi untuk klien. 
 
Back up bagaimana? 
 
Biasanya sebulan sekali dan itu disimpan di storage pribadi. 
 
Aware gak dengan kebijakan data di kantor ataupun kampus? 
 
Sistemnya kita bikin mini proposal, tinggal pilih topik yang ditawarkan oleh supervisor. Tapi tetap 
dibuat literatur review dan methodology nya, lalu nanti akan direview oleh supervisor. Unsur data 
management sih gak ada disebut khusus, tapi kita memang kerja di lab dan bermain dengan data dan 
penyimpanannya. Diawal juga gak ada pengenalan saat induction, tapi mungkin untuk yang master by 
research/postgraduate research dan PhD dikenalkan. Kita master by taught/coursework. 
 
 
Related to the lab equipment, on campus and in the office, do they facilitate your research? 
 
Only industries that have labs and we accredited them. Except for metrology which might be in the 
measurement division. If on-campus now there are more experiments. So, there isn't much production 
data. Not as complicated as in an office with many clients. On-campus because it focuses on one study, 
so that's just the data. The difference is that. 
 
Where is the focus of the dissertation? 
 
It is more about physical chemistry, with spectroscopy devices, measuring molecules. Its impact on the 
atmosphere. So, if we know the behaviour of the molecule, we can see the effect on the atmosphere. 
There is also a connection with the environment. 
 
Well, where do you take the research material? 
 
For me it is simple, just measuring NaCL, HCL. I put it in the laser and see the movement of 
molecules. So that it can predict what will happen in the cloud. With the Raman spectroscopy tool, we 
could see the spectrum. The output is in the form of numbers for analysis and graphics. In the 
dissertation, the data will be put as an attachment. I also use a camera, and the movement of the 
molecule will be captured and becomes a picture. For our own database, we focus on the Royal Society 
of Chemistry. 
 
Ownership and sharing? 
 
I use the office server and can be accessed by the staff. But in one division there is also a back-up on a 
particular computer. We also put a password to some data, so only certain people can change the data 
and access it. The form is in Excel if you want to add data. Data generated at council meetings can only 
be accessed by people in the team (people from various fields and industries). We also have agreements 
not to divulge client data signed by personnel and assessors from multiple areas. Because we enter the 
core of the client lab. So, it's important to be very confidential. That includes the initial contract before 
the start of the accreditation assessment for the client. 
 
How do you back up? 
 
Usually once a month and it's stored in personal storage. 
 
Are you aware of data policies at work or campus? 
 
The system we make is a mini proposal, just select the topic offered by the supervisor. But the literature 
review and methodology are still made, then the supervisor will review it later. The data management 
element is not really mentioned, but we do work in the lab and play with data and storage. At the 
beginning, there was also no introduction to induction, but maybe for those who are master by research 
/ postgraduate research and PhDs must be introduced. We are master by taught / coursework. 
3 Responden 3 (R3) 
 
[kunjungan ke perpustakaan RBGE] 
[kunjungan ke arsip tumbuhan kering RBGE] 
 
1817 KRB sudah ada dan mulai menulis jurnal biologi 
 
Arsip ini adalah awetan kering tumbuhan, ini koleksi tapi yang koleksi mati gitu, jadi fisiknya sudah 
dimatikan. Disimpan disini. 
 
That’s the raw data that I mean. 
 
Respondent 3 (R3) 
 
[visit to RBGE library] 
[visit to RBGE dry plant archive] 
Since 1817 KRB already existed and began writing biological journals 
 
This archive is a dried-up plant, this is a collection, but the collection is dead, so the physical has been 
turned off. Saved here. 
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Living collection itu yang di luar RBGE, yang tumbuh. Herbarium forensic ada di LIPI, yaitu di pusat 
biologi dan kebun raya. Sebelumnya mereka jadi satu kan, tapi entah kenapa di LIPI dipisah. 
 
Iya, tapi kamu lebih ke botany nya kan. Puslit biologi mencakup semua, living things. 
 
Iya tapi taxonomy nya tetap, harusnya relate sama kebun raya. Disini ada 2 lantai, yang dibawah ini 
tumbuhan tingkat rendah (fungus, algae, gymnosperm, komnivore) sama monokotil, diatas itu dikotil. 
Tapi aku lebih focus diatas. Untuk klasifikasinya ada warna dan angka. 6 itu angka Indonesia, Asia. 
Tapi susunan disini alphabetic. Ada koleksi khusus british/native nya disini. Kita juga punya mikroskop 
yang bisa sekaligus buat gambar. Jadi sembari melihat miskroskop, bisa sekalian gambar molekulnya. 
 
Disini managing ruangannya bagus ya, pencahayaan, kotak penyimpanan, temperature. Cara 
matiin atau keringin tumbuhannya gimana ? 
 
Kalau masih fresh warnanya, di press aja terus di oven. Beberapa ada yang kasih alcohol, supaya dia 
gak busuk. Impactnya warnanya berubah. Contohnya ini 1998. Tapi masih seger warnanya, berarti gak 
pakai alcohol. Dan kita ada kerjasama juga dengan Kew Garden di London untuk pinjam beberapa 
dokumen, dikirim dari mereka, specimen tipe itu untuk identifikasi tumbuhan itu dikasih nama pertama 
kali dan kapan diberinya. 1847, sawo-sawoan, ini yang aku kerjain. Ada gambarnya juga untuk 
deskripsinya. Mungkin dahulunya ada yang ambil ini, lalu direbus sama dia supaya mengembang lagi, 
lalu digambar. Jadi terbantu banget dengan adanya ini. Sesama herbarium seluruh dunia bisa loan juga. 
Kebun Raya Bogor termasuk yang punya herbarium tua dan besar. Kita fokusnya memang lebih 
herbarium untuk koleksi, karena terpisah dengan koleksi mati / wild yang ada di puslit biologi. Untuk 
type specimen, dikasih bungkus yang beda, untuk jaga kualitas dan cara megangnya harus hati-hati. 
 
 
Abis kamu ambil dokumen ini, diapain? 
 
Ngeliat strukturnya, rambutnya, unsur-unsur yang dimiliki. Deskriptif sifatnya. Database untuk 
herbarium sendiri ada, tapi gak sampai deskripsi seperti ini. Mereka hanya mendata nomornya saja, 
darimana asalnya. 
 
Gimana membedakan specimen satu dengan yang lain? 
 
Yah harus dibuka, hanya peneliti yang tahu. Ada juga perbedaan antara isotype dengan type, isotype itu 
copiannya, sedangkan type itu aslinya. Jadi, yang kita pegang ini isotype, aslinya ada disimpan di Kew 
Gardens. Kadang suka dibuat 3 buah, disimpan di Paris, Edinburgh, Kew, kadang kalau rontok, ada 
kantongnya juga untuk disimpan didokumen ini. Kan ada nomor referensi, klasifikasinya jadi kita 
mudah recall untuk di database. Dibawah juga ada koleksi biji-bijian dikeringin/karpologi, algae juga 
yang sudah jadi preparat. 
 
[explore ruangan lab] 
Hasil ekstrasi DNA, lalu PCR (diamplified/duplikat), MGS. Gene-bank semua disimpan di Edinburgh 
University. Untuk gown dan gloves strict warna dan tidak boleh keluar lab. Warnanya hijau, biru, pink. 
Next-generation sequencing nya di kampus. Untuk output dari lab nya akan bentuk picture DNA. 
 
[explaining research background] 
 
[profiling] 
Jadi, supervisor aku kasih satu folder lengkap references yang terkait sama penelitian aku. Jadi merasa 
terbantu sekali. 
 
Pernah gak kehilangan data? Recall data ? back up ? 
 
Aku hilang sih gak pernah, tapi masalah dengan recall karena kadang suka sulit menemukan kembali 
dan lupa menyimpan file itu dimana. Selalu aku simpan di folder local aku dan di folder khusus aja. 
Living collections that are outside the RBGE, are growing. Herbarium forensic is at LIPI, which is in 
the centre of biology and botanical gardens. Previously they became one, but somehow at LIPI they 
were separated. 
 
Yes, but you are more into botany right. The Center for Biology covers all living things. 
 
Yes, but the taxonomy remains, it must relate to the botanical garden. Here there are 2 floors, below 
which are low-level plants (fungus, algae, gymnosperm, komnivore) with monocots, above which are 
dicots. But I'm more focused above. For the classification, there are colours and numbers. 6 are figures 
from Indonesia, Asia. But the arrangement here is alphabetic. There is a special British / native 
collection here. We also have a microscope that can simultaneously make a picture. So while looking at 
the microscope, you can picture all the molecules. 
 
Here managing the room is good, lighting, storage box, temperature. What is the way to kill or 
cool the plants? 
 
If it's still fresh in colour, just keep pressing it in the oven. Some of them give alcohol so that they don't 
get rotten. Impact the colour changes. For example, this is 1998. But it's still fresh, meaning it doesn't 
use alcohol. And we have also cooperated with Kew Garden in London to borrow several documents, 
sent from them, specimens of that type to identify the plants given their first names and when they gave 
them. 1847, Sapodilla, this is what I'm working on. There is also a picture of the description. Maybe 
there was someone who took this, then boiled it with him to expand again, then drew it. So it's really 
helped by this. Fellow world herbariums can also loan. Bogor Botanical Gardens include those who 
have an old and large herbarium. We focus more on herbariums for collections because they are 
separate from the dead/wild collections in biology research centres. For the type specimen, we give a 
different package, to keep the quality and the way of holding it must be careful. 
 
After you took this document, what you will do? 
 
Look at the structure, the hair, the elements it has. Descriptive. The database for the herbarium itself 
exists, but it doesn't come up with a description like this. They only list the numbers, where they come 
from. 
 
How do you distinguish one specimen from another? 
 
Well, it must be opened, only researchers know. There is also the difference between the isotype and 
type, the isotype is copied, while the type is original. So, what we hold is an isotype, the original is 
stored at Kew Gardens. Sometimes like to make 3 pieces, stored in Paris, Edinburgh, Kew, sometimes 
if you fall out, there are also bags to be stored in this document. There is a reference number, the 
classification is, so we are easy to recall in the database. Below there is also a collection of cold 
water/carpology grains, algae which have also been prepared. 
 
[explore the lab room] 
The results of DNA extraction, then PCR (amplified/duplicated), MGS. All banks are kept at Edinburgh 
University. For strict colours and gowns and gloves, you cannot leave the lab. The colour is green, blue, 
pink. Next-generation sequencing is on campus. The output of the lab will be a DNA picture. 
 
[explaining the research background] 
 
[profiling] 
So, my supervisor gave me a complete folder of references related to my research. So it feels very 
helpful. 
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Butuh waktu untuk mencari yang agak lama. Aku jarang rename, jadi perlu buka pdf tersebut beberapa 
kali. Balik lagi ke print out, untuk meng-highlight statement yang penting. 
Kadang aku review satu reference yang mereferensi sumber lain, sehingga itu takes time. Kita perlu 
mengecek kebenarannya, hingga primary data. Makanya karena itu kita butuh layar computer sampe 
dua, jadi bisa open file di satu layar dan lainnya.  
 
Tadi lokasi data udah keliatan, kalo untuk data sharing gimana? Pernah kolaborasi? 
 
Kita punya grup yang bisa akses dengan level yang sama. Tujuannya untuk kolaborasi dan akses 
database. Aku sendiri punya aplikasi dan ada level akses. Semisal aku focus di satu topik, kolega yang 
tidak berkolaborasi denganku tidak akan bisa akses. Kecuali dengan supervisor dan kolaborator risetku. 
Aplikasinya di desktop terinstall, aku bisa mengubah database itu. Akses terbatas dengan user 
authorization. Kalo di KRB, bahkan di PC sendiri aja, tidak ada network khusus untuk kolaborasi. Aku 
jadi menikmati fasilitas disini karena remote access bisa dibuka di computer manapun. Aku punya 2 
akun, RBGE dan akun univ Edinburgh. 
 
Pernah mensitasi raw data? 
 
Nomor kode manually ditulis di paper/artikel.  
Ada cara membuat referensi di Microsoft word, bisa konek ke Mendeley. Misal E1212, artinya 
herbarium Edinburgh nomor 1212. K untuk kews. Nomor tersebut unik dan diketahui para peneliti 
herbarium di dunia. Herbarium database. Kode manual ada potensi mistyped. 
 
Pernah denger DOI ? Objek digital apapun pasti bisa teridentifikasi. 
 
PWH-K-1212, jadi kode kolektor peneliti bisa teridentifikasi.  
 
Teregister dan terakses bebas tidak kode itu? 
 
Tidak ada pusat khusus sih, jadi ada potensi duplikasi kode peneliti, namun akan kelihatan beda jika 
kita lihat dari kode herbariumnya. BO itu Bogor. 
Terkait penamaan digit kode herbarium harusnya terstandar ya, soalnya E untuk Edinburgh, K untuk 
Kews, dan BO unruk Bogor. Kalo di ISO kode negarapun di standar dan hanya bisa 2 digit. 
 
Last question, kalian aware gak dengan kebijakan manajemen data di kantor maupun kampus? 
 
Nggak. Apatis sih peneliti disini. Aku sharing ke orang yang lebih dekat. Sensitif dengan pencurian ide. 
Orang database sampai minta data susah, tidak ada value jika paper yang tidak share raw datanya. 
Output jadi dipertanyakan. 
 
[explaining relation between funders requirement and data management planning] 
 
Harus ada enforce, punishment. Diawal dari proposal planning sih. 
 
Kalian aware gak ada sosialisasi dari research data manager terkait data management di 
kampus? 
 
Harusnya ada sih, tapi karena kita coursework, mungking hanya diberikan ke yang ambil research. 
 
I never did, but the problem with the recall was because I sometimes found it hard to find it again and 
forgot where to save the file. I always keep it in my local folder and only in the particular folder. It 
takes time to look for a bit longer. I rarely rename it, so I need to open the pdf several times. Turn back 
to print out, to highlight important statements. 
Sometimes I review one reference that references another source, so it takes time. We need to check the 
truth until the primary data. So because of that, we need two computer screens, so we can open files on 
one screen and another. 
 
Data sharing? Ever collaboration? 
 
We have a group that can access the same level. The goal is for collaboration and database access. I 
have an application, and there is an access level. I focus on one topic, colleagues who don't collaborate 
with me will not be able to access except with my research supervisors and collaborators. The 
application on the desktop is installed, I can change the database. Limited access to user authorisation. 
If in KRB, we use PC, there is no particular network for collaboration. I enjoy the facilities here 
because the remote access can be opened on any computer. I have 2 accounts, an RBGE and an univ 
Edinburgh account. 
 
Ever cited raw data? 
 
The code number manually is written in the paper/article. 
There are ways to make references in Microsoft word, can connect to Mendeley. For example, E1212, 
meaning the Edinburgh herbarium number 1212. K for Kews. The number is unique and known to 
herbarium researchers in the world. Herbarium database. The manual code has mistyped potential. 
 
Ever heard of DOI? Any digital object can undoubtedly be identified. 
 
PWH-K-1212, so the researcher collector code can be identified. 
 
Registered and freely accessed? 
 
There is no particular centre, so there is potential for duplication of researcher code, but it will look 
different if we look at it from the herbarium code. BO is Bogor. 
Related to the naming of the herbarium code should be standardised, because of E for Edinburgh, K for 
Kews, and BO for Bogor. If in the ISO, the country code is standard and can only be 2 digits. 
 
The last question, are you aware of the data management policies in the office or campus? 
 
No, the researcher is quite apathetic. I'm sharing with closer people. It is a sensitive topic with theft of 
ideas. The database person to request data is difficult, there is no value if the paper does not share the 
raw data. The output is questionable. 
 
[explaining the requirements between funders and data management planning] 
 
There must be enforced punishment. At the beginning of the planning proposal anyway. 
 
Are you aware of socialisation from the research data manager related to data management on 
campus? 
 
It should be there, but because we are coursework, it might only be given to those who take research. 
4 Responden 4 (R4) 
 
[explaining research background] 
 
[self-assessment] 
External devices, mobile devices (tablet, phone, laptop), cloud, personal computer (desktop) 
Respondent 4 (R4) 
 
[explaining research background] 
 
[self-assessment] 
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Tergantung personal, dan tergantung jumlah. Profiling diperlukan untuk mengetahui beban data yang 
dimiliki setiap ahli di subjek yang berbeda. Sesuai bidangnya. Demografi detected. 
Penamaan file sesuai kebutuhan, jika tidak terlalu banyak hanya perlu di folderkan, jika butuh rapi ya di 
rename sesuai judul dan tahun. 
Mendeley cukup membantu untuk memetakan referensi yang dibutuhkan.  
 
Pernah gak kehilangan data? Recall data ? back up ? 
 
Gak pernah, karena saya integrated dan mencoba menyimpan data dengan rapi.  
 
Tadi lokasi data udah keliatan, kalo untuk data sharing gimana? Pernah kolaborasi? 
 
Data sharing di aku sih jarang, dan kita tugas-tugas umumnya individual. Jadi jarang kolaborasi atau 
group project di bidangku. Karena coursework, kita hanya share data via moodle saja. Misal tugas 
terkait kasus A dan diminta untuk dianalisis menjadi report. Output akhirnya hanya bentuk itu. 
Ownership selama proses itu milik pribadi, endingnya baru shared dengan lecturer. 
 
Bagaimana dengan data kantor? 
 
Aku administrative. Aku di komite akreditasi nasional. Kita punya prosedur dokumentasi per-orangan. 
Ada assessment seperti audit untuk Lembaga sertifikasi, dimana hasilnya adalah report dan evidence. 
Tahapan berkelanjutan dilakukan dimana didalamnya ada rapat, technical committee review meeting ( 
isinya dengan orang yang relate dengan scope, misal kelistrikan bisa sampai 3 orang, untuk 
memberikan pertimbangan teknis), KAN council meeting (bisa belasan orang, berisi perwakilan dengan 
stakeholder terkait, K/L/government, produsen, konsumen, akademik/praktisi, asosiasi). Untuk 
menghindari conflict of interest/ dominasi kebijakan. 
Output akhir adalah sertifikat akreditasi, durasi nya 4 tahun. Ada databasenya dan bertambah signifikan 
untuk jumlah kliennya. Dokumen disimpan di KANMIS (KAN management information system). 
Portal berbasis web, klien memiliki account, secretariat, asesor juga memiliki akun, lead asesor juga. 
Ada manual prosedur sesuai ISO, jadi terstandar penentuan fungsi akun tim. Level akun akses langsung 
dibatasi. Untuk data security, setiap komite teknis dipastikan ada tanda-tangan untuk confidentiality.  
 
Pernah mensitasi raw data? 
 
Nomor kode manually ditulis di paper/artikel.  
Kalo aku sesimpel menggunakan Mendeley. 
 
Last question, kalian aware gak dengan kebijakan manajemen data di kantor maupun kampus? 
 
I do, karena ada interest dan pelatihan juga. BSN juga punya ISO untuk manajemen keamanan 
informasi. Sosialisasi untuk filing dll. Dalam konteks supaya secure. Berlaku untuk fisik dan digital 
juga. Impact nya lebih ke informasi keamanan bank sih. Hampir sama seperti GDPR sih. Dan menjadi 
contoh juga, jadi wajib aware. 
 
 
Depends on individual, and depends on the amount. Profiling is needed to find out the data load that 
each expert has on a different subject. According to the field. Demographics detected. 
Naming files as needed, if not too much just need to be a folder, if you need it neatly, rename it 
according to the title and year. 
Mendeley is helpful enough to map the references needed. 
 
Ever lost data? Recall data? Back up? 
 
Never, because it is integrated and I try to store data neatly. 
 
Data sharing? Have you done a collaboration? 
 
Data sharing in my program is rarely done, and we are generally doing individual tasks. So I rarely 
have collaboration or group project in my area. Because of coursework, we only share data via moodle. 
For example, the job related to case A and asked to be analysed into a report. The final output is just in 
that form. Ownership during the process is private property, which shared with the lecturer only. 
 
What about office data? 
 
I work in the administrative section, in the national accreditation committee. We have a specific 
documentation procedure. There are assessments such as audits for certification bodies, where the 
results are report and evidence. Continuous stages are carried out wherein there are meetings, technical 
committee review meetings (contents with people who relate with scope, for example, can be up to 3 
people, to provide technical considerations), KAN council meeting (can be dozens of people, 
containing representatives with relevant stakeholders, K / L / government, producers, consumers, 
academics / practitioners, associations). To avoid conflict of interest/policy dominance. 
The final output is an accreditation certificate, the duration is four years. There is a database, and it 
increases significantly for the number of clients. The document is stored on KANMIS (KAN 
management information system). Web-based portal, clients have accounts, secretariat, assessors also 
have accounts, lead assessors too. There is a procedure manual according to ISO, so it is standardised to 
determine the function of the team account. The level of direct access accounts is limited. For data 
security, each technical committee is guaranteed to have a signature for confidentiality.  
 
Have you ever cited raw data? 
 
The code number manually is written in the paper/article. 
If I'm as simple as using Mendeley. 
 
The last question, are you aware of the data management policies in the office or campus? 
 
I do because I have the interest and get the training too. BSN also has an ISO for information security 
management. Socialisation for filing etc. In the context of being secure. Valid for physical and digital 
too. The impact is more on bank security information. It's almost the same as GDPR. And become an 
example also, so you must be aware. 
5 Responden 5 (R5) 
 
[explaining research backgrounds] 
Pekerjaan saya di sarana prasarana pendukung biro umum. Untuk terkait github saya pernah dengar. 
Repositori nya buat seluruh Indonesia atau bagaimana ? 
 
Ilmiah nasional, jadi seluruh Indonesia. Seperti GitHub, disitu platform untuk store and share raw data. 
Nah, kita mau buat versi Indonesianya. Hal ini didasarkan kepada perilaku para peneliti yang suka keep 
data mereka. Jadi bisa di reuse dan diakses orang banyak. 
 
[self-assessment] 
Respondent 5 (R5) 
 
[explaining research backgrounds] 
My work is in infrastructure supporting public bureaus. For Github related, I've heard. The repository is 
for all of Indonesia or what? 
 
National science, be all Indonesia. Like GitHub, there is a platform for stores and raw data shares. Well, 
we want to make the Indonesian version. This is based on the behaviour of researchers who like to keep 
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Gimana manajemen data selama di kantor? Cuek atau peka? 
 
Kerasa sih perubahannya. Waktu dikantor sama sekali gak aware dengan pentingnya manajemen data. 
Asal disimpan saja tanpa back-up dll. Namun disini, sampai ada GDPR, mau akses suatu informasi 
copyright dan permission sangat dijaga. 
 
Pernah ngalamin file hilang atau sulit ditemukan? 
 
Aku untungnya gak mudah lupa sih, jadi saat rename file juga udah rapi. Aku juga dulu di kantor 
bagian administasi data. Untung sudah di back-up di google drive, jadi kolega kantor yang nanyain file 
nya dimana (terus menerus) tinggal aku kasih link file nya. 
 
Pilihan back up dimana ? 
 
Kalau data sharing, aku lebih pilih di google drive. Lebih gampang akses dan mudah dishare. Kuotanya 
juga cukup dengan 15 GB. 
 
Kalau untuk storage di kampus bagaimana ? 
 
Aku lebih aware sebagai student, harus hati-hati, dan sering back-up. Aku simpan di onedrive pribadi 
dan kampus. Kalau pelajaran memang ada system kampus VLE (virtual learning environment). Jadi 
tersimpan semua. Submit assignment via VLE juga. Aku juga pakai synchronize automated jadi mudah 




Kalau di kampus mudah sih, karena akses remote. Dari system penamaan filenya, karena terbatas 
assignment dan focus ke bahan materi kampus per foldernya. Beda dengan di kantor, bisa mix karena 




Kantor sih cuek, kalau disini regular. Aku dulu jarang back-up dan langsung simpan aja di computer. 
Jarang simpan di google drive atau back-up di any device. 
 
Data sharing dan security, ownershipnya siapa? 
 
Kepemilikan sih tergantung jenis pekerjaan. Ada yang data milik pribadi dan tim. Untuk otorisasi akses 
saya open dengan link bit.ly tanpa ada Batasan akses. Yang penting mereka memiliki link-nya sudah 
langsung bisa akses. Untuk dikampus, paling di group project, kita outputnya report dan via one drive 
dan akun kampus. Jadi Bersama anggota lainnya kita sharing dalam satu folder onedrive. 
 
Sitasi data? Data mentah yang diproduksi orang, apakah pernah pakai? 
 
Aku belum pernah sih, mostly lebih baca artikel aja. Mungkin nanti saat disertasi akan pakai juga, misal 
pakai kuesioner sebagai bahan penelitian terdahulu. 
 
Di kantor aware gak dengan kebijakan manajemen data? 
 
Aku malah baru tau sekarang, mungkin karena belum dapet sosialisasinya.  
 
Versi kampus gimana? Misal himbauan professor/supervisor? 
 
Gak pernah ada himbauan langsung sih, tapi lebih sadar diri menyimpan data yang baik. Tapi persepsi 
senior, masih lebih takut open data. Karena banyak data yang sensitive/rahasia. Kendala di 
 
Do you do data management while at work? 
 
In the office, I am not aware of the importance of data management. Just keep it without backing up etc. 
But here, until there is GDPR, there is a rule if we want to access copyright information and 
permissions are very guarded. 
 
Have you ever experienced missing or hard to find files? 
 
I usually rename the file, so it's typically neat. I was also at the office in data administration. 
Fortunately, it was backed up on Google Drive, so my office colleague who asked for the file know 
where I kept it, and I only need to give them the file link. 
 
Where are the backup options? 
 
For data sharing, I prefer to choose on Google Drive. Easier to access and easily shared. The quota is 
also enough with 15 GB. 
 
How about storage for campus? 
 
I am more aware as a student, and try to be careful, and often back up the file. I keep it on private and 
campus OneDrive. For lessons materials, there is a VLE campus system (virtual learning environment). 
So it's all saved there. Submitting assignments via VLE too. I also use automated synchronisation so it's 




It's easy on campus, because of remote access. From the file naming system, due to limited assignment 
and focus on campus material per folder. It is different from the office, you can mix the file and folder 





In-office, I didn’t do it regularly. I used to rarely back up and immediately save it on the computer. 
Rarely store on google drive or back up on any device. 
 
Data sharing and security, who has the ownership? 
 
Ownership depends on the type of work. There are personal and team owned data. To authorise access, 
I open with the bit.ly link without any access restrictions. The important thing is that they have a link 
that can be accessed immediately. For campus, most are in the project group, we output the report via 
one drive and campus account. So, we share with other members in one OneDrive folder. 
 
Data citation? Raw data produced by people, have you ever used it? 
 
I've never do it, mostly read more articles. Maybe later, when the dissertation, I will use too, for 
example using a questionnaire as material for previous research. 
 
In the office, do you know about data management policies? 
 
I just found out now, maybe because I haven't got the socialisation. 
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paradigmanya. Perlu ada informasi yang terbuka dan transparan. Aku juga pernah ikut methodology 
training terkait data mining, dan lecture nya sharing materi via github. Jadi lebih berasa kemudahan 
sharing nya. Pas induction tidak ada disebut data management secara khusus sih, tapi lebih sosialisasi 
platform yang dimiliki kampus. 
 
[explaining terkait interview stage 2 untuk data management plan policy]  
There has never been a direct suggestion, but I am more aware of storing good data. But senior might 
feel afraid of open data because much data is sensitive/confidential — constraints in the paradigm. 
There needs to be open and transparent information. I also participated in training methodology related 
to data mining, and the lecture shared material via Github. So it feels more like the ease of sharing. 
When there is no induction, it is called data management specifically, but more on the platform 
socialisation of the campus. 
6 Responden 6 (R6) 
 
Kita punya BARKA, bentuknya 1 student 1 drive sebesar 1 terabyte. Itu khusus untuk school of 
engineering. Diberikan hanya kepada PGR dan PhD. Di GitHub, kita paling simpan hasil coding 
sendiri, untuk di open dan share. Atau di GitLive. Kalau yang dari kampus itu Cuma disediakan 
beberapa root access saja, misalkan hanya saya, pembimbing 1 dan 2, lalu examiner external. Karena 
saya by research, tahun pertama saya harus lolos proposal dulu. Baru setelah itu kita riset ditahun 
keduanya. Kemarin tahun lalu saya sidang proposal, setelah lulus saya baru dikasih data, supervisor, 
personal tutor. Data pribadi di kampus memang besar-besar. Contohnya seperti data simulasi yang 
kontinyu. Outputnya reni mau store raw data di platform itu kan ? 
 
Iya, kebijakan nya in progress, tapi masih mau lihat pendekatan yang bagus bagaimana karena diverse 
subjectnya. Agar bisa difasilitasi sepenuhnya. Misal sudah punya sendiri, dipastikan bisa terintegrasi 
dengan platform kita. 
 
Iya, bagus itu, mudah untuk mencari data, yang terpenting integrase sih dan tergantung data yang 
dimiliki sih. Kalau data eksperimen seperti itu saya bisa share karena ukurannya tidak terlalu besar, 
paling 1-2 GB, data kedalaman laut, data root. 
 
Fasilitas dari sini? 
 
Kita punya uang khusus research. Uang itu bisa kita pakai untuk kebutuhan penelitian, selama di 
approve sama supervisor. Bisa dipakai untuk conference, tiket dan keperluan penelitian lain. 
 
[explaining research backgrounds and tasks] 
Mas kan master by research, ada dikenalin gak saat induction terkait research data 
management? 
 
Iya ada, pas akhir bulan Maret, 3 bulan setelah saya disini. Kalau disini tiap bulan selalu ada pelatihan 
yang kita ikuti. Ada 3 macam khusus research methods, yaitu presentation skills, writing skills dan 
engaging with industry. Karena topiknya cukup luas, jadi contohnya terlalu global gak spesifik. Karena 
kita memang gak ada kuliah dan ujian, jadi nilai / credit dari situ. Sisanya dari research.  
Terkait BIG bagaimana ? Secara UU data ada di BIG kan ? Mayoritas saya kan oseanografi, misalkan 
ada request data, dilampiri surat pengantar, kita bisa saling sharing. Cross section nya bagaimana itu ? 
 
Kalau itu mungking GtoG, jadi bisa integrasi ke lebih luas lagi, bahkan mahasiswa. LIPI nanti 
akan menaunginya. Bentuknya seperti GitHub (analogi RIN), bisa open and locked. Searching 
atas nama akun/researchers atau keyword data yang dibutuhkan. Lalu jika ingin digunakan data 
tersebut, bisa mensitasinya dengan mencopy DOI atau link data terkait untuk menjadi referensi. 
 
Referensi nya berupa data atau publikasi biasa, misalnya tesis sendiri atau bagaimana ? 
Soalnya kita gak bisa mensitasi data ya ? 
 
Jadi DOI itu tidak hanya untuk artikel saja, tapi raw data juga. Jadi apapun yang 
bentuknya/objeknya digital. 
 
Lalu kita dapat poin gak ya untuk upload raw data itu? 
 
[explaining funders requirement dan data management planning in research proposal – open data 
platform] 
Respondent 6 (R6) 
 
We have BARKA, 1 student got 1 drive for 1 terabyte. That's specifically for the school of engineering. 
Provided only to PGR and PhD. On GitHub, we save the most coding results ourselves, to open and 
share. Or on GitLive. Only one root access is provided from campus, for example, only me, supervisor, 
then external examiner. Because I am a student by research, in my first year, I must pass the proposal 
first. Only after that, we can do research in the second year. Last year, after proposal, I was given data 
by supervisor, personal tutor. The output is to store raw data on the platform right? 
 
Yes, the policy is in progress, but still, I want to see a good approach because of the diverse subject. To 
be fully facilitated. For example, it already has its own, indeed can be integrated with our platform. 
 
Yes, it's good, it's easy to find data, the most important thing is integrase, and it depends on the data 
you have. For experimental data like that, I can share because the size is not too large, at least 1-2 GB, 
sea depth data, root data. 
 
Facilities from here? 
 
We have special research money. We can use the funds for research needs, as long as the supervisor 
approves it. Can be used for conferences, tickets and other research needs. 
 
[explaining research backgrounds and tasks] 
Is it master by research, is there any recognition in induction related to research data 
management? 
 
Yes, there is, at the end of March, 3 months after I am here. Every month there is always training that 
we need to follow. There are 3 special types of research methods, namely presentation skills, writing 
skills, and engaging with industry. Because the topic is quite broad, so the example is too global, not 
specific. Because we don't have lectures and examinations, so the grade is from there. The rest is from 
research. 
How about BIG? In law, the data is on BIG right? The majority of me is oceanography, for example, 
there is a data request, accompanied by a cover letter, we can share with each other. What is the cross-
section? 
 
If that is possible GtoG, so it can even have wider integration, even students. LIPI will later 
shelter it. The shape is like GitHub (RIN analogy), can be open and locked. Searching on behalf 
of accounts/researchers or keyword data needed. Then if you want to use the data, you can copy 
it by copying the DOI or the related data link to be a reference. 
 
The reference is in the form of data or ordinary publications, for example, your own thesis or what? 
Because we can't cite data, huh? 
 
So the DOI is not only for articles but also raw data. So whatever the shape/object is digital. 
 
Then can we get the points to upload the raw data? 
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Sama sih, di laporan sendiri sih memang ada. Tapi DOI itu kita akan dapat poin, tapi gatau ya untuk 
data. Sepertinya itu hanya acknowledge deh. Soalnya kalua ada yang mensitasi DOI kita, nanti akan ada 
metrics/pengukurannya, seperti H-index, impact factor, google scholar. 
Pertanyaannya, missal saya upload raw data di platform LIPI, lalu saya juga publish paper berdasarkan 
data tersebut. Bisa gak orang itu daripada sitasi raw data, tapi sitasi artikelnya aja. Karena akan lebih 
terukur impactnya. Walaupun papernya bukan tentang datanya sendiri/khusus. Misal pengambilan data 
berbasis survey dan cara lain. 
 
Tergantung konteksnya sih mas. Jadi missal kuesioner berdasarkan raw data A dan B (penelitian 
terdahulu). Jadi mensitasi kedua DOI tersebut. Atau missal penduduk, data penduduk di kota A 
di tahun yang berbeda. Jika ingin dicombine perlu mensitasi kedua raw data dengan dua tahun 
yang berbeda. 
 
Iya, itu bisa dibilang extract data ya, gak masalah sih ya berarti. 
 
Lalu bagaimana dengan BIG. Sitasi data BIG oleh mas bagaimana ? 
 
Semua data yang di BIG, seperti BPS. Hanya butuh data BIG nomor 2017. Mereka punya buku 
besarnya. Jadi kita tinggal meng-acknowledge data itu. Dan anggapan kita sebagai peneliti, data 
tersebut sangat berhargha karena ada usaha, dana dan waktu yang dikeluarkan untuk mendapatkan dan 
mengumpulkan data itu. Bagusnya kita juga turut mengedukasi, misalnya jika data eksperimen nya 
dibarengkan dengan publikasi paper, sebaiknya mensitasi papernya saja. Misal di platform RIN nanti, 
ada additional information, jika anda ingin menggunakan data ini, tolong sitasi juga papernya di link 
ini. Biasanya suka ada petunjuk untuk mensitasi atau mereferense di bahu kanan atas halaman. Itu sih 
saran saya. Hal lain akan terkait dengan poin atau kredit juknis dan juklak fungsional kita sebagai 
acknowledgement. Masalahnya mereka mungkin tidak akan tertarik jika hanya sitasi data saja, 
concernnya akan kesitu, pertimbangan untuk menerima angka kredit fungsional. Mereka memang akan 
tertarik untuk akses platform RIN, karena rootnya lebih jelas. Kalau di BIG, kita manual hingga perlu 
menunggu lama, karena tidak online dan harus perlu request data via surat. Jika dengan RIN online, 
plarformnya akan lebih mudah dan akses. Jadi, intinya perlu ada reward saat upload. 
 
[self-assessment] 
Terkait database yang mas pakai, itu gimana update data hasil penelitiannya. 
 
Jadi kita biasanya karena alat itu dipakai banyak orang, setelah selesai mengukur, kita download 
datanya, dan ada storage khusus: nama, project, data kita disimpan disitu. Jadi kayak server kantor/ 
FTP. Intranet dengan 1 LAN. Yang manage ada 1 bagian sarana prasarana, dari back-up hingga 
maintenance peralatan.   
 
[format and type data] 
Log-book hanya excel format, tgl-nama-deskripsi (melakukan apa dari jam berapa hingga jam berapa)-
minor/major accident. 
Komputasi, ada spesifik format. Extension .nc untuk data bentuk metrics. Contohnya data kecepatan, 
nanti akan ada 1 kotak dengan 9 angka untuk dibaca di dalam matlab. 
 
[explaining next interview and task 3] 
Gimana mas in general managing data? 
 
Saya teratur sih, langsung menurun, berdasarkan nama project, dan perfilenya diberikan deskripsi 
tanggal/rename file. Data disini mirip-mirip ren. Hasil data nya wajib untuk rename karena saat 
download data Namanya akan sama. Kalau di kantor, ada audit internal KAN yang termasuk review 
penamaan folder. Kalau gak ikutin prosedur itu, bisa jadi sertifikasi kita dicabut. Harus proper. Jadi 
kebiasaan. Di computer saya jadi banyak nama dan tanggal. Namun akan jadi masalah saat kita 
beberapa minggu tidak running, jeda 1 bulan saja kelihatan. Dan kelihatan dari pantauan supervisor, 
kemana 1 bulan itu. 
It's the same, there are actually reports in my own report. But we will get DOI points, but for data. It 
seems that it's just acknowledging. Because there are people who cite our DOI, there will be 
metrics/measurements, such as H-index, impact factor, google scholar. 
The question is, if I upload raw data on the LIPI platform, then I also publish a paper based on that data. 
Instead of raw data citations, we just need to cite the article. Because the impact will be more 
measurable. Although the paper is not about the data itself / specifically. For example survey-based 
data collection and other methods. 
 
Depends on the context. For example, a questionnaire based on raw data A and B (previous 
research). So citation of the two DOIs. Or for example, residents, population data in city A in 
different years. If you want to combine, you need to cite both raw data with two different years. 
 
Yes, it can be categorised as data extract, it doesn't matter. 
 
Then what about BIG. How to cite BIG data? 
 
All data on BIG, such as BPS. Only BIG 2017 data is needed. They have a big book. So we just need to 
acknowledge that data. And assuming we are researchers, the data is precious because there are effort, 
funds and time spent to obtain and collect the data. The good thing is that we also educate, for example, 
if the experimental data is coupled with the publication of papers, you should just cite the paper. For 
instance on the RIN platform later, there is additional information, if you want to use this data, please 
also cite the paper at this link. Usually there are instructions for citation or referencing on the right 
shoulder of the page. That's my suggestion. Other things will be related to our technical guidelines or 
credit and operational guidelines as acknowledgement. The problem is they may not be interested if 
only data citation, the concern will be there, to consider in accepting functional credit numbers. They 
will indeed be interested in accessing the RIN platform, because the root is clearer. In BIG, we are 
manual until we have to wait a long time because we are not online and need to request data via mail. If 




Regarding the database that you use, that's how to update the data from the research results. 
 
So because the tool is used by many people, after finishing measuring, we download the data, and there 
is a special storage: name, project, our data is stored there. So it's like an office server / FTP. Intranet 
with 1 LAN. The one that was managed was one part of infrastructure facilities, from back-up to 
equipment maintenance. 
 
[format and type data] 
Log-book is in excel format, date-description (do what from what time to what time) minor / major 
accident. 
Computing, there are specific formats. .Nc extension for data form metrics. For example speed data, 
there will be 1 box with 9 numbers to read in matlab. 
 
[explaining the next interview and task 3] 
 
How in general, managing data? 
 
I am regularly considered back-up data, based on the name of the project, and each file is given a 
description of the date/rename. The data here is similar. The results of the data are required to rename 
because when downloading data the name will be the same. In the office, there is a KAN internal audit 
which includes a folder naming review. If you don't follow the procedure, your certification might be 
revoked. Must be proper. And it becomes a habit. On my computer there are many names and dates. 
But it will be a problem when we don't run for a few weeks, just a 1-month pause is visible. And it 
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Pernah pengalaman hilang data, missal simpan di onedrive. 
 
Evernote, seperti onenote. Lebih open dan mudah, saya juga pakai latex. Nah lebih fleksibel karena 
dengan evernote bisa buka di latex. Kalau onenote terbatas hanya bisa buka di word saja. Sulit juga 
kalau mau kasi referensi, harus pakai Mendeley. 
 
Storage and back up? 
 
Tiap hari rabu per minggu sudah dijadwalkan oleh orang Lab. Kita diberikan eksternal harddisk untuk 
penyimpanan pribadi. Kalau di kantor, kadang aja kalua butuh. Otomatis aka nada orang simpan di 
server. Kalau hilang, tinggal akses server. Kalo di kampus, data hilang karena banyak orang yang pakai 
alat. Jadi harus segera backup. 
 
Pernah kehilangan data? 
 
Pernah, di kantor. Servernya kebakar. Setelah itu dibuat tim untuk back-up data. Jadi stock data 
sebelum 2011 itu gak ketemu/gak ke back-up, 2011 pun banyak yang kepotong. Baru normal lagi tahun 
2014, dan berapa puluh tahun data yang hilang. Setelah itu renovasi total. Dan pergantian kepala, 
karena disaat yang sama kita ada kerjasama untuk melakukan survey dengan dana sekian. Dan karena 
kebakaran itu, data hilang. Hingga kami perlu melakukan survey ulang. Masalahnya harus ada auto-
back-up. Misal connect ke instansi pusat. Sampai saya menyediakan khusus dua eksternal harddisk, 
back-up nya hingga dua kali karena takut insiden seperti itu. 
 
Mas suka sync data di cloud? 
 
Saya gak automated settingnya. Soalnya pernah highlight .pdf nya lalu hilang, ketimpa yang baru. Jadi 




Kalo di kantor, based on project. Diberikan satu folder khusus. Jadi lebih mudah. Susunannya pun 
sesuai tanggal. Bisa akses folder anggota lain juga. Jadi mudah recallnya. Sulitnya disini, karena single 
user, saat ingin minta data anggota lain, harus minta izin supervisor dan sang empunya dulu. Jadi lebih 
Panjang prosesnya. Yang bisa akses hanya supervisor (root) saja. Jadi ada pengaturan level akses. Kita 
sebagai user, dan supervisor sebagai root. Saat request ke anggota lain, minta nama filenya (karena 
beda penamaan file). Baru setelah itu request ke supervisor, yang bisa ambil data nya. 
 
Jadi gak seperti shared in one drive folder? 
 
Kalau cloud kapasitasnya gak besar, kita pakai yang di Liverpool. Satu file data saya besarnya bisa 
20GB. 
 
Kalo mensitasi data dalam 1 project, perlu gak sih? 
 
Gak, karena kita 1 project. Jadi memang sharing data Bersama. Bedanya dengan di kantor, kan beda 
peneliti dan perekayasa, jadi kalau mau bikin paper, sulit bisa kolaborasi karena pembagian credit nya 
akan semakin sedikit.  
 
Cloudnya disini sering pakai apa ? 
 
BARKLA, itu super computer. Gak semua student dikasih akses. Jadi bentuknya command prompt 
gitu. Saya rencana mau bawa data ini ke Indonesia, tapi harus dijalani HPC. High performance 
computer. Yang punya LIPI, Namanya Grid LIPI. Jadi nanti juga mau akses itu. Kalau bisa mau request 
consortium dengan BPPT. Ram nya 1 node bisa 40 GB. BARKLA punya 1000 node. Kalau mau 
Ever experience lost data, e.g. save on OneDrive. 
 
Evernote, like OneNote. More open and easy, I also use latex. It's more flexible because with Evernote 
it can open in latex. Onenote is limited to open only in word. It's also tricky if you want to add a 
reference, you have to use Mendeley. 
 
Storage and back up? 
 
Every Wednesday every week is scheduled by the Lab person. We are given an external hard disk for 
personal storage. In the office, sometimes I need it. It will automatically be saved by people to the 
server. If it's lost, just access the server. If on-campus, data is lost because many people use tools. So 
you must immediately backup. 
 
Ever lost data? 
 
Yes, in the office. The server got in the fire. After that a team was made to back up the data. So the 
stock data before 2011 did not meet / not back up, 2011 and many were cut. It was only normal again in 
2014. After that a total renovation. And head office was changed, too, which at the same time we have 
a collaboration to do so many surveys. And because of the fire, the data was lost. As a result, we need 
to redo the survey. The problem is we need to do auto-back-up. For example, connect to the central 
agency. Until then we specifically are given two external hard disks, to back up the file twice due to 
fear of such incidents. 
 
Do you like to sync data in the cloud? 
 
I don't automate the settings. I have been highlight the .pdf and then disappear, overwrite the new one. 




In the office, it is based on the project. We are given a particular folder. So it's easier. The arrangement 
is according to the date. We can access other members' folders too. So easy to recall. It is more 
complicated here, because of a single user, when you want to ask for data from other members, you 
must request permission from the supervisor and the owner first. So the process is longer. Only 
supervisor (root) can access it. So, there is an access level setting. We as users, and supervisors as root. 
When requesting to other members, ask for the file name (due to different file names). After that, we 
need to request to the supervisor, who can retrieve the data. 
 
So it's not like a share in one drive folder? 
 
If the cloud capacity is not large, we use the one in Liverpool. One of my data files can be 20GB. 
 
If you cite data in 1 project, what do you need? 
 
No, because we are 1 project. So it's data sharing. The difference is in the office, it is a different job 
description between researchers and engineers, so if you want to make paper, it's difficult to collaborate 
because the credit distribution will be getting less. 
 
What does the cloud here often use? 
 
BARKLA, it's a supercomputer. Not all students are given access. So the form of the command prompt 
is like that. I plan to take this data to Indonesia but only can be done with HPC. High-performance 
computer. Those who have is LIPI, their name is Grid LIPI. So later I need to access it. If possible, 
request a consortium with BPPT. 1 node can be up to 40 GB. BARKLA has 1000 nodes. If I want to 
request, I need 2 nodes for 3/10 days. If I need 10 nodes, it will be 400 GB. I really hope for this Grid, 
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request, saya perlu 2 node selama 3/10 hari. Kalau saya sendiri perlu 10 node, 400 GB. Saya berharap 




Kalau di kantor, jelas gak aman. Di hack juga ga tau ya. Kalo disini, jelas ada level akun nya. Jadi 
aman, dan ada computer service desk yang khusus mantau trafficnya. 
 
Kalo pencurian ide gitu? 
 
Kita gak pure data sih, jadi kebaruan data itu cukup sulit dan perlu waktu lama/Panjang. Jadi kita perlu 
data yang konstan dikumpulkan, baru bisa dianalisis. Saya pernah diikutkan dalam pelatihan hak 
kekayaan intelektual di LIPI. Dari biologi / biotek bisa langsung di HKI kan, missal produk cepat saji. 
Pas ditanya ke kita, jangankan 1 tahun, 5 tahun aja kita belum mematenkan 1 pun. Kita bisa 
dikategorikan sebagai applied research, dianggap originalitasnya menghilang. Karena turunan 
pekerjaan orang. Kita malah seneng jika ada orang lingkungan yang mau pakai data kita untuk 
menghindari banjir dll atau orang social untuk lihat demografi kesejahteraan penduduk. 
 
Untuk kebijakan manajemen data, aware gak di kantor dan di kampus? 
 
Kalau di kantor aware, kalau di kampus nggak. Research policy dikasih saat diklat perekayasa, 
mencantumkan modul manajemen data juga dan research planning. Diklat perekayasa mungkin lebih 
mudah dari peneliti, karena kita focus di para engineering. Kalau di kampus, tidak secara langsung 
disebut kebijakan research data management di kita. Tapi kita diminta untuk mengikuti prosedur untuk 
mengakses platform yang kampus tawarkan, dengan level akun. Jadi secara tidak langsung. Dari 





If it's in the office, it's definitely not safe. If here, the level of account is clear. So it's safe, and there is a 
computer service desk that monitors explicitly traffic. 
 
What about the theft of ideas? 
 
We are not pure data (engineering science), so the newness of the data is quite difficult and takes a long 
time. So we need constant data collected, then we can analyse it. I have been included in the training of 
intellectual property rights at LIPI. Research from biology/biotechnology can be directly registered to 
IPR, for example fast food products. When they asked us, let alone 1 year, only 5 years we have not 
patented any. We can be categorised as applied research, it is assumed that the originality is already 
disappeared. Because it is a derivative of people's work. We are even happy if there are environmental 
people who want to reproduce our data to avoid flooding etc. or social people to see the demographics 
of the welfare of the population. 
 
For data management policies, are you aware of it in the office and on campus? 
 
If in the office, I am aware of it, but not on campus. Research policy is given in the training, includes 
modules in data management and research planning. Its training may be easier than researchers because 
we focus on engineering. If on campus, it is not directly called research data management policy in us. 
But we are asked to follow the procedure to access the campus platform offered, with account level. So 
it is indirectly delivered. The training also builds research skills. And it is more formal. 
7 Responden 7 
 
Aku gak yakin terima materi ini di induction. Soalnya kami bisa memilih topik disertasi itu setelah 
lulus part 1. Jadi, ini baru pertemuan pertama untuk membahas topik yang bisa dipilih. Jadi kan kita 
gak disuruh bikin sendiri [topiknya]. Ada topik yang ditentukan. Nah itu baru minggu depan [dua 
puluhan June]. Kemungkinan nilai keluarnya itu minggu depannya lagi, jadi supaya tidak kecewa bagi 
orang-orang yang sudah bikin abstrak dan segala macem, mungkin awal pertemuan pertama itu yang 
akan jadi jelas [penyampaian metode riset dan manajemen datanya]. 
 
Makanya kenapa aku ada dua sesi interview, ya itu, ada beberapa teman yang belum masa 
disertasi atau ada yang sudah. 
 
Iya, kayaknya mungkin setelah project mungkin aku bisa lebih ngerti soal ini [RDM policy]. [continue 
reading participant information sheet]. Iya exactly, soalnya saat membuat research design, kita lebih 
focus ke substansinya, daripada manajemen datanya. 
 
Sebenernya value-nya disitu kan, outputnya. Bisa dalam berbagai media [raw data]. 
 
Iya, seingatku ya, di diklat pun kita tidak diajari tentang manajemen data. Yang diajarin adalah teknik-
teknik pengumpulan data [metode]. Jadi kalo manajemen data diserahkan ke individu, dan senior pun 
hanya memberi sekilas info terkait platform penyimpanan data. 
 
Padahal pelatihan perekayasa ada materi manajemen data, ya, mengapa peneliti tidak ada ya? 
 
Seingatku ya itu tidak ada. [lanjut baca dan tanda-tangan informant consent].  
 
Data retrieval. Kan keliatan ya kamu berdasarkan naming file ya. Paling bagus kamu nyimpen 




I am not sure if I received this material in induction. The problem is we can choose the topic of the 
dissertation after graduating from part one. So, this is just the first meeting to discuss an item that can 
be selected. So, we don't have to make it ourselves [the topic]. There is a topic specified. Now it's just 
next week [June twenties]. Possibly the value of the discharge next week again, so as not to be 
disappointed by people who have made abstracts and all kinds of problems, maybe the beginning of the 
first meeting will be clear [the delivery of research methods and data management]. 
 
That's why I have two interview sessions, yes, some friends haven't had a dissertation period, or 
some have already. 
 
Yes, it seems like maybe after the project, perhaps I can understand more about this [RDM policy]. 
[continue reading participant information sheet]. Yes, exactly, because when making research design, 
we focus more on the substance, rather than the management of the data. 
 
Actually, the value is right there, the output. Can be in various raw data. 
 
Yes, as I recall, in training we were not taught about data management. What is shown is data 
collection techniques [methods]. So if the data management is submitted to individuals, and seniors 
also only give a glimpse of info regarding the data storage platform. 
 
Why there is no training on data management material? 
 
As I recall, it doesn't exist. [continue reading and signing the informed consent]. 
 
Data retrieval. It looks like you are good at naming files. How do you save the data? For 
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Cloud untuk keduanya. Onedrive dari kampus, terkoneksinya dan syncing [akun kampus]. Bisa diakses 
dari rumah maupun kampus. Lalu kalo di Jakarta, kita lebih banyak commute [mobilitas tinggi], 
fasilitas akses seperti ini penting dan bagus. That’s the point. Kalo aku bisa kasi rekomendasi, aku 
pingin LIPI juga punya system terintegrasi seperti ini [akun LIPI]. Jadi, no matter where we works, it 
will automaticly goes to LIPI’s storage or something. Jadi akan semakin fleksibel lagi aksesnya. 
 
Sekarang topiknya terkait data sharing and security. Untuk produksi data yang kamu lakukan di 
tim, siapa yang memiliki datanya? 
 
Koordinator. Komprehensif akses terhadap semua data. 
 
Dan untuk data sharing, bisa diakses oleh tim yang memiliki atau bisa diakses oleh tim lain? 
 




Gmail sih, jadi setiap pergi penelitian. Google Drive juga, yang muatannya besar. Lalu saat penelitian, 
yang pergi ke lapangan wajib mengirim email kepada semua anggota tim, yang berisi audio dan 
transkrip hasil penelitian. Jadi, sembari nunggu selesainya transkrip, tim yang mau nulis bisa dengerin 
dulu hasil audionya, tanpa harus baca transkrip. Karena transkrip itu pada intinya hanya untuk 
keperluan pencairan dana [laporan pertanggung-jawaban]. Tapi, sebenernya analisis itu sudah bisa 
dilakukan sambil jalan.  
Nah, kalo tim lain mau akses, itu bisa. Tapi biasanya minta izin ke coordinator, coordinator kemudian 
ngomong ke tim, karena berdasarkan peneliti yang mengumpulkan di lapangan. Misalnya, di 
kementerian pertahanan bilang, tolong jangan disebarkan ya, ini hanya untuk kepentingan penelitian 
ini. Ya, aku akan bilang, gak bisa dishare, karena dia udah state dari awal gak mau. Tapi kalo misalnya, 
narasumbernya bilang, iya gak apa-apa, dengan LIPI ini. Nah itu, siapa aja dari LIPI boleh ambil. Jadi 
tergantung state dari narasumber. Dan itu sudah direkord dari awal. Kalau gak jelas, biasanya kita 
telpon lagi narasumbernya. “Pak, ini kan kemarin sudah diwawancarai. Ini dari tim pemilu [misalnya]. 
Mau juga pake datanya, boleh tidak?” Kalau gak, kita gak akan kasih. Terkait consent, kita memastikan 
jika ia bersedia diwawancara, berarti secara tidak langsung mengimply bahwa oke. Dan saat hari 
wawancara, sebelum kita mulai recording, selalu menanyakan bersedia kah jika di record. Dan itu 
biasanya oral aja sih. Karena menurut kami itu sudah cukup, kecuali kalua survey, yang harus tertulis 
kuisionernya, itu ada informant consent nya. Tergantung metode penelitiannya sih. 
 
Lalu, keamanan datanya gimana, ada yang sensitive data gitu gak sih? 
 
Ada, ada dokumen rahasia, bahkan saat kami menganalisis, kami men-state bahwa ini berasal dari 
dokumen rahasia sehingga tidak bisa di-refer, misalnya: dokumen rahasia dari angkatan laut, tahun 
2016. Untuk akses khusus, perlu izin langsung ke kementerian/Lembaga terkait. Jadi, cara footnotenya 
seperti itu. Merefer bahwa, karena ini dasar dokumennya rahasia, kami tidak bisa kasih referensi. 
Langsung aja dari narasumber pertamanya. 
 
Nah itu, biasanya kan kita megang filenya ya, bisa fisik atau digital [rekod]. Disimpannya 
bagaimana? 
 
Oh, karena pada dasarnya satu tim pegang, meskipun itu dokumen negara. Karena begitu kita dapet, 
kan langsung sebar. Cuma ya, sama-sama paham aja sih satu tim, bahwa ini dokumen rahasia, tidak 
bisa disebar ke yang lain lagi. Cukup di tim aja. 
 
Biasanya ada watermark gitu gak sih? 
 
Watermark ada, tapi misalnya bahannya belum selesai, missal draft 1, ada tandanya: not for publish, 
atau for discussion only. Kadang kalo ada meeting di kemenlu, ada Catham House Rule, jadi apa yang 
didiskusikan dalam Catham House itu hanya ada diruangan itu. Jadi kita gak ngerekod, gak ada notulen, 
Cloud for both. Onedrive from campus, connected and syncing [campus account]. Can be accessed 
from home or campus. Then if in Jakarta, we are more commute [high mobility], access facilities like 
this are important and good. That's the point. If I can give a recommendation, I want LIPI to also have 
an integrated system like this [LIPI account]. So, no matter where we work, it will automatically go to 
LIPI's storage or something. So the access will be more flexible. 
 
Now the topic is related to data sharing and security. For the production of data that you do on 
the team, who owns the data? 
 
Coordinator. Have full access to all data. 
 
And for data sharing, can it be accessed by teams that have or can be accessed by other teams? 
 





Gmail, so every time I do research. Google Drive, too, which has a large load. Then during the study, 
those who went to the field were required to send emails to all team members, which contained audio 
and transcripts of the research results. So, while waiting for the completion of the transcript, the team 
who wants to write can listen to the audio results first, without having to read the transcript. Because 
the transcript is basically only to disburse funds [accountability report]. But, actually the analysis can 
be done on the go. 
Well, if the other team wants to access it, they can. But usually, the permission of the coordinator and 
then talk to the team, because it is based on the researchers who collected it in the field. For example, in 
the defence ministry said, please don't spread it, this is only for the sake of this research. Yes, I will say 
it can't be shared, because he already states from the start, I don't want to. But if for example, the source 
said, yes it's okay, then it will be no problem to share it. Well, anyone from LIPI can take it. So it 
depends on the state of the resource person. And that was recorded from the start. If it's not clear, we 
usually call the source again. "Sir, this was interviewed yesterday. This is from the election team [for 
example]. Can we use the data? "If not, we won't give it. 
Regarding consent, we make sure if he is willing to be interviewed, it means indirectly implying that it 
is okay. And on the day of the interview, before we start recording, we always ask if we are on record. 
And it's usually in just oral form. Because in our opinion it was enough, except for the survey, which 
the questionnaire had to be written down, there was informed consent. Depends on the research method. 
 
Then, what is the data security, isn't there a sensitive data or not? 
 
Yes, there are secret documents, even when we analyse, we state that this comes from confidential 
documents so that they cannot be referenced, for example secret documents from the navy, 2016. For 
special access, you need have direct permission to the ministry/agency related. Referring to that, 
because this document is confidential, we cannot give references. Just straight from the first speaker. 
 
Well, usually, we hold the file that can be physical or digital [record]. How do you save it? 
 
Oh, because basically, one team holds it, even if it's a state document. Because once we get it, it 
immediately spreads. It's just that, we all understand one team, that this is a confidential document, it 
can't be spread to others.  
 
Is there usually a watermark or not? 
 
Yes, but for example, if the material is not finished, draft 1, there is a sign: not for publishing, or for 
discussion only. Sometimes if there is a meeting in the past, we use Chatham House Rule, so what was 
discussed in Chatham House will be kept only in that room. So there are no minutes, no data, but the 
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gak ada data, tapi infonya kita dapat. Nah itu, cara kita nulis, adalah berdasarkan hasil pertemuan yang 
menggunakan Catham House Rule, dipahami bahwa begini… Tapi ya, biasanya sih gak akan kami 
kutip sih. Cuma untuk memperkaya hasil Analisa aja.  
 
Pernah gak pake raw data orang, missal mau komparasi penduduk A dan B? 
 
Kayak BPS [Badan Pusat Statistik]. Aku selalu memulai data dari geografi, demografi, selalu dari data 
BPS. Misal mau bikin survey, pasti otomatis BPS dulu. Minta data, populasi, sitasi statistic tahun 
berapa. 
 
Ada lagi gak selain statistic? 
 
Misal kemenhan, misal teroris. Kalo dapat, yah alhamdulilah. Karena itu kan datanya sensitive. 
 
Jadi lebih ke analisis dokumen ya? 
 
Iya, tergantung level sensitifitasnya. Kalau misalnya ini topiknya sensitive, namun memang momen nya 
untuk dikaji. Biasanya dokumennya dikasih. Misalnya dokumen perjanjian. Tapi, kalo sangat sensitive, 
misal dari aparatnya masih penjajakan, itu biasanya oral. Jadi, gini loh posisi Indonesia sekarang begini, 
instruksi atasan sekarang begini. Supaya kita peneliti update, siap-siap aja. Jadi kemungkinan satu atau 
dua tahun kedepan bakalan ada dokumennya. Ketika kita menganalisis, kita bisa bilang bahwa ini 
memang dibutuhkan atau nggaknya. 
 
Hmm, karena sebelumnya udah self-assessment gaya kamu managing data, nah kalo dari 
instansi LIPI nya sendiri, kamu aware gak dengan adanya kebijakan data? 
 
Aku ngeliatnya kalo ke senior-senior sih gak, karena kecendrungannya inisiatif sendiri. Pertama, karena 
di diklat peneliti yang wajib pun gak ada materi itu, terus di kantor pada prakteknya yah sesuka orang. 
Ada yang memang telaten, di keep semua, tapi saking di keepnya tidak bagi-bagi. Ada juga yang gak 
peduli sama sekali, yang penting dia udah kasi tulisan, ya sudah. Terserah. Di tim ku ada berbagai jenis 
orang, jadi tau lah. Yang menentukan tegantung koordinatornya, jika telaten, beisa mengencourage 
anggotanya untuk melek dengan rekod penelitian. Awareness ada, tapi cara untuk meraihnya belum 
firm. Jadi semua punya metode naming file yang berbeda. Pas di shared juga susah. Revisi 1, revisi 2, 
draft 1, draft final banget. Kalo aku selalu tanggal dulu, jadi mudah recall. 
 
Nah gimana awareness dengan kebijakan data di kampus? 
 
Kalo induction sih dikenalin hanya cara mengambil dan menggunakan data/resource yang disediakan. 
Jadi gak ada yang khusus untuk bahas research data management. Jadi mungkin diasumsikan karena 
kami sudah ditentukan topiknya, so I have no idea, mungkin minggu depan akan dibahas Bersama 
supervisor. Rekomendasi aku, yaitu bikin platform untuk sync data dan pekerjaan, mempermudah 
sharing dan bukan nambah kerjaan. Fokus untuk memudahkan, bukan untuk membuat lagi yang baru. 
Karena social science sifatnya dinamis, berubah tergantung konteks dan perspektif.  
 
[explaining funders requirement about data management planning for research funding proposal] 
 
meeting using Chatham House Rule, it is understood that this is ... But yeah, usually we won't quote it 
anyway [directly]. Just to enrich the results of the Analysis. 
 
Never use raw data for people? For example, when you want to compare residents A and B. 
 
Like BPS [Central Bureau of Statistics]. I always start data from geography, demography, always from 
BPS data. For example, if you want to do a survey, BPS is a must to go. Usually ask for data, 
population, or statistics. 
 
Is there anything other than statistics? 
 
For example, defence ministry, about terrorists. That's why the data is sensitive. 
 
So it's more into document analysis huh? 
 
Yes, depending on the level of sensitivity. For example, this topic is sensitive, but indeed the moment is 
to be studied. Usually, the document is given. For example an agreement document. But, if it's 
susceptible, for instance, from the apparatus still explored, it's usually oral. So, this is how Indonesia is 
today, the boss's instructions are like this. So we can update later to get ready. So it's likely that one or 
two years later there will be a document result. When we analyse, we can say that this is indeed needed 
or not. 
 
Hmm, because previously your style of self-assessment has been managing data, now if it's from 
the LIPI institution itself, are you aware of the absence of data policy? 
 
Based on what I see from seniors, no, because of the tendency of their own initiative. First, because 
there is no material in the compulsory training centre for researchers, then in the office, in practice, you 
do as you like. There is indeed painstaking, they keep all by themselves, not shared. Some don't care at 
all, the important thing is that they have written the text, yes. Whatever. In my team there are various 
types of people. Those determined by the coordinator, if they are diligent, it should encourage their 
members to be literate with research records. Awareness does exist, but the way to reach it is not firm. 
So all of them have different naming file methods. When it's shared it's also difficult. Revision 1, 
revision 2, draft 1, very final draft. For me, I always put date first, so it's easy to recall. 
 
Now how about awareness with data policy on campus? 
 
In induction, they explain how to retrieve and use the data/resources provided. So there is nothing 
specifically to discuss research data management. So it might be assumed because we have already 
determined the topic, so I have no ideas, maybe next week it will be discussed with the supervisor. My 
recommendation is to create a platform to sync data and work, makes sharing easier and doesn't add 
work. Focus on making it easier, not to make new ones. Because social science is dynamic, it changes 
depending on context and perspective. 
 
[explaining funders requirements] about data management planning for research funding proposals] 
8 Responden 8 (R8) 
 
Data yang ada itu, kita bukan menarik data, tapi kita men generate data. Misalnya untuk membuat suatu 
sensor itu ada Batasan-batasan ukuran, yang terstandar. Dari segi standar alat juga, termasuk mengukur 
air dalam pipa. Jadi kita mengenerate data dari Batasan minimum hingga atas, dibuat modelnya, lalu 
digenerate dan dibandingkan dari situ.  
 
R8 mengerjakan Task 1 
 
Respondent 8 (R8) 
 
We are not pulling data, but we are generating data. For example, to make a sensor, there are 
standardized size limits. In terms of standard tools, we could make an example like measuring water in 
a pipe. So, we generate data from the minimum threshold to the top, make the model, then create and 
compare from there. 
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Contoh file dupak, ada digital dan fisik version. Penamaan rapi dengan project, tanggal dan tahun. 
Kode dokumen juga disepakati Bersama diawal, untuk kebutuhan pengarsipan oleh secretariat. Punya 3 
password, untuk formal, semi, non-formal. 
 
R8 mengerjakan Task 2 
 
Foto alat, ada automatic data log dan luarannya angka seperti suhu, kecepatan. 
 
[explaining interview session 2 and task 3] 
 
Data storage retrieval? Mudah sulit? 
 
Udah jelas, dengan penamaan kegiatan di folder, di nama file juga. Itu hanya berlaku di data digital. 
Beda dengan data fisik, biasanya saya bundle. Kalo hal ini untuk pengajuan DUPAK angka kredit 
fungsional. Saya perekayasa, penilaian berdasarkan aksi dan proses nya, paper penulisan ilmiah, 
training dan seminar. 
 
Data sharing dan security? Siapa yang memiliki data hasil lab? 
 
Tim, karena kita ada WBS, work-based system (level leader to staff). Ada rincian tugas masing-masing. 
Data sharing lebih ke antara mereka. Outputnya laporan ke kepala program. Plaform sharing bervariasi, 
ada email, dropbox, cloud institusi (jarang dipakai karena kurang sosialisasi, dan gak besar 20GB), 
yang umumnya dikelola oleh secretariat. Semua bisa memiliki, tergantung level sharingnya. 
 
Kolaborasi project? Gimana dengan data security? 
 
Pernah, dengan kontraktor. Dan umumnya disimpan di PC, dan di back-up ke eksternal harddisk dan 
flash disk. 
 
Aware dengan kebijakan? 
 
Di kantor ada system pelaporan, berbasis sasaran kinerja pegawai dan log-book activity seperti working 
sheet dan technical note (diary, ada bentuk word dan ditanda-tangani supervisor, sebagai bukti 
kegiatan). 
 
Di kampus, gak terlalu aware, ada one drive dan file store yang disediakan kampus. Tapi itu network 
kampus yang bekerja sama dengan VPN global protect. Lebih memilih file store, karena remote dan 
lebih cepat karena sync dengan computer kampus, ibarat harddisk baru di computer, kapasitas sekitar 
400GB. Yang bisa akses hanya yang empunya akun, kecuali onedrive yang bisa share. File pribadi 
cukup besar, rata-rata 4-5 GB. 
 
Dupak file for examples, they are in digital and physical versions. I do name it neatly with the 
following format: project name, date and year. The document code was also agreed upon together at the 
beginning, for filing needs by the secretariat. I have 3 passwords, for a formal, semi, non-formal. 
 
R8 is filling out Task 2 
 
Photos of tools, there are automatic log data and output numbers such as temperature, speed. 
 
[explaining session interview 2 and task 3] 
 
Data storage retrieval? Easy or difficult? 
 
It's clear, by naming activities in folders, in file names too. That only applies to digital data. It’s kind of 
different from physical data, I usually bundle it. And this is used for submitting DUPAK [functional 
credit numbers]. I am an engineer, the assessment and evaluation are based on the actions and 
processes, scientific writing papers, training and seminars. 
 
Data sharing and security? Who has the lab data? 
 
Team, because we have a WBS, work-based system (level leader to staff). There are details of each 
assignment. Data sharing is done between them. The output is a report to the head of the program. 
Platform sharing varies, there are email, dropbox, cloud institution (rarely used because of lack of 
socialisation, and not large, only 20GB), which is generally managed by the secretariat. All can have 
the access, it depends on the level of sharing. 
 
Project collaboration? What about data security? 
 
Yes, I ever have the collaboration, mostly with the contractor. And it is generally stored on a PC and 
backed up to an external hard disk and flash disk. 
 
Aware with policies? 
 
In the office, there is a reporting system, based on employee performance targets and log-book 
activities such as working sheets and technical notes (diaries, word format and signed by supervisors, as 
proof of activity). 
 
On-campus, I am not too aware, but we have the facilities, there is one drive and file storage provided 
by the campus. But it's a campus network that works with global protect VPN. I prefer file storage, 
because its remote facility and faster and it syncs with campus computers, like a new hard drive on a 
computer, the capacity is around 400GB. Only the owner of the account can access, except OneDrive 
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1 Responden 1 (R1) 
 
Pendapat terkait RDM policy yang direview? 
 
Jelas sih penjelasannya, namun jika dikaitkan dengan task 3 terkait responsibility assessment seperti 
nya kurang melibatkan archives/record manager. Jadi yang disebut hanya bagian researchers, 
perpustakaan, IT, dan research office. 
Archives dan records disini mungkin dari sisi fasilitas saja, seperti storage, kita diberikan 500 GB. Jika 
kurang, nanti akan ada fee sendiri. Jadi semua record ada di system, tidak menyebutkan divisi khusus di 
archives/record. 
 
Setelah baca RDM Policy, jadi semakin termotivasi untuk managing data lebih baik? 
 
Iya, misalkan ada dosen, staff, atau researcher associate atau postgraduate by research, jadi tahu harus 
melakukan apa. Karena status saya hanya postgraduate by coursework, jadi policy ini tidak terlalu 
banyak memberikan impact ke saya. Namun, beberapa poin memang relate dengan apa yang harus saya 
lakukan, seperti mengisi ethical permission. Adapun saran dari supervisor, untuk selalu membackup 
data di banyak tempat, seperti cloud one drive atau file storage dari kampus. Di policy memang 
dihimbau juga untuk selalu rutin back-up data hasil penelitian. 
 
Training untuk manajemen data? 
 
Kalo untuk mahasiswa sih sepertinya tidak secara langsung atau resmi disosialisasikan. Lebih dapat 




Jadi bisa kita update di file update untuk backup di file projectnya. Jadwal back up pun diatur. Dan kita 




Iya hasil akhir disertasi nanti akan di submit ke system, yang secara langsung terkoneksi dengan 
supervisor, library dan school. Namanya Blackboard. Tidak perlu print dan jilid untuk mengumpulkan 
laporan akhir. 
 
Pernah searching disertasi senior untuk referensi? 
 
Untuk disertasi, gak bisa diakses via database perpustakaan kampus. Dan saat di search pun tidak 
ketemu. Namun saat mulai menulis disertasi, saya diberikan katalog oleh module leader yang berisi 
tentang laporan akhir. Cara untuk mengakses, kita perlu email request hardcopy. Namun hampir 
sebagian besar hardcopy tersebut tidak dapat diakses karena masih menjadi dokumen aktif milik 
perusahaan, sehingga dikategorikan close-access dan tidak bisa diakses. 
 
Udah buat proposal untuk project saat ini? 
 
Udah, saya sebutnya literature review. Jadi kita diberikan bahan bacaan serta metode yang mau 
diusulkan. Nantinya akan direview oleh supervisor. 5 lembar, maksimum 3000 kata. Untuk format gak 
ada format khusus. Dari awal aku memang sudah buat laporan praktikum, jadi mengikuti format itu 
saja. 
 
Respondent 1 (R1) 
 
Opinions related to RDM policy that is reviewed? 
 
The explanation is clear, but if it is associated with task 3 related responsibility assessment as such does 
not involve archives/record managers. So, it only mentions the researchers, libraries, IT, and research 
offices. 
Archives and records here may be in terms of facilities, such as storage, we are given 500 GB. If we 
need more, later there will be their own fee. So, all records are stored in the system, not mentioning 
specialised divisions in archives/records. 
 
After reading RDM Policy, do you have more motivation to manage data better? 
 
Yes, the lecturers, staff, or a research associate or postgraduate by research, should have known what to 
do. Because my status is only postgraduate by coursework, so this policy does not give me too much 
impact. However, some points do relate to what I have to do, such as filling ethical permissions. As for 
advice from supervisors, to always back up data in many places, such as cloud one drive or file storage 
from campus. In policy, it is also urged to still routinely back up data from research results. 
 
Training for data management? 
 





So we can update the file to back up the project file. The backup schedule is also set. And because we 




Yes, the final results of the dissertation will be submitted to the system, which is directly connected 
with the supervisor, library and school. It's called Blackboard. No need to print and bind to submit the 
final report. 
 
Ever searching for a senior dissertation for reference? 
 
For a dissertation, it cannot be accessed via the campus library database. And when I don't search, I 
can't find it. But when I started writing a dissertation, I was given a catalogue by the module leader that 
contained the final report. The way to access it, we need a hardcopy request email. However, most of 
the hardcopy is not accessible because it is still an active document belonging to the company, so it is 
categorised as close-access and inaccessible. 
 
Have you made a proposal for the current project? 
 
Yes, I call it a literature review. So we are given reading material and methods to be proposed. Later it 
will be reviewed by the supervisor. 5 sheets, maximum 3000 words. There is no particular format for 
formatting. From the very beginning, I did a lab report, so I just followed that format. 
2 Responden 2 (R2) 
 
Training untuk manajemen data? 
Respondent 2 (R2) 
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Di jurusan ku, di kimia, ada sesi induction. Tapi tidak hanya manajemen data saja yang disebut, namun 
juga fasilitas yang akan bisa diakses dan sebagainya. Lebih focus ke pengelolaan data dari awal hingga 
selesai dijelaskan lebih dalam. 
 
Udah buat proposal untuk project saat ini? 
 
Udah, saya sebutnya project inception. Untuk format aku dikasih kerangka khusus yang diberikan oleh 
fakultas/school.  
 
Terkait repositori bidang chemistry? 
 
Kalo ditempat kita itu outputnya bukan disertasi/laporan, tapi bentuk paper. Tidak harus publish di 
suatu journal. Maksimal 14 halaman.  
 
 
In my department, in chemistry, there is an induction session. But not only mentioning data 
management but also facilities that will be accessible for students and so on. They also explain more 
focus on managing data from the beginning to completion. 
 
Have you made a proposal for the current project? 
 
Yes, I call it project inception. For the format, I was given a particular framework provided by the 
faculty/school. 
 
Related to chemistry repository? 
 
In here, the output is not a dissertation/report, but a form of paper. I don't need to publish the article in a 
journal. Maximum 14 pages. 
3 Responden 3 (R3) 
 
Dari review terlihat bahwa kebijakan nya sudah jelas, penempatan fungsi-fungsi bahkan roadmap 
pengembangannya ada. Sosialisasinya juga sering. Berbeda dengan di Indonesia, peneliti sepertinya 
sibuk melakukan semuanya sendiri, padahal bebannya bisa di share ke bagian yang memang punya 
andil di bidang tersebut, misalnya kolaborasi dengan library, IT dan research office. Tapi saran untuk 
managing data yang lebih efektif, dengan menyatukan storage ke satu akun level. Sehingga bisa 
terintegrasi semua layanan maupun akses ke data. 
 
Termotivasi untuk managing data lebih baik? 
 
Iya sih, kalo disini ideal banget karena diatur dari mulai hingga monitoring datanya. 
 
Pernah searching database penelitian terdahulu? 
 
Aku langsung ke library sendiri, jadi aku explore langsung ke rak dan suka nemu yang relate dan unik 
sendiri. Pas nyari di database juga bisa, Cuma lebih suka langsung ke rak aja. Kita bisa pinjam koleksi 
tesisnya. 
 
Terkait kerangka penulisan, ada filenya? 
 
Ada, nanti akan diberikan. 
 
Respondent 3 (R3) 
 
From the review, it appears that the policy is clear, the placement of functions and even the 
development roadmap exists. The socialisation is also frequently held. Unlike in Indonesia, researchers 
seem to be busy doing everything by themselves, yet though the burden can be shared with experts that 
do have a stake in the field, for example, collaboration with libraries, IT and research offices. But my 
suggestions for managing data to be more productive is by combining storage into one account level. 
So that it can integrate with all services and access to data. 
 
After reading RDM Policy, do you have more motivation to manage data better? 
 
Yes, here, it is really ideal because it's set from start to monitoring the data. 
 
Ever searching the database of previous research? 
 
I went straight to the library myself, so I explored directly onto the shelf and liked to find one that was 
related and unique to itself. You can also look at the database, but I just prefer to go directly to the 
shelf. We can borrow the collection of the thesis. 
 
Related to the writing framework, is there a particular file? 
 
Yes, it will be given later. 
 
4 Responden 4 (R4) 
 
Termotivasi untuk managing data lebih baik? 
 
Kalau secara umum akan menjadi referensi, seperti contohnya jika yang bersinggungan dengan saya 
adalah fungsi project management officer untuk information security dari platform management data. 
Perlu ada tim khusus untuk merumuskan policy tersebut. Karena saya lebih teknis, jadi hanya sebatas 
referensi. Namun jika saya memang akan melakukan desain penelitian, pastinya akan merujuk ke 
kebijakan ini dan mengikuti system yang diatur. 
 
Output akhir penelitian? Repositori kampus? Bisa diakses oleh public? 
 
Luaran penelitian pada akhirnya akan disimpan di library dan repositori kampus. Khusus untuk akses, 
kita diberikan opsi khusus saat membuat disertasi, dimana ada 3 opsi. Pertama adalah bisa diakses 
public (laporan dan nilainya), kedua adalah bisa diakses public (hanya laporan, tanpa ada nilainya), dan 
ketiga adalah tidak bisa diakses public (available to others). 
 
Tesis senior? 
Respondent 4 (R4) 
 
After reading RDM Policy, do you have more motivation to manage data better? 
 
In general, it will be used as a reference, for example, if the one that related to me is the function of the 
project management officer, who inspects the information security for the data management platform. 
There sure needs to be a special team to formulate the policy. Because I am more technical, it will only 
be used as a reference. But if I really will do research design, it will definitely refer to this policy and 
follow the regulated system. 
 
The final output of the study? Campus repository? Can be accessed by the public? 
 
The research output will eventually be stored in the campus library and repository. Especially for 
access, we are given individual options when doing a dissertation, where there are 3 options. First is 
publicly accessible (report and grade), second is publicly accessible (only reports, without grade), and 
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Iya, aku lihat report dan lihat nilai dan konten yang bagus. 
 
Ada file struktur penulisan disertasi? 
 




Yes, I see the report and see the one with an excellent score and content. 
 
Is there a file structure for writing a dissertation? 
 
Yes, I have a class module for master dissertation. The material offered is more about the dissertation 
writing guidelines. 
5 Responden 5 (R5) 
 
Termotivasi untuk managing data lebih baik, setelah mereview RDM policy nya kampus? 
 
Iya sih, keliatan dari data disertasi saja sudah perlu diback-up, di one-drive university, dengan nama 
participantnya di anynomous kan/ di coding hingga tidak ada personal information didalamnya. Jadi 
semenjak di university, karena himbauan tersebut jadi lebih aware aja managing datanya. Supervisor 
yang menghimbau, juga saat orientasi sudah diperkenalkan terkait fasilitas kampus dan bagaimana 




Karena RDM policy mencover secara general kebijakan manajemen data, jadi bisa mencakup 
semuanya. Ragam fakultas di kampus bisa kepegang semua, walaupun perlu ada rincia khusus terkait 
data per bidang, Terlihat dari turunan link yang saling terintegrasi. 
 
Ada himbauan untuk simpan laporan akhir di repositori kampus? 
 
Cuman diminta untuk simpan di onedrive pribadi aku aja, yang atas nama akun kampus.  
 
Terkait format penulisan disertasi, apa ada permintaan untuk diseminasi di akhir dokumen? 
 
Lupa sih aku, tapi ada file nya. Nanti akan saya tunjukkan. 
 
Oke, lalu untuk policy yang seperti ini, sebagai researcher yang akan melakukan penelitian, 
setuju tidak untuk manajemen data dengan proses seperti kebijakan yang direview sebelumnya? 
 
Setuju sih, karena memang dibutuhkan dan otomatis akan berjalan dan terdokumentasi penelitiannya. 
Untuk menghindari plagiarism juga, karena kita ada bukti kuat untuk raw data kita. Bisa berguna juga 
untuk Indonesia, misal sebagai peneliti ada kewajiban untuk menyimpannya di suatu platform khusus, 
maka akan dikuti juga. 
 
Respondent 5 (R5) 
 
After reading RDM Policy, do you have more motivation to manage data better? 
 
Yes, it looks like the dissertation data needs to be backed up, at one-drive university, with coded 
participant names until there is no personal information in it. So since at the university, because of this, 
I have become more aware of managing the data. The supervisor also gives some suggestions, even 
when orientation was held, there is also an introduction regarding campus facilities and how to use 




Because RDM policy covers the general data management policy, it can cover everything. The various 
faculties on campus can hold all, although there need to be specific details regarding data per field, 
Seen from mutually integrated links. 
 
Is there any suggestion to save the final report in the campus repository? 
 
Just to be asked to save it on my personal OneDrive, which is on behalf of the campus account. 
 
Regarding the format of writing a dissertation, is there a request for dissemination at the end of 
the document? 
 
I forgot, but there is a particular file. I'll show it to you later. 
 
Okay, then for policies like this, as researchers who will conduct the research, do you agree to 
manage data with the processes based on the systems you reviewed earlier? 
 
Yes, because it is indeed needed and will automatically run and documented the research. To avoid 
plagiarism too, because we have strong evidence for our raw data. It can also be useful for Indonesia, 
for example, as a researcher, there is an obligation to store it on a particular platform, it will also be 
followed. 
6 Responden 6 (R6) 
 
Kemarin saya sudah kasi RDM policy dan task 3, kira-kira apa sudah dibaca atau di skimming 
aja? 
 
Iya, sudah saya baca RDM nya liverpool sebelum mengisi kuesioner. Ini lebih jelasin tentang link data 
yang bisa disimpan dimana saja ya. Lalu dari kuesionernya terlihat secara spesifik yang mana, lalu dari 
policy nya juga saya baca, hingga data eksperimen untuk sekalian belajar agar tahu prosedurnya 
bagaimana. Jadi di policy nya ada turunan kebijakan. Dari website nya juga saya buka, policy yang 
diberikan ke saya ini termasuk yang general atau secara umum. Pas di klik, nanti akan ditujukan ke 
bagian khusus. 
 
Bagaimana saat mengisi task 3? 
 
Ada, poin nomor 2 dan 3 terkait RDS. Ini bagaimana? 
 
Respondent 6 (R6) 
 
Yesterday I sent RDM policy and task 3, have you read it? 
 
Yes, I have read Liverpool's RDM before filling out the questionnaire. It explains more clear about data 
links that can be stored anywhere. Then from inquiry, it looks accurately described, I also read from the 
policy, to learn more about the experimental data’s procedure. So in the system, there is a policy 
derivative. I also open the website, and it is explained in general. When clicked, it will be directed to a 
particular section. 
 
How about filling in task 3? 
 
There are points number 2 and 3 related to RDS. How is this? 
 
According to the statement, it is more about the officer who serves the researcher (identification 
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Sesuai statement itu lebih ke siapa petugas yang melayani researcher (identifikasi kebutuhan 
layanan melalui survey dan identifikasi format data penelitian). Lebih ke petugas manajer. 
Untukk curation, lebih ke petugas pemelihara data, format yang readable dan sustainable. 
 
Oh gitu, oke. 
 
Dari policy dan task 3 yang mas baca, jadi tercetus atau semakin termotivasi tidak untuk 
manajemen data yang lebih baik? Dengan proses-proses tersebut? 
 
Alasannya, supaya bisa dipakai lagi untuk penelitian lanjutan. Kalau misalnya kita butuh data tersebut, 
mudah untuk di-recall juga. Lalu, karena data itu melibatkan beberapa pihak, jadi datanya semakin 
mudah untuk dishare. 
 
Kemudian, dari policy yang mas baca, apa sudah memenuhi kriteria manajemen data di bidang 
nya? 
 
Kalau dari policy yang dimiliki Liverpool sendiri sudah diawali dengan kebijakan yang mencakup 
bidang yang cukup general. Namun, ada turunan kebijakan, misalnya data eksperimen yang 
berhubungan dan mendukung bidang saya untuk mengikuti standarnya. Jika berikutnya data tersebut 
mau dipakai lagi oleh mahasiswa lain, maka diperbolehkan namun ada syarat dari funder. Apakah boleh 
dipakai atau tidak. Nah, karena di bidang saya lebih ke research project, jadi funder saya adalah 
supervisor saya sendiri. Prosedurnya memang disiapkan untuk yang eksperimen. Selain itu, manajemen 
data nya juga ditujukan untuk orang yang melakukan survey. Saya juga baca tentang peraturan 
anonymous dan confidentiality, terkait juga GDPR. Jadi pas gitu, secara regulasi dan implementasinya 
tidak ada masalah. Jadi dibagian policy itu menjadi payung yang cukup general menjelaskan 
manajemen data, setelah itu ada turunan link di akhir dokumen. Dimana, ia menjelaskan rincian definisi 
dan fungsi pelaksana dan tanggung-jawab yang dimiliki dan perlu diketahui, sehingga pelaksanaan alur 
akan menjadi jelas. 
 
Apakah ada training khusus, baik langsung maupun tidak langsung yang menjelaskan proses 
tersebut? 
 
Sudah ada, di 3 bulan pertama saya disini sudah diberikan materi, Namanya handling data. Jadi wajib. 
Itu dijelaskan, jika mau pake cloud kampus atau personal (one drive). Untuk produk eksperimen, 
masalah sharing data juga dijelaskan disitu. Karena setiap bulan/term mahasiswa doctoral masuk, maka 
pelatihan akan diselenggarakan tiap bulan.  
 
Cloud dari kampus, seperti repositori itu bisa data apa saja yang disimpan disitu? 
 
Nah, kalo repositori ini lebih ke dokumen ya. Kalau kita nulis paper, atau log book akan kita simpan di 
repositori. Itu termasuk laporan per 3 bulan progress research kita. Namun, yang bisa akses hanya kita 
dan pembimbing saja. Close-access. Khusus untuk raw-data itu biasanya yang di research office. Kita 
diberikan storage per hirarki yang bisa sampai 1 TB. Khusus repositori akan dimasukkan tesis akhir kita 
di library. Selain itu paper juga, serta raw data-nya. Namun untuk data ini tidak terbuka dan hanya bisa 
diakses di library. 
 
Searching di subject repository? 
 
Sering, saya suka search di proquest dan elektronik document yang ada di library. Juga kita bisa akses 
semua dokumen yang ada di university UK asal kita terkoneksi dengan Eduroam. 
 
Poin proposal terkait data management planning? Open data dan diseminasi? 
 
Gak ada sih secara khusus. Tapi di guidelines memang disediakan. [akan di share file nya] bentuknya 
hanya kerangka format. Tapi di proposal tidak di state secara khusus. 
 
manager officer. For curation, it is more about data maintenance officers, a form that is readable 
and sustainable. 
 
Oh, yeah, okay. 
 
From the policy and task 3 that you read, do you have the motivation to have better data 
management? With these processes? 
 
Yes, so that it can be used again for further research. For example, we need the data, it's easy to recall 
too. Then, because the data involves several parties, so the data is more comfortable to be shared. 
 
Then, from the policy that you read, does it meet the data management criteria in the field? 
 
From the policy owned by Liverpool itself, it has begun with a policy that covers a reasonably general 
field. However, there is a policy derivative, for example, experimental data that is related and supports 
my area to follow its standards. If the next data is to be used again by another student, it is permissible, 
but there are conditions from the funder. Can it be used or not. Well, because in my field is more about 
research, my sponsor is my own supervisor. The procedure is indeed prepared for the experiment. Also, 
data management is intended for people who conduct surveys. I also read about anonymous rules 
and confidentiality, as well as GDPR. So its regulation and implementation have no problems. So 
in the policy section it becomes a reasonably general umbrella to explain data management, after 
that there is a derivative link at the end of the document, which explained the details of the 
definition and function of the executor and the responsibilities we had and needed to know, so 
that the implementation of the flow would be clear. 
 
Are there any special training, directly or indirectly that explains the process? 
 
Yes, in the first 3 months, I have been given material here, called data handling. It is obligatory. It 
explains how to use the campus cloud or personal (one drive). For experimental products, the problem 
of data sharing is also described there. Because every month/term, new doctoral students come, the 
training will be held every month. 
 
Cloud from campus, like that repository, what data can be stored there? 
 
Well, if the repository is for storing the document, right? If we write a paper, we will save the logbook 
in the repository. That includes reports every 3 months of our research progress. However, only us and 
the supervisor can access. Close-access. Especially for raw-data that is usually stored in the 
research office. We are given storage per hierarchy that can be up to 1 TB. Special repositories 
will be included in our final thesis in the library. Besides the paper too, as well as the raw data. 
But for this data it is not open and can only be accessed in the library. 
 
Have you searched something in the subject repository? 
 
Yes, I like to search in ProQuest and electronic documents in the library. Also we can access all 
materials that are in a UK university as long as we are connected with Eduroam. 
 
Point that you get from proposal regarding data management planning? Open data and 
dissemination? 
 
Nothing specifically. But the guidelines are indeed provided. [the file will be shared] the form is only a 




No Transcript in Indonesia Transcript in English 
7 Responden 7 (R7) 
 
Kalau aku kaitkan dengan research projectku, sepertinya tidak berhubungan. Karena ini hanya 
ditujukan untuk penelitian yang didanai oleh university. 
 
As long it is relevant to the institution, jadi poin 1 bagian yang relevan dalam institusi punya peran 
dalam menuliskan bagiannya dalam kebijakan itu 
Dalam perspektif peneliti, lebih enak kalo segala hal yang terkait dengan teknis pelaksanaan diatur 
sebelum mulai penelitian, dan diberikan atau dilaporkan setelah selesai penelitian. Jadi, dalam 
prosesnya itu tidak terlalu banyak pihak yang ikut campur, sehingga peneliti bisa focus dalam 
melakukan penelitian. Karena menurut aku, manajemen data itu termasuk administasi. Akan terlihat 
sebagai nambah kerjaan dan butuh waktu khusus untuk mengerjakannya. Jika kita hanya ada waktu 15 
hari, bisa habis 3 hari sendiri untuk mengerjakan hal-hal administrative tersebut. Sayang aja waktunya. 
Jadi kalo masih on process, sebaiknya researcher aja yang melakukan itu. 
Peneliti focus pada pengambilan data saja, setelah diseleksi untuk data itu open apa gak, sisanya 
diserahkan ke research office aja. 
 
Termotivasi untuk managing data lebih baik? 
 
Aku jadi lebih paham bahwa, untuk mengurus research data itu perlu suatu kepakaran sendiri. Jadi lebih 
memilih untuk menyerahkan kepada orang yang memiliki expertise disitu. Tidak murni dibebankan 
hanya kepada peneliti seorang. Karena, peneliti sudah cukup tanggung jawabnya di penelitiannya itu 
sendiri. Terkait kerjasama dan kolaborasi memang perlu, karena data nya memang dipegang dan 
dimiliki oleh peneliti kan. Cuman, peran peneliti disini dibatasi hanya kepada seleksi data apa saja yang 
bisa dan layak dibuka public atau memberikan kewenangan kepada yang bisa mengelola. Sementara 
pengelolaannya sendiri, yah dipegang sama orang yang punya ekspertise disitu atau di bagian/bidang 
itu. Bukan dipegang penelitinya. Penilaian open tidaknya didasarkan pada apakah narasumber merasa 
aman dengan data yang ia berikan [open to public or not]. 
 
Apakah policy yang direview mendukung department mu secara khusus? 
 
Gak sih, terlalu general dokumennya. Bahkan saat aku bimbingan tesis kemarin, aku tidak diwajibkan 
mengikuti kebijakan tersebut. Dan ini karena konteksnya aku mahasiswa by coursework. Dan itu 
berlaku untuk peneliti di university dan difunding oleh university. 
 
Pernah mencoba akses tesis senior atau subject repositori di department? 
 
Pernah, tapi lebih melihat ke struktur saja, karena di universitas ku itu hanya bisa close access. Jadi 
hanya bisa ditunjukkan saja, tidak bisa dipinjam. Itu khusus hanya tesis dan disimpan di bagian khusus. 
Tidak ada database juga, jadi kita hanya request dan tanya langsung ke librariannya terkait topik yang 
diinginkan. Mungking tujuannya close-access itu untuk menghindari plagiarism. 
 
Ada kerangka khusus untuk penulisan disertasi? 
 
Ada sih, nanti akan diberikan filenya. Dari introduction hingga references. Tapi itu umum sekali 
penjelasannya. Mirip-mirip dengan seminar research method. 
 
Respondent 7 (R7) 
 
If I associate it with my research project, it seems unrelated. Because this is only intended for research 
funded by the university. As long as it is relevant to the institution, so point 1 of the relevant part of the 
institution has a role in writing its part in the policy 
In the perspective of the researcher, it is better if everything related to technical implementation is 
arranged before the start of the research, and is given or reported after completion of the study. So, in 
the process, not too many parties intervened, so researchers could focus on conducting research. 
Because in my opinion, data management includes administration. It will be seen as adding work and 
need a particular time to do it. If we only have 15 days, we can spend 3 days working on administrative 
matters. Unfortunately it's time. So if it's still on process, researchers should do it. 
The researcher focuses on data collection only, after selecting what data is open, the rest is left to the 
research office. 
 
After reading RDM Policy, do you have more motivation to manage data better? 
 
I became more aware that to manage the research the data, we need expertise of its own. So I prefer to 
submit it to someone who has knowledge there. Not purely charged only to a researcher. Because 
researchers have enough responsibility in the research itself. Related to cooperation and collaboration is 
indeed necessary because the data is indeed held and owned by researchers right. However, the role of 
researchers here is limited only to the selection of data that can be opened and worthy of the public or 
give authority to those who can manage it. While the management itself, well held by people who have 
expertise there or in that part/field. Not carried by the researcher. The open assessment is not based on 
whether the resource person feels safe with the data he provides [open to public or not]. 
 
Does the reviewed policy support your department specifically? 
 
No, it's too general. Even when I was giving my thesis guidance, I was not obliged to follow the policy. 
And this is because I'm a student by coursework. And that only applies to researchers at the university 
and funded by a university. 
 
Ever tried accessing a senior thesis or subject repository in the department? 
 
Never, but I instead just look at the structure, because at my university it is close access. So it can only 
be shown, it cannot be borrowed. That is precisely just a thesis and is stored in a special section. There 
is no database, too, so we only request and ask directly to the librarian regarding the desired topic. 
Maybe the goal of close-access is to avoid plagiarism. 
 
Is there a particular framework for writing a dissertation? 
 
Yes, the file will be given later. From the introduction to references. But that is a very general 
explanation. Similar to a research method seminar. 
8 Responden 8 (R8) 
 
Sensitive data terkait dengan NDA (non-disclosure agreement). Hal ini terkait riset yang bekerja sama 
dengan marine: kelautan dan air, perusahaan, militer dan project riset lainnya. Tim riset Bersama 




Jadi disediakan kelas-kelas training terkait disertasi, seperti penulisan laporan. 
Respondent 8 (R8) 
 
Sensitive data is related to NDA (non-disclosure agreement). This is related to research that works with 
marine: marine and water, companies, military and other research projects. The joint research office 












Tipenya individual project, lebih ke system computer. Dokumentasi lebih ke screenshot dalam bentuk 
file. 
 
Termotivasi managing data lebih baik? 
 
Karena prosesnya sudah ada, dari awal hingga selesai, jadi kita pribadi sih mengikuti saja. Jika ditanya 
apakah akan menjadi lebih baik atau tidak, yah hasilnya akan sama saja karena kita mengikuti system 
dan apa yang dimaui oleh kebijakan. Sedangkan, untuk penyimpanan pribadi, yah entah sedetail itu, 
atau ada format buatan sendiri yang terserah kita. Dengan system ini, kita dapat meminimalisir 
kesalahan. Jadi, misalnya menentukan data mana saja yang akan di deposit, sebenarnya tidak 
sepenuhnya diserahkan kepada researcher. Namun kita mengikuti ketentuan yang diberikan research 
office, seperti contohnya ada kelas scoping studies. Dari situ, ditentukan penulisan disertasi beserta 
strukturnya. 
Scoping studies itu suatu bentuk penilan seberapa ngerti mahasiswa terhadap apa yang akan dikerjakan 
pada individual projectnya. Agar mahasiswa tidak bingung memulai dan melanjutkan projectnya lebih 
dalam. Penilaiannya sifatnya formatif dan tidak masuk di nilai akhir. Bentuknya tulisan seperti menulis 
proposal. Feedback tulisan proposal diberikan oleh supervisor, dimana ada feedback substansi dan 
format. 
 
Pernah nyari referensi terkait subjek penelitian? 
 
Google yang mana ujungnya akan dibawa ke repositorinya kampus. Karena disini sifatnya pembagian 
project, maka mahasiswa akan diberdayakan oleh beberapa klien Bersama supervisor untuk melakukan 
suatu project. Karena masih ada ikatan dengan pihak ketiga, maka laporan nya cukup sensitive jika 
ingin dibuka kepada public, karena masih berhubungan dengan project tahun lalu atau sedang on 




Types of research? 
 
It is an individual project, for me it is more about the computer system and the documentation 
screenshots in file format. 
 
After reading RDM Policy, do you have more motivation to manage data better? 
 
Because the process already exists, from the beginning to completion, so we personally follow it. If 
asked whether it will be better or not, well, the results will be the same because we follow the system 
and what the policy is about. Whereas, for personal storage, well whether that is detailed, or with our 
own format that is up to us. With this system, we can minimise errors. So, for example, determining 
which data that will be deposited, is actually not entirely done by the researcher. However, we follow 
the provisions provided by the research office, for example there are classes of scoping studies. From 
there, the writing of the dissertation and its structure are determined. 
Scoping studies are a form of understanding of how students know what should be done on their 
individual projects. So those students are not confused about starting and continuing the project. The 
assessment is formative and does not enter in the final grade. The form of writing is like writing a 
proposal. Feedback of the proposal writing is given by the supervisor, where there is substance and 
format feedback. 
 
Have you ever looked for references regarding research subjects? 
 
Google, which will be directed automatically to campus repositories. Because here, the nature of the 
project is already divided, then students will be empowered by several clients, together with 
supervisors, to do a project. Because there are still ties with third parties, the report is quite sensitive if 
it is to be opened to the public, because it is still related to the project last year or is on progress. 























Research Data Service (RDS) 
requirements gathering through a 
survey 
2 3 1   6 school/department 
3 
Research Data Service (RDS) 
requirements gathering through 
curation profile 
1 5 4 4 6 school/department 
4 Monitoring of funder policies 5   1   6 supervisor 
5 
Guidance and support for data 
management 
1 3 3 4 6 
supervisor, principal 
investigators (PIs) 
6 Management of active research data 7 2 3 3 2 principal investigators (PIs) 
7 Information security 5 2 1 7 4 
project management officers 
(PMO) 
8 Practical data management advice   3   2 5 supervisor, deans 
9 
Advocacy including raising awareness 
of funders' policies 
1 4     7 principal investigators (PIs) 
10 Maintenance of a guidance website   1   7 3 
principal investigators (PIs), 
deans 
11 
Guidance and support for staff and 
researchers 
  4 1 2 5 school support administrator 
12 Training for staff and researchers   4 1 1 5   
13 
Advice on management of sensitive 
research 
3 3 1 1 8   
14 
Advice on copyright and licensing of 
data 
4 3 1 1 5 academic skill adviser 
15 Running the research data repository   5 4 4 3   
16 Running a metadata catalogue 1 2 6 4 2 
principal investigators (PIs), 
school/department 
17 Documenting processes 5 1 1 1 2 principal investigators (PIs) 
18 Creating metadata for research data 6 1 2 2 2 support staff 
19 Selecting data for deposit 6   3   2   
20 
Ensuring that locally deposited data is 
visible in national services 
1 2 1 5 7   
21 
Integration of locally deposited 
research data into the local discovery 
infrastructure 
3 3 1 4 5   
22 
Monitoring re-use/citation of data in 
repository 
4 2 1   4 support staff 





Promotion of knowledge of sources of 
re-usable data 
1 2 2   7 Public Relation 
25 
Promotion of data sharing and 
knowledge of national data repository 
services 
2 2 2   7 Public Relation 
26 
Overall leadership on Research Data 
Management (RDM) 
2 2     4 
Board of Director, 
school/department 
 
